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EDITORIAL 
dpryor@cpg.com 

Look Back to 
Look Ahead 

T he halcyon days of multiyear systems 

projects developed at a measured 

pace are all but gone. IT program

mers and software engineers have to deliver 

solutions in weeks or, at most, months. fu a 

result, modular, component-based development has become de rigeur. Perhaps 

the single most important force behind this movement has been e-business. 

Because object-oriented programming can make it relatively easy to develop 

and roll out projects incrementally when time demands rapid application 

deployment, it has been a godsend to developers. For example, applications can 

be developed for a business-to-business extranet, then be integrated with enter

prise management, then with customer relations, then be brought together in 

a complete retail system. End-to-end projects would have taken years before the 

webbed world we now live in. Also, another benefit of all this site-to-site chat

tering among applications doing e-business has been the accelerated pace of 

standards adoption. How long would it have taken without the spur of global 

competition to settle on ActiveX objects, Enterprise JavaBeans and COM/ 

CORBA? For an update on these issues, as well as some ideas about what's 

next, take a look at Karen Watterson's cover story "Software Development 

in an Object World," Page 50. 

Also this month, SW Expert revisits SANland in "The Time of SANs," 

Page 58. With this feature, Ron Levine takes you into the not too distant 

future. He discusses the evolution of the storage area network with an eye 

toward providing the perspective implementers will need through the next 

two or three years. Of course, he begins with a review of the storage disarray 

that begat the SAN-businesses relying on a mix of UNIX and Windows NT, 

performance bottlenecks, scalabiliry woes and so on. But those times are a 

changing. As those times change, we would like to hear from you regarding 

your storage plans. If you are planning a SAN, let us know how you're doing 

it. Nothing helps to anchor our coverage more than first-hand reports from 

the field. Drop us a line at edi tors@cpg . com. 
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Exam Time for Java Programmers 

Y
our programmers may be certi
fied for Java development, but 
are they certified for enterprise-

1 eve l development? Probably not, 
because until now the main certifier of 
Java programmers, Sun Microsystems 
Inc., didn't have a certification pro
gram for enterprise Java development. 
Previously, Sun Educational Services 
offered just two levels of Java certifi
cation: Certified Programmer a nd 
Certified Developer. However, Sun has 
recently begun addressing the need to 
test developers not only on their abiliry 
ro code Java programs and applets, but 
on their skills using Java services and 
cools to build distributed, enterprise 
applications as well. 

quickly enough," he says. In fact, Bill 
Richardson, vice president and general 
manager for Sun Educational Services, 
says that according to Sun estimates, 
the demand for qualified enterprise 
Java developers already outstrips sup
ply by abo ut 10%. 

The joint exam will focus on the 
APis and services that form part of 

ing co retake the original Enterprise 
Developer exam using IBM products. 

"We are looking for a way co coordi
nate [the certification] so someone who 
comes from one cool base and moves to 
another tool base doesn't have to start 
over," Richardson says. "Some of the 
test is specific to the application tool 
sets, while other parts deal with the 
theory or technology basis." 

Each company will retain the 
license for its own test, but other ven-
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To that end, in February, Sun 
unveiled the Java Technology Archi
tecture Planning and Design exam
ination aimed at testing abilities in 
areas such as database integration, 
securiry and high-performance design. 
More important, in May, Sun and sev
eral other vendors announced a collab
orative effort to create a joint Certified 
Enterprise Developer certification. The 
partners (Sun, IBM Co rp. , Oracle 
Corp. and Novell Inc.) plan co have 
the $125 to $150 certification exami
nations available by the end of the 
year, says S~eve Holb'rook, Java strate
gist for Novell, Provo, UT. 

...... ~----,.--~~--~-.:....a--~~-~~~-~~----' ~ 

According to Holbrook, a unified 
certification will encourage more 
developers to get qualified in enter
prise development. "We wanted some
thing to act as a catalyst for that and 
we felt it would be more useful for the 
Java programmers out there if we 
[vendors] have as much in common as 
possible," Holbrook says. He predicts 
there wi ll soon be a lack of qualified 
enterprise-level Java programmers 
in the industry. "We're expecting a 
dearth of programmers as Java spreads, 
and we won't be able co train people 
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Sun's new Java 2 Platform, Enterprise 
Edition, as well as on the use of Java 
development tools. Each of the partici
pating vendors will craft a version of 
the exam based on its own develop
ment products, and applicants can 
choose which variation of the test they 
want to take. Because all of the ven
dors have agreed co recognize each 
other's version of the test, applicants 
who test on one vendor's products can 
sti ll qualify to cake an exam for a 
higher level certification on another 
vendor's products. So, for example, a 
programmer who takes the Enterprise 
Developer exam using Oracle's 
]Developer can go on to take a higher 
level Java test from IBM without hav-
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dors will have the right to offer it 
along with their exams. It's likely other 
vendors will join the collaboration 
in the near future , Richardson says. 
"There are some in discussion right 
now. We're pleased to have more par
ticipants; the more the merrier."-sjh 

1/0 Specs Race for 
Pole Position 

As CPUs get faster, storage needs 
expand and peripherals proliferate, the 
need for faster I/O technologies grows 
as well. Industry manufacturers are 
racing to develop new, speedi er I/O 
technologies, but chis may result in 
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News 
overlapping or competing standards 
that muddy the waters for OEMs and 
customers. 

a single interconnect that can be used 
for both CPU-to-CPU communica
tions in parallel app lication clusters 
and high-bandwidth server technol
ogies such as SCSI, Fibre Channel and 
Gigabit Ethernet. The all iance, which 
includes Adaptec Inc., Compaq Com
puter Corp., Hewlett-Packard Co. and 
IBM Corp., plans to have a final speci
fication out by the end of the year, 
with products ready for shipping by 
early 2001. 

ond (also new) specification, Peripheral 
Component Interconnect (PCI-X). 
PC I-X is designed to increase the 
shared PCI bus to speeds of 1 GB/s. 
The group working on PC I-X, the 
PCI Special Interest Group (http: I I 
www.pcisig.com), also incl udes 
Future I/O supporters such as Com
paq, H P and IBM. It plans to have 
products avai lable later th is year or 
early next year. 

Currently, three new I/O specifica
tions claim to be the next trend in I/O 
technology; all promising high-speed 
performance, and all backed by differ
ent computer or networking vendors. 

One such specification, Future I/O, 
is supported by the Future I/O 
All iance (http: //www. futureio. 

org), a consortium of more than 100 
vendors. Formed in February, the alli
ance aims to develop a specification for 

Future I/O is intended to comple
ment, then eventually supplant, a sec-

"] ust as in the early 1990s, ISA [ the 
Industry Standard Architecture bus fo r 
PCs] was supplemented and replaced 
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Java for the Masses 

J avaServer Pages (JSP) , Sun Microsystems lnc.'s latest 
Java creation unveiled in June, allows designers to 
create dynamic, Java-based Web pages without having 

to know any Java programming. JSP-based pages make it 
possible to embed Java scripts directly into HTML code. 
This enables designers to work with the HTML in a Web 
page, while leaving the business logic that's behind the 
page to programmers. 

"It's a way of inserting real Java code into your HTML," 
says Bill Roth, product line manager for the Java 2 Platform, 
Enterprise Edition at Sun, Palo Alto, CA. 

JSP-based pages, which are compiled into servlets 

code in the JavaServer Pages, and I have an application 
that has 50 different screens and my database logic changes, 
then I have to go back into those 50 different applications 
to change the piece of code in each one. But that's something 
a fair amount of people are willing to accept, especially for 
noncritical types of applications or smaller types of applica
tions," Bickel says, adding that JSP is still a good solution 
for most Web applications. 

Flashline.com Inc., a Cleveland , OH-based company that 
sells software components online, converted its Web pages 
to JSP several months ago, and now relies on JSP with Java
Beans to automate electronic commerce activities such as 

for execution, require a Web server that sup
ports both Sun's Java Servlet API and JSP 1.0 
specification in order to run. Already, several 
Web and application server vendors, including 
Bluestone Software Inc., Gemstone Systems 
Inc., Netscape Communications Corp. and 
Oracle Corp., either are, or soon will be, 
including support for JSP in their products. 
Sun has also announced it will license the 
technology to the open-source Apache Web 
server developer community. All told , approxi
mately 20 companies collaborated with Sun 
on the JSP 1.0 specification , Roth says. 

JSP is better 
shopping cart and real-time credit card 
processing functions. Charles Stack, chief 
executive officer of Flashline.com, says than ASP because 

JSP-based pages 
are compiled into 
servlets only once, 
whereas ASP-based 

the transition has improved both the site's 
performance and ease of maintenance. 

"The huge advantage [of JSP] is it com
pletely separates the code from the presen
tation, and you get a lot of advantages from 
that," Stack says. "Your designers can do 
thei r HTML design without having to do 
much with the code, and your program
mers don't have to do any HTML whatso
ever, which makes everybody happy. And 
it's faster than CGI scripts, where each 

pages must be 
reinterpreted each 
time they're run. 

JSP competes with Microsoft Corp.'s 
Active Server Pages (ASP) technology, which dynamically 
creates Web pages containing either Visual Basic or JScript 
(Microsoft's version of the JavaScript scripting language) 
code. Roth says JSP is better than ASP because JSP-based 
pages are compiled into servlets only once, whereas ASP
based pages must be reinterpreted each time they're run. 
"Most people building Web applications who want to use 
Java will want to use JavaServer Pages," says Bob Bickel, 
senior vice president of products at Bluestone Software, 
Mount Laurel, NJ. "It's really the simplest way to create 
Java applications." 

However, Bickel says JSP isn't ideal for very large appli
cations. "If I embed all my JDBC [Java database connectivity] 

page call is a separate process. [JSP] is simply another 
thread and, as a result, it's significantly more efficient.'' 

Steve Wilcox, chief architect with Avitek Inc. , a custom 
Java development firm based in Boulde r, CO, says JSP will 
relieve programmers of the need to develop their own solu
tions for generating Web pages. "Prior to JSP, people were 
using their own homegrown ways of generating HTML from 
Java. JSP is useful in that it wi ll help standardize that activ
ity," Wilcox says. "We had ou r own package for HTML page 
generation, and a lot of people had done the same sort of 
thing. We no longer have to write our own; we can use some
thing written by other vendors. Sun is filling some holes that 
existed on the server side.''-sjh 
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News 

by PCI, I expect the same thing to 

happen again," says Martin Whittaker, 
manager and senior arch itect in sys
tems and technology for HP, Palo 
Alto, CA. "PCI-X products wi ll be 
coming out this year to give a boost to 

PCI, which will serve as a high-band

formidab le vendors behind it-namely, 
Dell Computer Corp., Intel Corp. and 
Sun Microsystems Inc. 

MA, says Intel 's presence in the NGIO 
Forum co uld serve as a cata lys t to 

drive many OEMs to lend their sup
port to the Future I/O initiative. " Both [Future I/O and NG IO ] 

have attributes that make them advan
tageous . Clearly Intel , as well as Sun 
and D ell, have engineers who under-

"The idea of Intel moving out of 
microprocessors and into I/O and then 
into god knows what, is going to 

width bus for about a year and 
then coexist for quite a while 
with Future I/O." 

Unlike PCI-X, Future I/O 
will use switched fabric, serial 
point-to-point connections that 
offer speeds of 2 GB/s. Switch
ed fabric is not a brand-new 
technology, says James Gruener, 
analyst for m arket re sea rch 
firm The Aberdeen Group , 
Boston , MA. "It 's proven to 

have worked in the pas t if you 
look at mainframe environ
ments, so it's quite likely this 
will translate well as a workable 
architecture," Gruener says. 

Yet a third I/O technology, 

bother OEMs enough chat 
they're going to probably have 
a foot in multiple camps ," 
Day says. "So what may end 
up happening is chat I/O 
wi ll become just like other 
standards areas, where some 
vendors will foot the bill to 
be ab le co say they support 
them all. That's a very expen
sive proposition." 

Brian Smith, chief exe
cu tive officer of Crossroads 
Systems Inc., an Austin, TX
based vendor of Fibre Chan
nel storage routers and a 
member of both the NGIO 
Forum and the Future I/O 

the Next Generation I/O (NGIO) 
interconnect, proposed by the NGIO 
Forum (http : //www . ngioforurn . 

org), will also use a switched fab ric 
serial architecture. T he NGIO Forum 
plans to have products out by mid-
2000 and also has a number of 

stand the architecture quite well. But 
o n the o ther sid e, yo u've go t more 
ma rket size," Aberd ee n Group 's 
Gruener says. "T he Fu ture I/O fo lks 
hold over 60% of the market. " 

Alliance, says chat a common specifi
ca t ion migh t be a poss ib ility down 
the road . " I see Crossroads having a 
separate sec of products in the NGIO 
and Future I/O spaces, but I also hope 
there will be a blending of the two 
[specifications] over time."-sjh 
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However, Brad Day, analyst with 
Giga Information Group, Cambridge, 

App Server Road Map 

When Sun Microsystems Inc. agreed to a licensing deal 
with America Online Inc. of the products AOL acquir
ed from Netscape Communications Corp. last year, 

industry observers wondered how the two companies would 
handle product redundancy with their application servers. 
Sun had recently purchased NetDynamics Inc. , maker of the 
NetDynamics application server, and AOL had released Net
scape Application Server (NAS). Now the details are out. 

The Sun-Netscape Alliance is taking a two-step approach, 
with the eventual goal being the delivery of a single applica
tion server sometime next year. The first step has already 
been taken with the release of updated versions of the two 
existing servers. Both products, NetDynamics 5.01 and NAS 
4.0, received a common programming model through the 
Java 2 Software Developer Kit (SOK) and support for Enter
prise JavaBeans (EJB), JavaServer Pages (JSP) and the 
Java Servlet API. These updated application servers will be 
followed by further enhancements early next year that will 
provide shared components in the areas of management 
and enterprise integration, the alliance says. 

The alliance is basically taking what it deems to be the 
most important features of each application server and in
tegrating them with the eventual single server, says Martin 
Marshall, director and research analyst at Zona Research 
Inc., Redwood City, CA. "Their objective is to take the best 
of both worlds between NetDynamics and NAS," Marshall 
says. "This is a necessary step for them." 

The second step will be the introduction of a new app
lication server, which the alliance says will employ both 
the development tools of NetDynamics and the transaction 
processing strength of NAS. This product is scheduled 
for release in the second half of 2000. 

Reaction to the application server road map has been 
generally favorable, but industry watchers predict the release 
date of the single server could scare away potential custom
ers. "I think this is going to slow down sales," says Sally 
Cusack, analyst with International Data Corp. , a Framingham, 
MA-based market research company. "Current customers 
seem happy, but the end user that is evaluating the tech
nology will wait to see what happens."-ptc 
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Sun Consolidates 
Software Divisions 

Sun Microsystems lnc. 's software 
employees moved into closer quarters in 
July, when Sun consolidated its three 
software divisions-Solaris, Java and 
Consumer/Embedded-into a single 
division. The new Software Products 
and Platforms division will be headed 
by Alan Baratz, former 

News 
hardware-driven organization, he says. 
"There's strength in numbers." 

But McCormick also wonders 
whether the consolidation might send 
the wrong signal to Java developers and 
Sun partners who are participating in 
work on the Java platform. "Sun's Java 
platform is a different fish than the 
Solaris and embedded platforms," he 
says. "It's kind of an industry standard, 

and one of the worries 
president of the Java soft
ware division. 

The consolidation was 
a practical step taken in 
response to the recent 
reassignment of more 
than 1,000 Sun software 
staffers to the Sun-Net
scape Alliance, established 
earlier this year, according 
to John Loiacono, vice 

The move may 
give the software 
side of the 

people have had about it 
has been whether Sun 
intends to be the dictator 
of that standard," he says. 
"Consolidating the Java 
platform stuff with the 
other software platforms 
and products puts a tie in 
there that some people 
might not like to see." 

business more 
clout in a largely 
hardware-driven 
organization. 

president of brand marketing at Sun, 
Palo Alto, CA. 

"In order to increase our software 
presence, it was only prudent to bring 
[the remaining employees] together and 
put even more emphasis on our soft
ware products, technologies and solu
tions," Loiacono says. "To enhance the 
focus we have placed on software, we 
decided to be more efficient by aligning 
all software efforts under a more uni
fied direction and one leading person, 
resulting in a more unified reporting 
structure." 

The move is a sound one, says John 
McCormick, strategic analyst for IT 
software at Frost & Sullivan, a consult
ing firm based in Mountain View, CA. 
"Sun had a lot of efforts going on that 
were redundant and, by consolidating 
the different businesses, they're able to 
save some of those costs," McCormick 
says. It may also give the software side 
of the business more clout in a largely 

But Bob Bickel, senior 
vice president of products at Bluestone 
Software Inc., Mount Laurel, NJ, 
doesn't believe that the restructuring 
will have much of an effect on Sun's 
current relationship with Java software 
developers. "There has always been 
concern, on the part of people like us, 
about the fact that [Alan Baratz] has 
responsibility for both the Java standard 
and for creating profit out of [Sun's 
Java] software," says Bickel. "But this 
brings zero changes from our perspec
tive, because both the commercial 
application side and Java standards 
group already reported to Alan Baratz 
[before the reorganization]. This just 
says that Alan's empire has expanded to 
include Solaris." 

Jean Bozman, analyst at Interna
tional Data Corp., Mountain View, 
CA, says the consolidation may even 
benefit Sun's partners. "It makes it easi
er for business partners to deal with 
Sun; they won't have to make as many 

trips to talk to Sun," Bozman says. 
In the long-run, the restructuring is a 

good administrative maneuver, Bozman 
says. "It's an organizational statement, 
more than anything else, aimed at mak
ing software a greater component of 
their revenues. Sun is simply saying, 'We 
want to have all the software under one 
umbrella ro manage it better.' At the 
moment, the vast majority of their rev
enues come from hardware and services. 
But it could be, that by doing this, they 
would become more prominent as a 
software company," Bozman says. 

In another restructuring effort, Sun 
has created a new Network Service 
Provider division, which is chartered 
with developing and marketing Sun 
products to telecommunications com
panies, cable operators and network 
equipment suppliers who develop prod
ucts for service providers. The division 
will be headed by John Mcfarlane, for
mer president of the Solaris software 
division. Specifically, the division will 
work on things such as developing inte
grated software and hardware products, 
real-time network platforms, network 
management platforms, extensions to 
the Java 2 Platform for service providers 
and fault-tolerant hardware platforms 
for the telecommunications industry. 

Realistically, it will initially act more 
as a liaison between other Sun divisions, 
marketing those products to Sun's ser
vice provider partners and customers, 
says Frost & Sullivan's McCormick. "I 
don't think they're going to go off and 
immediately start making a bunch of 
new products. More likely, they're tak
ing Sun's existing stuff and putting a 
telecom spin on it," he says. 

But the move does underscore Sun's 
intention to be a key playe r in the 
emerging Internet service provider (ISP) 
and application hosting markets. "It 
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News 

signals a seriousness in attacking that 
market," says McCormick. "It's kind of 
interesting they'd have a whole different 
division. I guess they just wanted to have 
a unified focus for the market."-sjh 

with a height of 2U, or 3.5 inches, will 
join Big Blue's RS/6000 server family 
and will be priced lower than Sun's 
Necra tl, the company says. Both are 
specifically designed to conserve space. 

and Linux. While IBM is not ready to 
announce specific features, the company 
promises it will offer more than Sun's 
Netra t 1, and for less money. "I look at 
the Netra tl and it's not a very good 
performer," says Rosen. "It's not a very 
interesting price point and I know Pizz
azz will significantly outperform it. " Rack 1em Up 

"One of the chief requirements that 
has come back from service providers is 
the need for rack-mounted servers," 
says Al Rosen, program direc-A new breed of specialized servers 

are hitting the market in greater num
bers. Instead of powerful, high-perfor
mance machines, Sun Microsystems 
Inc., IBM Corp. and Compaq Com
puter Corp. are placing an emphasis on 
functiona lity and price by offering 
si ngle-p rocessor systems suitable for 
specific tasks or markets. 

tor of ISP business develop
ment for the IBM Server 
Group. "By stacking them in 
a rack, and as thin as you can 
get the IP, they conserve on 
floor space, and floor space 
cost tons of money." 

At a height of just 1. 75 inches, Sun 's new 
thin-client Netra t1 server for the ISP market 
is designed to conserve space. 

The Netra tl is available in 
Both Sun and IBM are offering thin 

servers targeted at the Internet service 
provider (ISP) market. Sun recently 
anno un ced the Netra tl-which is 
available now and has a height of 1 U, 
or 1.75 inches, and a starting price of 
$5,000-while IBM is preparing for an 
autumn launch of a similar mach ine, 
code-named Pizzazz. IBM's new server 

two versions: a 360-MHz 
UltraSPARC-Ili processor with 1-MB 
external cache and 64 MB of memory, 
and a 440-MHz UltraSPARC-IIi 
processor with 2-MB external cache 
and 256 MB of memory. Both boxes 
run Solaris 2.6/7. 

Pizzazz, on the other hand, will be a 
RISC-based server that supports AIX 

Another IBM rack-mounted system 
in the works is a storage device code
named Oyster. The new storage system, 
which the company hopes to make avail
able by the end of the year, will provide 
720 GB of disk space within a rack
mount enclosure. "You will see us come 
out with a series of products that fit 
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CORSA and EJB Integration 

Ireland-based Iona Technologies Inc. is attempting to unite 
Enterprise JavaBeans (EJB) and Common Object Request 
Broker Architecture (CORSA) with the release of its new 

development tool OrbixHome. 
EJB, a component model created by Sun Microsystems 

Inc. , allows developers to build distributed Java applications 
with reusable components. CORSA, a specification defined 
by the Object Management Group (OMG) , provides a sys
tem for distributing component models among multiple 
programming languages and platforms. Iona says the EJB 
component model and the CORSA architecture are a power
ful combination . 

"EJB gives you ease of use," says John McGuire, senior 
product manager for Java middleware products at Iona in 
Dublin. "But when it comes to actually rolling out systems 
that handle millions of transactions a day, CORSA is a perfect 
way of doing that. " 

To bring together EJB's ease of use and CORBA's delivery 
method, Iona took Sun's EJB 1.1 specification , code-named 
Moscone, and put a CORSA engine beneath it. Graphical wiz
ards were also added, which allow developers to build cus
tom components or manage ones prebuilt by independent 
software vendors (ISVs). Iona says these graphical tools 
can perform all development and management functions, 
including extending EJB components to CORSA and adding 
advanced services such as transactions. The CORSA engine 
provides the messaging and middleware infrastructure. 

One key strength of OrbixHome, according to McGuire, 
is the fact that Iona has based it on the Sun EJB 1.1 specifi
cation. "There is an emphasis in the new Moscone specifica
tion on assembling beans and deployment support," he says. 
"So what we are providing with Orb ixHome is not just the 
development capability, but also the infrastructure around 
assembly and deployment. It comes back to the EJB 1.1 
specification with the very tight description of the various 
roles, what these ru les do and providing the tools for that. " 

Iona, which is known for providing CORSA middleware, 
paved the way for its EJB tool with the February purchase of 
EJBHome Ltd ., a U.K.-based EJB software firm. OrbixHome 
is the result of the merger, combining the two companies' 
technologies. 

Iona plans to release OrbixHome by the end of September 
and will announce pricing at that time. It will be available on 
Solaris, HP-UX, AIX, True64 UNIX and Windows 95/98/NT. 
Furthermore, it will support databases from Oracle Corp. and 
Microsoft Corp. and feature utilities that allow rapid genera
tion of entity beans, a type of EJB that provides a function 
to map data sources to Java classes. 

In addition , OrbixHome will support Sun's Java 2 Platform 
and is designed to integrate with Iona's Orbix product line. 
As a result, EJB could be used to drive a remote Microsoft 
Excel spreadsheet using OrbixCOMet, or to provide a secure 
Internet firewall , including access control , for EJB collection 
using OrbixWonderwall .-ptc 
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inside racks," Rosen says. 
Compaq's offering is also a thin ser

ver designed for the enterprise and ISPs 
with limited space. In mid-July, Com
paq introduced its TaskSmart C-Series 
towers. With a height of 5 inches, the 
new Compaq servers are larger than the 
Sun and IBM machines, but still fit ini:o 
a traditional 19- by 24-inch telco rack. 

News 
Cl 500R, which comes with three 
10/100-Mb/s Ethernet ports, 512-MB 
ECC SDRAM memory and two 
9.1-GB hot-pluggable hard drives with 
support for disk cloning and mirroring; 
and the C2000R, which comes with 
redundant hot-pluggable power sup
plies, five 10/100-Mb/s Ethernet ports, 
1-GB ECC SDRAM memory and 

six 9.1-GB hot-pluggable 
hard drives. All three mod
els run caching technology 
from Novell Inc. and a 
stripped down version of 
the NetWare 5 kernel. At 
this writing, Compaq has 
not released prices for the 
TaskSmart C-Series servers. 

Designed specifically for Web caching, and 
the first of an emerging product category 
called server appliances, Compaq releases 
its TaskSmart C-Series server. 

One of the first users to 
test the TaskSmart C-Series 
server was Don Porter, 
senior network engineer 
for UtahLink, an online 

TaskSmart C-Series is the first of 
several new servers to be released that 
fall into an emerging product category 
called server appliances. T hey are turn
key machines, dedicated to a single 
application or task. For the TaskSmart 
C-Series, that task is Web caching. "We 
feel there are select applications for 
which customers and resellers don't 
want to be bothered with putting 
together the optimal solution," says 
John Young, director of appliance and 
communications servers at Compaq's 
Industry Standard Server Division. 
"They'd rather rely on our experience 
and integration work." 

Other TaskSmart server appliances, 
which are scheduled to be introduced 
over the next 12 months, will focus on 
file storage, security and email. "Very 
routine, low-customized applications 
are required for the application for
mat," Young says. 

The TaskSmart C-Series server sits 
between the client and the Web server, 
caching frequently accessed Web pages. 
The server appliance can be configured 
and managed with a Java-enabled Web 
browser and supports SNMP, Telnet 
and URL filtering. It's available in 
three versions: the Cl200R, with two 
10/100-Mb/s Ethernet ports, 256-MB 
ECC SDRAM memory and one 
9.1-GB hot-pluggable hard drive; the 
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organization that manages Internet 
traffic for 41 public school districts 
thro ughout Utah. Porter is running 
TaskSmart as a proxy cache to fi lter 
conten t intended for the students. 
Previously, he was using Sun boxes to 
do the same function. "I had approxi
mately 12 Solaris boxes scattered across 
the state. If we had a problem, some
times we couldn't get someone on-site 
to have the expertise to resolve the 
issue," Porter says. "[With TaskSmart) I 
just provide the end user with the hard
ware, the CD and floppy, and if they 
have a problem they just rebuild."-ptc 

Rival XML Sites 
Launched 

Despite current clear skies, a poten
tial tempest is brewing in the world of 
eXtensible Markup Language (XML). 
In late May, two competing Web sites 
were launched within 24 hours of one 
another, both with the intention of 
promoting the use of XML-based busi
ness schemas. 

XML.erg, unveiled on May 25, is 
an XML portal developed by the 
Organization for the Advancement of 
Structured Information Standards 
(OASIS), a nonprofit consortium 
backed by industry leaders, including 
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IBM Corp., Sun Microsystems Inc. , 
Oracle Corp. and Novell Inc . The 
other, BizTalk.org, an effort led by 
Microsoft Corp. and used to promote 
its proprietary XML framework, was 
launched the day before. The introduc
tion of the Biz Talk site has led to spec
ulation that the emerging XML market 
will soon develop into a power struggle 
to create the leading Document Type 
Definitions (DTDs) and business 
schemas. "It looked like there was a 
battle royal shaping up between Micro
soft and OASIS," says Steve Robins, 
senior analyst at The Yankee Group, a 
Boston, MA-based research firm. 

XML is a vendor-neutral data ex
change language being developed by 
the World Wide Web Consortium 
(W3C), which allows for structured 
document interchange on the Web. 
Because many industries have their own 
specific rules, unique business schemas 
are being designed for XML data 
exchange. BizTalk is Microsoft's ver
sion, while other industry organizations 
and vendors are attempting to define 
their own schemas. One fear is that a 
company with the clout of Microsoft 
can establish the standard that best fits 
its proprietary needs and not that of the 
entire industry. 

However, those concerns were pla
cated-at least for the moment-when 
Microsoft informed OASIS on May 28 
that it intends to join the group. "We 
have long sought Microsoft to be a 
member of OASIS and we did speak to 
them about our XML.erg effort several 
weeks before they had launched their 
[BizTalk.org) site," says Laura Walker, 
executive director of OASIS. "But even 
if Microsoft had not joined OASIS, the 
two efforts were really complementary 
and not competitive. " 

Walker says the two sites provide a 
similar service. She hopes XML.erg 
will become the portal leading to all 
things XML That includes providing 
the different business schemas and 
DTDs that are developed in the indus
try, as well as ones developed for the 
BizTalk Framework. "Companies exist 
to make money and it is through prod
uct differentiation that they are able to 

do so. What we focus on at OASIS is 
that even though there will always be 
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this product differentiation, the 
exchange point between products 
is neutral. That is what we strive 
for," Walker says. 

Walker's position is a common 
one among leaders in the XML 
industry. In face, many believe 
there will be numerous types of 
business schemas and DTDs. 
"The reality is there is just a need 
for a variety of different DTDs 
and schemas out in the world," 
says Bob Bickel, senior vice presi
dent of produces at Bluestone 
Software Inc., a leading vendor of 
XML produces based in Mount 
Laurel, NJ. "The world is just coo 
complex co cry co model in one 
DTD and schema." 

Mose people feel it's better co 
have Microsoft onboard with 
XML.org with the hope chat 
industry consensus can be reached on 
the different XML schemas being 
created. "This is extraordinarily good 
news for XML," says The Yankee 
Group's Robins. "XML has been very 
strong as a way co share data content. 
What has made it a challenge is differ
ent schemas for sharing chat data. Bue 
instead of there being different organi
zations propagating these DTDs, it 
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Launched within 24 hours of one another and promoting competing XML-based 
business schemas, OASIS' XML.org and Microsoft's BizTalk.org have analysts 
concerned about industry consensus and product neutrality. 

is really going co be one." 
Even Microsoft's biggest competi

tors believe its joining OASIS is a posi
tive step for XML. "We're really happy 
co see chat Microsoft has signed up," 
says Nancy Lee, senior produce mana
ger for XML at Sun, Palo Alco, CA. 
"It's definitely something that is good." 

While Microsoft did not respond co 
requests for an interview regarding its 

plans to join OASIS, it is safe co say 
the company does not plan co abandon 
BizTalk.org and its BizTalk Frame
work. If chat's the case, concern over 
industry conflicts will undoubtedly 
continue. "With the presence of 
[BizTalk.org] there is the possibility 
Microsoft is promoting a proprietary 
version of XML," says Lee. "That 
could be an issue."-ptc 
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Ask Mr. Protocol 
by Michael O'Brien 

''Somehow Julia Roberts isn't 

quite so attractive when she's 

made of big square blocks 
like that." 

- A cable TV viewer 

"Email services will be restored 

as soon as we figure out what 

went wrong. 

- A cable modem provider 

''Let's rent a movie. Uh, how 

much space do we have on 
our hard drive?" 

- A future viewer 

Mr. P. Brings Home a Movie 
Q I read in the paper that movie 

: studios are already starting to 

look at the notion of distributing movies 
over the Internet. I couldn't care less about 

that because my TV works very nicely, 

thank you, but I'd love to be able to trans

fer movies over the Internet on my own. 

Only my movies are sales presentations 

and training films for my company. 

How do I do that? 

A Your question raises so many . ' • others that I don t know where 
to begin. 

First of all, the movie studios are 
indeed studying the idea of delivering 
movies over the Internet, but only partly 
because they want to. Pirate sites are 
already delivering very bad copies of 
movies over the Internet, mostly made 
by semi-bright people sneaking digital 
camcorders into movie theaters. This 
works about as well as you'd expect. If 
these were any worse, they would look 
like videotaped evidence used in court. 

The studios are in the best position 

20 

to deliver high-quality movies via the 
Internet, but encounter the same prob
lem they face with videotaped movies: 
piracy. If they took the simplest solu
tion, namely, running something like an 
FTP server chat took credit cards, sales 
would be decimated by pirates selling 
cut-rate copies 10 minutes after a movie 
was released. Somehow, they have to be 
able to deliver digital copies of movies 
that cannot themselves be copied, or 
at least, not usefully copied. 

Mr. Protocol chinks he's found 
an approach that'll do the job. Several 
companies have announced digital sales 
schemes, which deliver the digital prod
uct wrapped in a cryptographic holder. 
These wrapped products can be made 
freely available because as they stand, 
they're useless. What you buy is a key 
that decrypts the product, but only 
under certain conditions. If the product 
is a movie, the key may only decrypt it 
for a single viewing, or a limited num
ber of viewings, and only on the user's 
own machine. 
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Mr. Protocol's tenuous grasp of phys
ical reality has caused him to ignore one 
potentially fatal flaw in this approach: 
Any encryption scheme requires that the 
item in question exist in decrypted form 
in the user's own domain, however fleet
ingly. Preventing a sufficiently resource
ful user from capturing the product 
at that point is a difficult problem. A 
movie, for example, can be captured 
on its way to the screen, if not earlier. 

And, because you're enamored of 
your own set, a word about TV. Current 
televisions use a standard called NTSC, 
which stands for the National Technical 
Standards Committee, the collection of 
dead white guys who thought up the 
standard back in the 1930s or so. Screen 
resolution is a relative thing, but it's safe 
to say chat just about all computer dis
plays today have far higher resolution 
than television screens. That's why 
products like Web TV produce displays, 
which look very different from "ordi
nary" displays on a computer monitor. 
A regular Netscape page would be com-
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Ask Mr. Protocol 

plecely unreadable on a TV screen, for example. H igh-Defini
tion Television (HDTV) will improve chat picture consider
ably (no pun intended) but, although HDTV sets are now 
avai lable, they are not expected to become widespread until 
the broadcast stations cut over to the new format several years 
from now. 

And high resolution is a winner. Mr. Protocol is aware of 
someone who recently ran out and bought a high-end Apple 
Computer Inc. PowerBook G3 notebook computer with 
DVD drive, and who has since been spending most of her 
time watching DVD movies on it. They look and sound great. 
Mr. Prorocol believes it. Anyone who's taken a look at the cur
rent crop of computer games, which demand 300-MHz pro
cessors and 3D rendering cards, wi ll be aware chat the real 
capabilities of current computer displays should not be judged 
by the muddy, postage stamp-sized movies generated by the 
current crop of streaming video applications. 

The problem is these things are large. Very, very large. 
Showing high-resolution , smooth video on a computer today 
requires chat the video be scored locally, and that if it is read 
from a CD-ROM, the CD-ROM drive muse be very high
speed, or the data must be highly compressed (as is the case 
with DVD). Apple's Q uick Time video is an exception to the 
"muddy postage-stamp" rule, because Quick T ime videos are 
downloaded to local disk in their entirety. T he Q uick T ime 
application won't start to play a movie until enough has been 
downloaded so there is t ime to get the rest downloaded while 
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the first part is playing. Real Networks Inc. RealVideo and 
Microsoft Corp. Windows Media don't have chat luxury. T hey 
buffer just enough to stay ahead and use a viciously high com
pression ratio, which often makes the picture look like a con
fusing bloc of muddy colors if the entire picture is showing 
things in rapid motion. 

What can be done about chis? 
M r. Protocol is glad you asked. 

More Bandwidth, Better Compression 
T he two obvious answers are more bandwidth and better 

compression. Compression is a tricky subject, one which only 
mathematicians are really happy with. The amount of com
pression that can be achieved "cold" is limited. Even if you 
achieve 60% compression, you've cut many, many megabytes 
down to many megabytes, which doesn't do you a lot of good 
if you have to cram it all over phone lines. To get really good 
compression, you have to cheat. 

The best kind of cheating involves foreknowledge. If, for 
example, you already have an original 35mm print of Notting 
Hifl, you can encode the whole movie as a single bit, with 
meaning, "show Notting Hill. " Despite the extremely high 
compression ratio of billions to one, the result is rendered in 
gorgeous detail, enough to remind one forcefully why Julia 
Roberts commands an eight-figure salary, while permitting 
one to forget chat what happens to Hugh Grant in chis movie 
happens just often enough in real life to keep hope alive. 
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Ask Mr. Protocol 
One-bit compression is an intellectual relation of the 

mathematical "proof by assumption," in which the result of 
the theorem is cleverly concealed in the axioms, allowing the 
theorem to be proved by inspection. Nevertheless, there are 
compression schemes which reduce to chis in extreme cases. 
Huffman coding, for example, breaks an input string into a 
series of substrings, so that repeated instances of a given sub
string are encoded by a potentially much shorter combination 
of bits, which signals, "Got another one of these. " 

In the case of an input string consisting of 8,257 repeti
tions of the letter "e," for example, the input string would be 
vastly shortened: "There's a substring of 8,257 e's in a row. 
Got one of those." 

Most current video compression 
schemes involve breaking up each frame 
into a number of square tiles. The initial, 
very rough encoding consists of an average 
color and brightness for each tile, sort of 
like the famous picture of Lincoln made 
up of a series of large square blocks of dif
ferent colors. It doesn't look a thing like 
him, but it's still recognizable. 

If the algorithm is lucky, a given tile 
will be part of the sky or the ground, 
and will have little variation within it. In 
that case, rendering more detail into the 
square won't require very many bits. Most 
of the bits will go into breaking down the squares that have 
a lot going on: people's faces, edges of overlapping objects 
and so on. 

The trick is to come up with a "predictive algorithm," one 
that makes assumptions about what's going on, and then pro
ceeds to encode, not the real data, but the differences between 
the data and its own assumptions. Because the decompression 
algorithm either knows the assumptions, or can be informed 
of them with relatively few bits, the compression of frames 
where those assumptions are valid can reach quite high ratios 
without significant data loss. 

One big assumption chat's generally made is chat succes
sive frames of video aren't wildly different from one another. 
In such a case, one encodes the first frame fully, then sends 
only the differences between chat frame and succeeding 
frames. This breaks down relatively infrequently. Very rapid 
montage shots are the worst, because they violate the axiom 
most severely: every frame really is different from every suc
ceeding frame, or close to it. Then there are the handheld 
camera shots, very common in news footage, where the whole 
picture shakes around. Some recent compression algorithms 
are still able to handle chat; they have a way of encoding the 
statement: "Start by shifting the whole picture 30 pixels right 
and 82 pixels up." 

The movies shown on cable TV by the pay services like 
Cinemax and Showcime are compressed in this way. That's 
why when there's a momentary glitch in the satelli te feed, the 
picture freezes and parts of it break up into colored square 
blocks. The data stream has been interrupted in midframe 
and the hardware can only paint what it's got. 

Still, there is a limit to what compression can do. It's hard to 
say what chat limit is because increasingly clever compression 
algorithms are still being developed, bur for now, bandwidth is 
the only way to avoid the muddy postage-stamp syndrome. 

One recognizes right off char dial-up connections are use
less for video. The only thing chat looks good over dial-up 
lines using today's compression schemes are talking heads at 
news conferences (and then only if no flags are actively waving 
in the background). The most likely shore-term solution for 
a compression algorithm to fix this would require that a) the 
Egyptian tombs were built by space aliens, and b) one of chem 
doodled such a helpful algorithm on the wall of an as-yet un

discovered tomb. One wonders what the 
determinative sign of the Middle Egyptian 
word for "video" would be. One doesn't 
actually want to think about this sort of 
thing for too long, though. 

Bandwidth it is then. 
At the moment, the two near-term 

solutions to higher bandwidth appear to 
be cable modems from the cable company 
and Digital Subscriber Line (DSL) service 
of one flavor or another from the tele
phone company. 

Cable modems generally offer speeds of 
1.5 Mb/s coming in and 300 to 600 Kb/s 
going out. This is fine for most services, 

so long as one is not supporting a very hot Web site on one's 
local machine. However, cable modems so far are the exclusive 
domain of the cable company that owns the wires. As this is 
written, a federal judge in Oregon has held that the local cable 
company must open up to competition, but there are argu
ments on both sides. 

Opening up the cable modem market to competition at this 
stage, reverses an entrenched public policy that's almost 100 
years old. When the telephone was introduced, various indepen
dent companies provided local service, just as Internet service 
providers (ISPs) do now. Unlike the ISP case, if you and the 
person you wanted to call were on different systems, too bad! 

The point is the government wanted to foster the installa
tion of the tremendous infrastructure necessary to meet the 
goal of "universal service"-a working telephone for everyone, 
no matter where they lived. Only when that goal was well past 
being met was local telephone service once more opened up to 
competition. 

Many feel chat the dynamics and economics of the Internet 
are similar. In fact, some claim that if the cable companies are 
required by new legislation to grant access to their cable sys
tem to competing ISPs, installation of new cable modem ser
vice will grind to a halt. 

The problem is that rhe cable infrastructure that was in
stalled to move television signals isn't up to moving Internet 
data. As Mr. Protocol has mentioned before, the standards 
originally set for the cable industry foresaw the eventual need 
for two-way communications, but the early cable companies, 
balking at the expense, rammed through an addendum that 
allowed for one-way systems, and then built nothing else. 
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Ask Mr. Protocol 
Therefore, all of the cable line amplifiers had to be replaced to 
allow two-way communications. And remember that bit about 
TV resolution? The coaxial cable used in TV cable systems is 
miserably cheap stuff. The braided shield, which is supposed 
to cover rhe inner insulator and conductor completely, looks 
more like a fishnet stocking. All of that stuff had to go, too. 

Consequently, what the cable companies originally did on 
the cheap now has to be reinstalled and rebuilt completely. The 
only rhing that doesn't have to be redone is the negotiation for 
rhe cable righr-of-way. 

Wirh rhis kind of investment being made, companies are 
loath to then throw it open to all comers. Consequently, a con
siderable war is being fought in the political arena to ensure 
that cable Internet systems remain as monopolies. The problem 
is the original telephone monopoly was a competent monopoly. 
Cable modem systems, on the other hand, tend to pull stunts 
that leave one gasping. Days of no mail service. Days of no 
DNS service. Things that in a dial-up ISP, would send custom
ers positively barreling over to the competition. Only there isn't 
any. And who wants to give up 170 Kb/s or so for 5.5 Kb/s, 
maximum? When ir does work, ir's pretty sweet stuff. So people 
suffer, and send endless service emails and make endless service 
phone calls. Of course, the cable companies all have network 
status Web pages, which is wonderful if your network connec
tion happens to be working, but as with most other ISPs, the 
network status pages represent a fiction aimed at investors, not 
customers. ISPs have found that if investors see much trouble 
reported on the network status pages, their stock falls, so they've 
learned to report only scheduled maintenance and smooth sail
ing on these things. 

What's the Alternative? 
There is a high-speed alternative. DSL service is provided 

over phone lines by the phone company. The toured advantage 
over cable (besides working with the phone company instead 
of the cable company, which is like working with the Roman 
Curia instead of the Huns-disadvantages both ways) is that 
in a cable modem system, everyone on a given cable segment 
is actually on something like a great big Ethernet: a shared 
medium. Shared packets, shared bandwidth. DSL lines are 
dedicated, high-speed lines, just like cable modems, but they're 
individual, not shared. 

The reality is that all of the DSL lines go into a router back 
at the phone company, and the capacity of that router is based 
on average aggregate use, not peak aggregate use, so it rums 
our the bandwidth is shared after all. Plus, DSL lines are gen
erally slower than cable modem lines. Full Tl rates over DSL, 
which match cable modem rares, are far more expensive than 
cable modems. 

Even allowing for the birthing pains of high-bandwidth 
home Internet connections, there are other problems to be 
addressed. For one thing, holding even a compressed movie is 
going to take a lot of bits. Even with today's relatively inexpen
sive 9-GB drives, a single movie would fill most of the space on 
your hard drive. But even at Tl rates, streaming video over the 
Internet still looks pretty crappy. Plus, anyone who's tried it 
knows that network congestion can bollix up even a short news 

clip in mid-transmission. "Network congestion - buffering" 
is an all-too-frequent message. 

There are solutions being worked on for this . On one side, 
we have the folks who believe that any system rhar wants un
interrupted bandwidth reserved for its use should be able to 
negotiate for it. This is the basis of the Resource Reservation 
Protocol (RSVP). In this protocol, "end systems" set up a band
width reservation for a given connection. An end system is 
either the system sending the data or the system receiving it. 
RSVP is initiated by the receiving system. It sends out a request 
for bandwidth over the connection, and each router along the 
way reserves bandwidth. Once the request reaches the sending 
system, the sending system sends an acknowledgment back to 
the receiver and the contract is complete. If the reservation fails 
at any point along the way, the receiving system knows that the 
request cannot be accommodated. 

Anyone who's ever played with RSVP knows it can be 
impressive. A video stream that is impossibly jerky over a nor
mal TCP connection, or using UDP, suddenly gets smooth as 
glass when an RSVP contract is negotiated. Although it is not 
widely deployed, RSVP seems to work well for point-to-point 
video streams ... so long as all the critical systems in between 
understand RSVP. 

On the other side, there's a body of folks who don't believe 
that end systems should have to mess with any of this. They 
have another solution in mind, called "active networks." An 
active network is one where the routers, instead of just sending 
each packet that comes along on its way (or dropping it), pay 
attention to the nature of the traffic. An active network can 
tell the difference between email being sent in the background, 
interactive sessions running in real time and video and audio 
streams, purely from their behavior and the port numbers 
involved. Exactly how they do this, and what they do when 
they've got it all figured out, is a current research topic-but 
it is a very hot topic indeed. The Defense Advanced Research 
Projects Agency (DARPA) has a major initiative currently 
underway on active networks. 

Unfortunately, which solution one prefers is pretty much a 
matter of religion, just like the choice of operating systems. The 
two solutions can coexist, because they operate pretty much at 
right angles, but the adherents of each can be militant. And 
while different operating systems can run in different institu
tions, in the case of the Internet, it's likely only one solution 
will prevail. Ir's too early to say which one that will be. ~ 

Mike O'Brien has been noodling around the UNIX world for 
far too long a time. He knows he started out with UNIX Research 
Version 5 (not System V, he hastens to point out), but forgets the 
year. He thinks it was around 1975 or so. 

He founded and ran the first nationwide UNIX Users Group 
Software Distribution Center. He worked at Rand during the glory 
days of the Rand editor and the MH mail system, helped build 
CSNET (first at Rand and later at BBN Labs Inc.) and is now work
ing at an aerospace research corporation. 

Mr. Protocol refuses to divulge his qualifications and may, in 
fact, have none whatsoever. His email address is amp@cpg .com . 
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UNIX Basics 
by Peter Collinson, Hillside Systems 

What Machines are out There? 

I 've been engaged in some form of 
computer networking for about 20 
years. My earliest experience, in the 

late '70s, was connecting two computers 
together using a serial line. I moved on 
in the early '80s to write the code that 
was used in the hosts on our campus
wide network based on the Cambridge 
Ring. In the late '80s, it was back to 
serial lines (and X25) for the UUCP 
network. 

The '90s have seen the emergence 
of the Internet and its killer application, 
the World Wide Web. As we approach 
the end of the '90s, the Web seems to 
be turning into something run by big 
business for big business, whose glossy 
Shockwaved sires often contain lirde of 
interest. Advertising agencies earn their 
money by turning nothing into some
thing, bur because they start with noth
ing, the actual content of these sires is 
zero. Nothing in, nothing our. For me, 
the essential aspect of the '90s Web has 
been its ability to give you access to 
information chat was nor available 

28 

before. I hope the delivery of real infor
mation doesn't completely disappear 
in a wave of commercially created elec
tronic billboards. 

A very common experience in these 
20 years has been the helpful phone call 
from the person who cells you chat your 
network is broken in some way: your 
mail system is down, your Web server 
isn't responding, or some ocher cataclysm 
has befallen you. The call usually occurs 
at an inconvenient moment, and the 
stress is compounded because you have 
been using the network connection for 
some considerable period and were con
vinced chat all was well with the world. 

Now, the call is actually well-inten
tioned, it's someone trying to be helpful, 
so you cannot be too rude when you 
discover that the fault is theirs. I think 
I have grown into a state where I always 
presume char they have the defective 
connection and whatever fault they 
have isn't my problem. I always cry to 
be polite when I point the fickle finger 
of fare to the deficiencies in their setup. 
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After all, humility dictates char some
times, only sometimes, the presumption 
of my innocence is misplaced. 

I recently had an experience where 
someone was crying to send me mail 
and called saying, "Your mail system is 
broken." This is not a terribly helpful 
thing to be told. I tried not to get cross. 
"How is it broken?" "Ir's bouncing the 
mail char I am sending." "What does 
it say in the bounced message?" "Oh, I 
haven't looked at chat." The usual cause 
of chis error is a mistyped address and 
the bounce is actually from the user's 
Internet service provider (ISP) and not 
from the target mail system. I presumed 
my mnocence. 

The caller found the bounced 
message and read the error out to me. 
Further investigation showed that my 
mail system was indeed bouncing his 
mail because his domain was in my list 
of spammers, which meant that at some 
point in the recent past, a user of his 
ISP sent me considerable volumes of 
unwanted mail. I informed him of this, 
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UNIX Basics 

Listing 1. dig Lookup 

$ dig www.hillside.co.uk 

<<>> DiG 2.0 <<>> www.hillside.co.uk 

and asked him whether he should be 
using an ISP that supported spammers. 
He made no comment. 

, , ->>HEADER<<- opcode: QUERY, status: NOERROR, id: 6 

I relate this tale because if you are 
going to be helpful, then you should 
realize that the person you are calling 
will probably assume that their system 
is working well. You can be more help
ful (or plant the seeds of guilt) by trans
mitting any error messages you have 
received. Now, I will agree that error 
messages from mail systems are not 
exactly user-friendly and often contain 
loads of gobbledegook that probably 
frightens novice users, but if you look 
at the message, there is usually one 
sentence that explains the error. 

,, flags: qr aa rd ra ; Ques: 1, Ans: 2, Auth: 4, Addit: 4 
, , QUESTIONS: 

www.hillside.co.uk, type= A, class= IN 

, , ANSWERS: 
www.hillside.co.uk. 
wooded.hillside.co.uk. 

86400 
86400 

CNAME 
A 

wooded.hillside.co.uk. 
194.205.42.3 

;; AUTHORITY RECORDS: 
hillside.co.uk . 86400 
hillside . co.uk. 86400 
hillside.co.uk . 86400 
hillside.co.uk. 86400 

;; ADDITIONAL RECORDS: 
ns.hillside.co.uk. 
nsa.hillside.co .uk. 
ns0.insnet.net . 110796 
nsl.insnet.net. 110796 

Sent 1 pkts, answer 

NS 
NS 
NS 
NS 

86400 
86400 
A 

A 

ns.hillside.co.uk. 
nsa.hillside.co.uk. 
ns0 . insnet.net . 
nsl.insnet.net. 

A 194.205.42.3 
A 194.205.42.1 
194.177.160 . 34 
194.177 . 170 . 34 

found in time: 2 msec 

'' 
FROM: craggy to SERVER: default 127.0 . 0.1 

, ' WHEN: Wed Jun 2 11:17:55 1999 

'' MSG SIZE sent: 36 rcvd: 232 

On the whole, I try to diagnose 
an error before complaining about 
it. It doesn't take a guru to perform 
some basic checks on a remote machine 
or the service supplied by a remote 
machine. Quite often, these checks 
show there is something wrong at your 
end, and you can rectify it, or at least 
route an error report sensibly ro get 
the problem fixed. 
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UNIX Basics 

Verifying an Address 
The most common fault is undoubtedly the use of an 

address that either doesn't exist or where the host machine has 
disappeared for some reason. As you probably know, domain 
names are mapped into IP addresses by the Domain Name 
System (DNS-the "S" can stand for "Service"). I discussed 
DNS in general terms in an article published in May 1998, 
"The Domain Name Service," SunExpert, Page 30 (http: / / 
sw. expert . com/ C2 /SE. C2 . MAY. 9 8 . pdf). The DNS 
distributed database allows me to control my local address 
space using local files while telling you about it. Basically, let's 
assume you start an application that wants to look for one of 
my machines, craggy. hillside. co. uk. The application 
will ask your local DNS name server and that server will first 
reach out over the Internet for a server that supports the . uk 
domain. Then, with data based on the. uk information, it 
will look for a server that supports . co. uk and then for the 
address of my name server containing hillside. co. uk. 
Finally, your code will interrogate my name server to find 
details about the actual machine craggy. hillside. co. 
uk. The search can take some time, so the DNS code at your 
end will retain any results for some period so that a subsequent 
lookup will return local information, which may actually be 
out of date. 

Also, some applications will give up and say, "Sorry I can
not find that information." This is particularly the case with 
Web browsers. If someone calls you and says, "Your Web site 
is down," when you know that it isn't, there's a good chance 
their browser has simply given up on the chore of looking up 
your address. 

When you ask them to retype the address into the browser 
window, magically things will spring into life. In the interim, 
the needed DNS information has arrived and is present on 
their machine. At one time, I got several complaints about 
lack of Web service from my site from users of one ISP whose 
DNS system was simply overloaded. Asking them to type the 
address again sorted out the problem. 

The DNS is a publicly available database, and there are 
user-level tools that allow you to interrogate it. Most machines 
will have the nslookup program, which is sometimes a little 
mysterious (it's hidden in / usr / sbin on Solaris). For quick 
lookups, I prefer the dig program that emanates from the 
University of Southern California. It's not a standard part of 
Solaris, but precompiled binaries are available. On my Red 
Hat Linux system, and also on my BSD system, dig is sitting 
there ready to use. 

Listing 1 shows you how to lookup a machine with dig. 
Please pick another address when you try this for yourself, I do 
not need the extra traffic. The output is somewhat voluminous, 
and I don't intend to exhaustively explain it all here. The main 
reply to the request follows the ANSWERS: line. It shows that 
www. hillside. co. uk exists as a name in the DNS. This is 
an alias (a CNAME) to my machine wooded. hillside. co. 
uk, which has an IP address in an A record. The large numbers 
that follow the machine names are time-out values for the 
name, and I'll ignore them here. The remaining information 
tells you about the name servers that support my domain. 

Looking up names using dig works for named machines 
like www. hillside. co. uk. You may think www implies a 
service, but this is only a convention, not part of the network. 
What about mail? The DNS supports a special type of record, 
the MX record, which tells mail systems where mail is to be 
sent for that address. MX records are used to advertise the 
names of a range of machines that are prepared to forward 
mail to the particular mail address. Again, if I use dig to 
inspect my mail address, I'll get the full answer as shown 
in Listing 1, but the ANSWERS: will be 

$ dig mx hillside.co .uk 

; ; ANSWERS: 

hillside.co.uk. 86400 MX 10 craggy.hillside.co.uk. 
hillside.co.uk. 86400 MX 20 mxbackup.insnet.net. 

which tells the mail system that it should first send mail 
to craggy and then to the backup mail system supplied by 
my ISP: mxbackup. insnet. net. The numbers before the 
machine names (" 1 O" and "20") are priority values, the lower 
the better. 

The MX records in my DNS record allow you to address 
mail to my site using my domain name. Actually, some people 
don't use this mechanism, and should. One option is to asso
ciate an IP address with your domain name and then hope 
that the sender's mail system will behave like sendmai 1. If 
sendmail cannot find an MX record for the address, but 
can find an IP address, it will send the mail to the IP address. 
The thinking here is that you should always be able to send 
mail to a specific machine. However, people have perverted 
this thoughtful mechanism to allow the transmission of mail 
to domains that happen to have IP addresses. Associating an 
IP address with a domain name is actually discouraged by the 
Internet standards, but people still do it. 

The final point to make about dig is that it can be used 
to painlessly find the reverse mapping, translating an IP 
address into a machine name: 

$ dig -x 194.205.42.1 

; ; ANSWERS: 

1.42.205.194.in-addr.arpa. 
86400 PTR craggy.hillside.co.uk. 

This shows that my domain has reverse mapping entries (PTR 
records) that map onto the fake domain that is used for reverse 
lookup. Again, I am finding that some ISPs don't set up the 
PTR records properly and, increasingly, you cannot find a 
machine name for a particular IP address. My FTP system refus
es to deal with such anonymous IP addresses, and I encourage 
you to do the same. I support anonymous access, meaning you 
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Listing 2. Using ping 

$ ping -s craggy.hillside.co.uk 
PING craggy.hillside . co.uk: 56 data bytes 
64 bytes from craggy.hillside . co.uk (194.205.42.1): icmp_seq=0. time=169. ms 
64 bytes from craggy.hillside.co.uk (194.205.42.1) : icmp_seq=l . time=165. ms 
64 bytes from craggy.hillside.co.uk (194.205.42.1): icmp_seq=2. time=272 . ms 
64 bytes from craggy.hillside . co . uk (194 . 205.42.1): icmp_seq=3. time=236 . ms 
64 bytes from craggy.hillside.co . uk (194.205.42.1): icmp_seq=4. time=331 . ms 
64 bytes from craggy .hillside.co . uk (194.205.42.1): icmp_seq=5. time=348. ms 
"C 

don't have to have an account, therefore access is anonymous. 
Bur I don't support your anonymiry. I don't see why I should 
nor know who has visited my system and pulled files. 

The ping Command 
Well, as you can see, dig allows you to discover how 

names map onto a particular IP address, and as a side effect, 
allows you to check that you're using a legal address. What 
if the address you are using is correct, bur things are still not 
functioning? What next? 

Well, is the machine rhar you need to access up and running, 
and can you get to it? The p i ng command can help. The com
mand sends a message to the remote host and looks for a reply. 
If the remote machine replies, then it's alive. So on a Solaris or 
SunOS system, you'll see something like the following: 

$ ping craggy .hillside . co.uk 
craggy.hillside.co.uk i s alive 

You can give an IP address as an argument should you wish. 
Actually, the command is again hidden away; you'll find it in 
/ usr / sbin on Solaris and / usr / e tc on Sun OS. The com
mand needs superuser privilege and is s e t uid to root on all 
the systems I've looked at. 

The p i ng command started life on BSD systems and its 
default action has been changed somewhat by Sun Microsys
tems. The original command sent a stream of packets (one per 
second) until terminated by the user with Control-C. You'll 
find this original behavior on Linux and BSD systems, and 
it can be invoked on Solaris or SunOS by supplying the -s 
switch. Listing 2 shows that I'm logged into a machine in 
California and pinging my system in the United Kingdom. 

The message that is sent by ping is a standard Internet 
Control Message Protocol (ICMP) packet. When received by 
a target machine, it elicits a response that is usually sent from 
the kernel of the machine's operating system, so you can tell 
the remote machine is alive. However, the machine may not 
be supporting users or may be online for other services. 

The ICMP message contains a sequence number that is 
incremented by one for every message that is sent. The return
ed packet will contain the sequence number, and looking at the 
it?creasing sequence numbers can tell you whether or not any 
packets have been dropped in the round-trip from the sending 
machine to the remote machine and back. At busy times, you'll 
find that all networks exercise their right to throw away packets. 

Any TCP protocol connection that's carrying important infor
mation will cope by retrying to provide a reliable data stream. 

The information at the end of each line is the trip time from 
the sending machine to remote machine and back. It's variable 
because of network congestion and the other network users. 
Actually, the average time from California to the United King
dom two years ago was roughly 250 msec, it's about 180 msec 
now, reflecting the improved trans-continental links in the 
United States, and also the faster links used by my ISP across 
the Atlantic Ocean. 

The ping command tells you four things. First, it tells 
you that you can reach the remote machine. Second, that the 
machine can get packets back to you. Third, that the remote 
machine is alive, has power and is running some operating sys
tem. And final ly, it gives you an indication of the speed of the 
connection between the remote machine and you. 

It's a little harder to find out whether or not services are 
functioning on the remote machine. One approach with some 
Internet protocols is to use t e lnet to tickle the server. This 
is viable with FTP, SMTP (mail) and HTTP (Web access) . 
For example, 

$ t e l net machine f tp 

The ftp keyword is looked up in / etc/ser vices and trans
lated into a port number. You can always do that yourself and 
supply a port number as the second argument to the command. 

The trick here is to connect and then rype QUIT to stop the 
connection. You may also need to know how to crash out of 
t e l ne t : rype Control-] to get the t e lnet prompt and then 
rype clo se. If you are bold, before you leave you can also rype 
in some commands from the relevant protocol to make the 
server do some work. However, do look at the appropriate 
protocol specification first. 

Incidentally, Sun has long provided a command called 
mc onnec t, which is intended to connect to a mail server 
and tell you if it's working. 

Routes 
Sometimes the use of the DNS and p ing can fool you into 

thinking that a remote machine is down. I recently had a situa
tion where mail addressed to a customer was hanging around 
my machine for some time. Simply pinging the machine gave 
no response, looking up the MX record and the machine name 
in the DNS showed that the machine didn't exist. Because my 
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customer had reported poor experiences with his ISP, I suspect
ed char thei r system had died and the situation was bad. I left 
it, hoping it would burst into life. 

T he traceroute program uses ch is behavior to work 

Around 24 hours lacer, the situation had not altered and fur
ther enquiries told me chat ocher people could see the name ser
ver and the remote network. When I checked from the United 
States, I too could see the name server and the network; it look
ed fine from outside my network, but was invisible from inside. 

out the routes packets are caking. First, it sends a packet to the 
destination host with a TTL of one. T he first router will see 
chis, and send back an ICMP error message chat can be used 
to determi ne its address. T hen, traceroute sends a message 
with a TTL of two, getting the next router, and so on until the 
destination machine is reached. T he result is a trace of the route 
packets have taken to get to the destination and back. 

I used the tracerou te command to see the routes chat 
packets from my machine took to get to the machine and dis
covered there was a router problem. My packets were traveling 
to Germany (rather than staying in the United Kingdom) and 
were ending up in a black hole. The problem was caused by a 
routing failure. I contacted my ISP, who sorted things out. 

T he traceroute command allows you to detect loops and 
black holes, and can sometimes be used to determine where the 
packets of an unknown IP address emanated from. Beware chat 
some routers block these messages so chat you cannot peer into 
their network. 

Further Reading The tracerou te command was written by Van Jacobsen 
(of Lawrence Berkeley Laboratories) . It's not part of the Solaris 
release (I haven't managed to look at Solaris 7 yet), but is stan
dard on BSD and Linux. You can find precompiled binaries 
for Solaris on the Internet. Again, it needs superuser access. 

The command makes use of a property of the IP protocol. 
Each IP packet contains a TTL (rime to live) value, which is 
intended to stop packets traveling endlessly around the world. 
The TTL is set by the sender and is decremented by every 
router chat the packet passes through. If it reaches one (or zero), 
then the router is allowed to throw the packet away. However, 
when doing so, it will send a ICMP message back to the trans
mitting host saying that it's a time-exceeded packet. 

Much of the basic Internet scuff in chis article comes from 
the definitive, TCP/IP Illustrated, Volume 1-The Protocols, by 
W. Richard Stevens (published by Addison-Wesley Publishing 
Co., 1994, ISBN 0-20 1-63346-9). You can get binaries of dig 

and traceroute for Solaris from the Solaris Freeware Project 
at http : //sunfreeware . com. ~ 
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SSL· 1, SET • 0, ECML-? 
Visa, a key s'-4)p0nerof SET, hat announced It wlU offer 
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W3C Advocates Handicap-Acce11t,le Web Design 
The W3C ouUlnes Its Web Content Accenblllty 
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uM multl)le methods for accessing content 
Rlval XML Shes Launched 
Launched within 24 hours of one another and promoting 
competing XML~sed business schemas, OASIS' 
XML.org and Mk:rosott's BlzTalk.org have analysts 
concerned about Industry consensus and product 
neutrallly. 
Rack 'em Up 
Instead of powerful, hlgh-perfonnance machines, Sun, 
IBM and Compaq are serving~ a new breed of 
specialized slng~rocessor systems with an emphasis on 
functlonallty and price. 
Internet Exp~rer Is the Corporal• Champ 
New research Indicates thal whtn It comes 10 accessing 
the Web, more corporate users are turning to Internet 
EKPlorer. 
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NTegration 
by IEleen Frisch 

Upgrade Like it's 1999 

B
y the time this column appears in 
print, we will have nearly reached 

~zi the final quarter of I 999. Accord
ingly, this is the time to face all of those 
unpleasant Y2K issues that you have 
been putting off. And if you have not 
upgraded them recently, your Windows 
NT 4.0 systems will undoubtedly be 
among them. 

Windows NT Service Pack 5 (SP5) 
brings Windows NT 4.0 into Y2K com
pliance. Note that no previous service 
pack results in complete compliance (not 
even SP4 followed by the y2kupd utili
ty, as Microsoft Corp. previously stated). 
Detailed information about preparing 
a Windows NT system for post-2000 
dates can be found at http: //www . 
microso f t . com/technet/year2k/ 
produc t /user_view69904EN . htm. 
This page also lists the compliance status 
of all available optional add-ons to Win
dows NT 4.0 (for example, Option Pack 
components, Distributed File System 
and so on). 

Microsoft's recommended procedure 
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for upgrading and verifying a Windows 
NT system comprises rwo major parts: 
updating certain facilities not strictly part 
of Windows NT to their most recent 
versions-Internet Explorer, FrontPage 97 
and the Active Directory Services Inter
face among them-followed by the SP5 
installation. Because virtually all Win
dows NT systems include Internet Ex
plorer, the procedure for updating it is 
worth mentioning here. 

For Internet Explorer, Y2K compli
ance comes with Version 4.01 and SP2 
(or later). You can determine the version 
number of a copy of Internet Explorer 
by selecting the Help=>About Internet 
Explorer menu path and examining 
the Version and Update Version fields 
displayed, ensuring the latter includes 
"SP2" somewhere within the string. 
You can download Internet Explorer 4 
or 5 from http : //www . microsoft . 
com/windows/ie/download/all . 
htm?bShowPage. 

As with other Windows NT service 
packs, SP5 contains all of the operating 
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system updates and cumulative fixes pro
vided in service packs I through 4 (and 
accordingly, it is not necessary to install 
any previous service packs before apply
ing this one). In this way, Windows NT 
service packs represent what other ven
dors typically refer to as minor operating 
system revisions. One aspect about SP5 
that is unusual is the fact that it intro
duces no new functionality to the oper
ating system; it merely corrects problems 
introduced by SP4. As such, SP5 is really 
a fixed version of SP4. 

The normal location for obtaining 
Windows NT service packs is in the sub
directories of ftp : // ftp . microsof t . 
com/bussys/winnt/winnt-public/ 
fixes/usa/nt40 (users outside the 
United States should replace "usa'' in 
the preceding path with the appropriate 
country code). However, for reasons 
which have not been specified, SP5 is 
delivered from an alternate location: 
http : //www .microsoft . com/ 
ntserver/nts/downloads/ 
recommended/sp5/allsp5 . asp. 
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From here, you can download the ser
vice pack, order a CD version of it, view 
its readme file and perform other simi
lar functions. Checking out the readme 

file before installing the service pack is 
important in order to be made aware 
of any hardware incompatibility and/ 
or software support issues (especially for 
third-party software). Note chat service 
pack contents do not vary according to 
whether they will be installed on a ser
ver or workstation (despite the naming 
of the current download directory). 

When you're ready to download 
the software, select the version chat is 
appropriate for your hardware (Intel 
vs. Alpha) and security configuration 
(40-bit vs. 128-bit). U.S. users can 
find out if their system is using 128-bic 
security by determining if a file named 
rsaenh . dl 1 exists on the system disk. 
Once you have made these selections, 
the next dialog asks you to specify the 
appropriate language for the update. 

Finally, you are asked to choose 
between an "Express" download and 
a "Full" download procedure. Express 
downloads are designed for applying 
software to the local system only. In 
chis mode, a setup program is down
loaded and then immediately executed. 
This program queries the local system 
to determine its hardware and software 
configurations and then downloads 
only chose files from the service pack 
that are needed. Once chis second 
download operation is completed, 
service pack installation will begin 
automatically. 

In contrast, a Full download opera
tion retrieves the entire service pack 
(packaged as a single executable file), 
which can then be applied to numerous 
systems, regardless of their specific con
figurations (because every possible file 
is included). This executable may be 
run by double-clicking on its icon or 
by entering its name at any command 
prompt. Service pack installation will 
then begin as the executable itself is 
verified and unpacked. Next, you'll be 
prompted to accept the accompanying 
license agreement and asked whether 
you wish to create an uninstall directory, 
which will enable you to remove the ser
vice pack lacer if necessary. This dialog 
is illustrated in Figure 1 on Page 38. 
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Figure 1. Specifying the Creation of an 
Uninstall Directory 

Windows NT Se1v1ce Pack Setup E'j 

Welcome to Windclw> NT 4.0 SO!vice Pack 5 Setup. 

Bef01e imtalng ttis Service Pack, we reconvnend that you clooe al other ~
backup you syotem, ard update you Emergency Repair ciskelte. When Se<vice Pack 
Se1141 COOl)lel .. ,you wil need to sludown ard rostart \lfindclw> NT. 

To conlnJe, please read the folowing license ogeement and irdcate you accept.once: 

SUPl'lEMENTAI. END USER LICENSE AGREEMENT FOR MICROSOFT 
SOFTWARE 

IMPORTANT: READ CAREFULLY· The Microoolt Co,poroiion r'Mictosoft'1 
operali-,g syotem ~• wt.ch you ore ~ to imtal, incuing or,y "onine" 
01 electronc doctMnentolion (''OS COMPONENTS''}, ore s..t,ject to the terms and 1=,j 

P ~ the LicenseAgeement (must accept. bef01e instalng the Service Pock! 

p aockup fies necessary to "1instal ttis Se1vice Pack at a laler tine (requies 

Figure 2. Handling Vendor-Provided Files 

Windows NT Service Pack Setup E'3 

C: \'w'INNT\System32\DRIVERS \E 1008. SYS 

Y 01.1 computer vendOI instaled this file on your computer. 
Do you want Ser vice Pack Setup to replace this file? 

If you have sufficient disk space, creating an uninstall 
directory is a prudent idea, Once you have made these choices, 
installation of the actual service pack files then proceeds. At 
some point in the process, you may see a dialog like the one 
shown in Figure 2. This message indicates that the version 
of the specified file currently on the system was provided by 
a non-Microsoft vendor (usually a hardware manufacturer) . 
The installation program informs you of this and allows you 
to choose which version of the file to use (rather than auto
matically replacing it with the version included in the service 
pack), In my experience, I have found it is better to retain the 
vendor's version rather than accepting the one from the service 
pack. Once all of the service pack files have been installed, the 
system will usually reboot. 

One final step remains when the system returns, In order 
to use an emergency repair disk in the future to repair a dam
aged system, one of the Windows NT installation disks must 
be modified slightly (as noted in the service pack's release 
notes) . Specifically, you will need to copy the version of the 
setupdd . sys file included with the service pack to Install 
Disk 2, replacing the version fo und on the original diskette 
(this step has been necessary since SP2). Unfortunately, this 
file is not included in all of the downloadable versions of SP4 
and SPS. However, you may obtain it by downloading the 
architecture-specific executable file located at ftp : // ftp . 
microsoft . com/bussys/winnt/winnt - public/ 
f ixes/usa/nt40/ussp4/Additional,andthenrun
ning it from a command line with the /X option. For exam
ple, sp4 exti . exe /x for the Intel version, 

Service packs can be reinstalled on top of themselves with-

out causing problems, and must be reinstalled whenever new 
hardware, system services or facilities are added ro the system. 
If you decide that you want to remove a service pack, you can 
do so using the files stored in the %Sys temRoot % \ WinNT\ 
$NTServicePackUninstall$ directory. Specifically, run 
the spuninst command found in the spuninst subdirec
tory at this location. Once you have decided to keep the ser
vice pack, you may delete this entire subtree to save disk space. 

Are We There Yet? 
If you completed the procedures described in the preced

ing section (as well as any other applicable steps documented 
on the Y2K information Web page), your system should be 
ready for the new millennium. However, no service pack 
installation should be regarded as the last word in operating 
system updates. Between service pack releases, Microsoft 
makes avai lable what it calls "hot fixes ," which are patches 
to a specific part of a given Windows NT release. As such, 
they are generally designed to fix bugs discovered since the 
release of the most recent service pack (and sometimes even 
introduced by it). 

Since SPS, several new Windows NT securi ty problems 
have been found. For example, buffer overflow bugs in both 
the Remote Acess Service (RAS) and Help File facilities can 
allow an unscrupulous user to execute "arbitrary code," allow
ing him to gain administrat ive access to the system. Fixes for 
these problems are avai lable from ftp : //ftp .microsoft . 
com/bussys/winnt/winnt-public/fixes/usa/nt40/ 
Hotfixes-PostSPS . T he fix for the Help File problem, for 
example, is located in the winhlp32 _ f ix subdirectory. To 
install the fix, download and run the appropriate architecture
specific executable file from this location. 

An excellent resource for information about these and 
other security-related topics is www . ntsecuri ty , net (please 
note that www . ntsecurity . com is a different site) . As of 
this writing, the site provides information on all post-SPS secu
rity issues, links to the corresponding Microsofr-provided doc
umentation and hot fixes, as well additional information about 
a serious security problem found in Internet Explorer (see 
http : //www .microsoft . com/windows/IE/security/ 
favorites , asp for fixes) and one as-yet unresolved Win
dows NT securi ty vulnerability (see "NT Case Sensitivity 
Vulnerability" at www . ntsecurity . net for details). 

As noted earlier, in addition to fixing problems, service 
packs usually provide expanded functionality and addi tional 
utilities to the basic Windows NT operating system, SP4 did 
so, and these new features also carry over into SPS . Next time, 
we will look at some of the most interesting and important of 
these new features. ~ 

~teen Frisch is systems administrator for a very heterogeneous 
network of UNIX and NT systems. She is also the author of the 
books Essential System Administration and Essential Windows 
NT System Administration (both from O'Reilly & Associates Inc.). 
In her (almost nonexistent) spare time, she enjoys painting and 
lounging around with her cats, Daphne, Susan, Talia and Lyta. 
Email: aefrisch@lorentzian , com. 
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Work 
by Jeffreys Copeland and Haemer 

"Those who cannot 
remember the past are 
condemned to repeat it. " 
- George Santayana 

"Those who do not 

understand UNIX are 
condemned to reinvent 
it, poorly. " 
- Henry Spencer 

Software Ptools 

T his month, we rake you to 
Hershey Heaven. In the flurry 
of irrelevancy with which the 

press inundates Nobel Prize winners, 
Alfred D. Hershey, the 1969 Nobel 
Laureate in Physiology or Medicine, 
was asked what he thought heaven 
would be like. He answered that in 
heaven, he thought he'd finally get 
an experiment that worked-and be 
able to do it over and over again. 

In 1976, Brian W. Kernighan and 
P.J. Plauger wrote Software Tools (pub
lished by Addison-Wesley Publishing 
Co., ISBN 0-201-03669-X), a book 
we recommend to everyone. Here's 
a brief synopsis supplied by coauthor 
Peter Plauger: 

Describes a number of small programs 
made popular by the UNIX operating 
system. Contains complete source code of 
all the programs in Ratfor, a structured 
dialect of FORTRAN that strongly re
sembles C. This classic pioneered the 
term 'software tools. ' 

This book, probably the clearest 

exposition of the UNIX tools philoso
phy, provides the source code for com
plete implementations of several UNIX 
tools, together with running commen
tary on every point of their design and 
implementation. 

Bur why in Ratfor-something chat 
"strongly resembles C"-and not C 
itself? The first edition of Kernighan 
and Ritchie's The C Programming Lang
uage, which introduced the world to C, 
was published in 1978. But in 1976, 
the two universally available program
ming languages were COBOL and 
FORTRAN-66 (often as the imple
mentation FORTRAN IV). Kernighan 
and Plauger had a message to get our 
about how to program, to an audience 
who had never heard of UNIX or C, 
and who-at least the way it looked 
then-never would. 

As a transition vehicle, they created 
a language that looked like C, but could 
be preprocessed into FORTRAN-66. 
(Most of you have probably never seen 
FORTRAN-66, bur it lacks nearly 
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everything you take for granted in pro
gramming languages: if-then-else, data 
structures, while loops, character I/0 
and even strings. The primary control
flow structures are the "logical if" and 
the "goto.") 

Here's an example of relatively easy
to-read FORTRAN-66, taken from the 
original Bell Labs Ratfor documentation: 

IF (X . LE . 100) GOTO 10 
CALL ERROR(SHX>l00) 
ERR= 1 
RETURN 

10 

The equivalenr in Ratfor? 

if (X>l00) { 
call error ( "x>lOO " ) ; e rr l; 
return} 

The idea was to use a language that 
would permit easy-to-read examples in 
a book that showed folks how to write 
code that improved their programming 
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environments. To close the loop, the final chapter of Software 
Tools designs and implements an entire Ratfor-to-FORTRAN 
preprocessor. 

The book quickly spurred the formation of the Software 
Tools User Group (STUG). Formed at Lawrence Berkeley 
Labs, this group began distributing tapes that contained all of 
the code from the book, together with an ever-growing body 
of contributed tools, all of which could be installed on any 
computer with a FORTRAN compiler (which meant, at the 
time, pretty much any computer)-a UNIX-like environment, 
not just for non-UNIX systems, but for a 
world that had never heard of UNIX or C. 

If you'd like to see what sorts of things 
were done, you can still find references 
to Software Tools on the Web. One such 
site is http: //www. geoci ties. 
com/ SiliconValley / Lab / 9247 / 
#compilers. An advantage of the UNIX 
"one tool, one job" philosophy is that you 
can attack each command separately, one 
at a time. Most are bite-size. Individual 
contributors can write a useful tool in a few 
days (or less) and make a real contribution to the larger 
whole. Yoked to this is the idea that when you write a little 
program, instead of a giant, monolithic one, you can really 
make it yours; you can get your arms around it and put in 
the work you need to get it just right. 

The reason we can recommend a 25-year-old book, full 
of code for programs you'll never need to write, in a language 
you'll never use, is that it remains the clearest, best written, 
most entertaining and practical treatise we know on how to 
get programs just right. (Do not, by the way, be fooled into 
buying Software Tools in Pascal, written by the same authors 
and published in 1981. Kernighan's 1981 technical report, 
entitled, "Why Pascal Is Not My Favorite Programming 
Language," http: / / cm. bell-labs. com/ cm/ cs / cstr / 
100. ps. gz, gives great insights into both why this book 
didn't turn out the way it could have and why Pascal, once 
a hot contender for the programming language of choice, 
eventually lost out to C.) 

It's hard to imagine, nowadays, just how revolutionary this 
book's approach was. It changed lives. Most folks reading this 
column have probably never even seen a punched card or writ
ten a FORTRAN program. To help put things in context, imag
ine working as a programmer in a world in which neither you 
nor anyone you know has ever heard of a filter or a "software 
tool," and the only tools available to you as a programmer are 
a compiler, an assembler and a linker. (And a world where noth
ing is off-the-shelf. We know someone who began his career 
writing a payroll system in FORTRAN for a movie studio.) 

One chapter of Software Tools contains the complete design 
and implementation of an editor. Not a screen editor, mind you. 
After all, no one had cursor-addressable terminals back then. 

What ever happened to STUG? One finds occasional fos
sils of STUG, such as Usenix's Software Tools User Group 
Award,http: //www.usenix.org / directory/ stug. 
html, but the group died of its own success. People who 

joined STUG learned about UNIX, helped popularize UNIX 
and the UNIX philosophy, eventually demanded UNIX and 
switched to UNIX when it became available. 

In the mid-1980s, the UNIX tool set story was replayed 
more than once, to the great advantage of a new generation 
of computer users. Mortice Kern Systems (MKS) Inc. , a Cana
dian company, rewrote the entire basic UNIX command set 
from scratch for MS-DOS, and later ported the same suite 
to various legacy systems. 

In the same time frame, the Free Software Foundation 
(FSF) coordinated the contribution of 
an army of volunteers, who created freely 
redistributable versions of nearly all com
mon UNIX tools, which eventually made 
up the bulk of the command-line utilities 
for Linux. 

A third great source of rewritten UNIX 
tools are the BSD releases, coordinated by 
the University of California at Berkeley's 
Computer Science Research Group 
(CSRG), and found in a wide variety of 
freely available BSD-based UNIXes. As 

with STUG and the FSF, CSRG's work was the coordinated 
effort of an unruly army of individual volunteers. 

Everyone eventually caught on to the software roolbox 
approach. 

Tom Christiansen Becomes Irked 
Well, everyone except the Windows world. 
Those of you who read the comp. lang. perl. mis c 

newsgroup know that Tom Christiansen, coauthor of many 
O 'Reilly & Associates Inc. Perl books, is a frequent contri
butor. When a question irks Tom, he speaks right up, often 
chastising the questioner. Some people don't like this, so 
Tom is occasionally a source of discussion on the newsgroup 
in his own right. 

Like grains of sand in an oyster, though, these irritants 
sometimes spur Tom to create something beautiful. (In the 
distance, we hear groaning; to quote Jo Haemer, ''A cheap 
shot is a terrible thing to waste.") 

Spurred on by irksome questions, Tom has written Perl 
man pages, FAQs, tools and even a series of Perl FMTYEWTK 
(Far More Than You Ever Wanted To Know) essays. 

Several months ago, Tom was going through a stretch of 
irritation at people asking for complete Perl solutions to prob
lems that could be solved with simple calls to basic UNIX util
ities. Too often, his pointing this out didn't help the requester, 
because they were running some Microsoft Corp. platform 
that didn't have the basic utilities to solve the problem. 

For a while, Tom's reaction was to declare that such lacunae 
were God's wrath visited upon anyone sinful enough to run 
something other than UNIX, and that we in the UNIX com
munity had no obligation to help. 

Those of you who've been reading the newsgroup, or this 
column, for some time will even remember a parody posting, 
by Nat Torkington-Tom's coauthor for The Perl Cookbook 
(published by O'Reilly, 1998, ISBN 1-56592-243-3). 
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Tim . Bunce@ig.co.uk (Tim Bunce) writes: 
> The problem is to find the full list of 
> names and the original order . 

You INSTALL a FULL SET OF TOOLS , like THE LORD GOD 
ALMIGHTY intended . REPENT , ye PRISONER of BILL ! 
The DAY of JUDGEMENT is AT PERL ! Your MESSENGERS 
are obviously just POOR substitutes for RELIABLE 
PIPE COMMUNICATION which you ' d have if you had a 
REAL OPERATING SYSTEM and not a SCURRILOUS PIECE 
OF TOOL-CHALLENGED COPROPHILIA! 

: - ) 

This ultimately led us to write a Perl version of tsort ( 1) 
(see http : / /sw . expert . com/C9/SE . C9 . SEP . 98 .pdf 
and http : / /sw . expert . com/C9/SE . C9 . OCT . 98 . pdf). 

More recently, though, Tom seems to have decided that the 
problem isn't going to go away, and has organized a project to 
rewrite all the basic UNIX utilities in Perl, so that any system 
with Perl can have the full, basic UNIX command set for free. 

Note the word "organized." Tom has written some utilities 
himself but what he's really doing is coordinating contribu
tions from all over the Perl world. Tom calls it the "Perl Power 
Tools" project. We prefer "Software Ptools": the "P" is psilent. 

An Example: asa(1) 
This looked like enormous fun , and we jumped in with 

both feet. We have both worked in the printer industry, so we 
decided to chip in by contributing a traditional UNIX utility 
that no one else would be silly enough to write: asa ( 1) , a 
program that interprets traditional FORTRAN carriage-con
trol commands. 

Here, a little history will help. A couple of decades ago, 
printers were all impact line printers that produced great 

Listing 1. asa( 1) 

1 #! / usr /local / bin / perl - w 

stacks of accordion-folded, green-and-white-lined, 14-inch
wide paper, which was actually 15-inches wide if you counted 
the tear-off strips on the sides that were perforated so teeth on 
the printer carriage could advance the paper. 

These printers were simple; most couldn't even do graphics 
(graphics output was provided by another kind of printing 
device, called a plotter) . Indeed, besides printing alphabetic 
characters, almost all they could do was to move to the top 
of a new page, backspace (in order to underline) and overprint 
lines (to produce bold characters) . 

But at the time, not even character sets were portable (non
IBM Corp. machines often used ASCII, but IBM machines, 
which were in the majority, used EBCDIC) , which meant 
your programs couldn't assume that backspace was a II H, 
form-feed was a 11 F or carriage return was a 11M. 

A convention was born: all printers agreed to look at the 
first character of each output line and interpret a small number 
of special characters as special carriage-control commands. For 
example, a "1" in the first column of an output line told the 
printer to eject the current page and move to the top of a new 
page. These conventions were made a part of the American 
Standards Association (ASA) FORTRAN standard. (You read 
that correctly: printer carriage controls were part of a program
ming language standard.) ASA was later renamed ANSI. 

In the C/UNIX world, there are no such conventions. 
Moreover, neither contemporary terminals nor newer print
ers, such as laser printers, interpret output in this way. O ld 
FORTRAN programs, ported from other operating systems, 
began finding themselves assuming these conventions on 
systems that didn't recognize chem. 

To handle chis, early UNIX systems included a program 
called asa ( 1) , which translated FORTRAN carriage controls. 
Listing 1 shows our implementation of asa ( 1) . 

And now for our dramatic reading: The meat of the pro
gram lies in 10 lines of code, lines 10 through 20. Everything 
else is professionalism. 

2 # $ID : asa , v 1 . 1 1999 /0 5/ 31 22 : 03 : 15 j s h Exp j sh $ 

3 use strict ; 

4 exit 1 if grep { ! -r } @ARGV ; # traditiona l 

5 if (grep / - / , @ARGV ) 
6 $0 =- s ( .* I) () ; 

7 warn "usage : $0 [filename ... J\ n "; 
8 exit 2 ; # traditional 
9 } 

JO while (<>) 
11 chomp ; 
12 sr$! / ; 
13 sr[AlO+ - ]/ \ n/ ; 
14 s/Al/\f/ ; 
15 s/A\+/\r/ ; 
16 srO!\n\n/ ; 
11 s /A-/\n\n\n/ ; 
18 print Continued on Page 42 
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19 
20 

or exit 1· 

21 =headl NAME 

Work 

# traditional 

22 asa - interpret ASA/FORTRAN carriage-controls 

23 =headl SYNOPSIS 

24 asa [I<filename> ... ] 

25 =headl DESCRIPTION 

26 =over 2 

27 Traditional FORTRAN programs put carriage-control characters 
28 in the first columns of their output , 
29 which were interpreted by older line printers 
30 according to the ASA vertical format control standard. 
31 (ASA was the American Standards Association -- now ANSI . ) 

32 Under this standard, the first character of each printable record (line) 
33 determines vertical spacing, as follows: 

34 =over 2 
35 I<blank> carriage return 
36 
37 

0 
1 

two carriage returns 
formfeed 

38 + overprint 
39 three carriage returns (IBM extension) 

40 =back 

41 All other characters are discarded, and empty lines behave as though 
42 they have a leading blank . 

43 B<asa> interprets these characters. 

44 =back 

45 =headl EXIT VALUES 

46 =over 2 

47 0 normal exit 

48 l inability to write on stdout or to read an input file 

49 2 bad argument 

50 Exit status values chosen from MKS toolkit . 

51 =back 

52 =headl AUTHOR 

53 Jeffrey S . Haemer 

54 =headl BUGS 

55 Currently , B<asa> just looks at the readability of its input files 
56 at startup time. It should really do it a file at a time , 
57 but that makes the code look gross . 

58 The carriage-control ' - ' is an IBM extension . 
59 Perhaps the default should ignore it 
60 and there should be a ' -i ' option to interpret it . 

61 =headl SEE ALSO 
62 I<Communications of the ACM> , Vol 7 , No . 10 , 
63 p . 606 , October 1964 . 

64 NWG!RFC 189 , Appendix C 

65 =cut 
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Lines 1 through 3 are our usual boilerplate. The shebang 

line (line 1) invokes the Perl interpreter and gives it the -w 

flag, which queries various questionable usages. The third line 
requires the still more picky strict pragma. As long as we're 
going to write a utility, we might as well catch as many silly 
errors as we can. The second line says we're keeping our code 
under revision control. 

Lines 4 through 9 do argument parsing. The comment 
"traditional" means that it's traditional for this command to 
exit with an exit status of "2" if the arguments are misspecified. 

Lines 14 through 17 interpret the ASA, beginning-of-line 
carriage-control codes: 

1 Form-feed 
+ One carriage return (for overprinting) 
o Two carriage returns/line-feeds (for double-spaced lines) 

Three carriage returns/line-feeds (for triple-spaced lines) 

There it is. A 10-line program. Just an oddly shaped brick in 
the ziggurat of free UNIX tools for the non-UNIX world. 

Lines 21 through 65 are documentation. Perl lets you keep 
your documentation in the same file as your code, so they don't 
get out of sync. 

The meat of the program is the loop begun on line 10 and 
finished on line 20, which reads and prints the file one line at a 
time. Carriage control is specified entirely by the first character 
in the line, so line 11 begins by removing any special ASCII 
carriage controls at the ends of lines. The printer will never see 
them. The standard says that a line beginning with anything 
except one of the special ASA carriage-control characters should 
trigger a new line and a carriage return, and lines 12 and 13 
give us that. Line 12 prints blank lines as blank lines. Line 13 
consumes any other character that begins a line and performs 
the default action: terminating the preceding line. (Yes, that's 
right. If you want a character at the beginning of a line, you 
have to precede it with something else. The first character is 
always interpreted as carriage control.) 

Want to chip in? It's fun. Go to http : / /language .perl. 
com/ppt and take a look at what's done and what's not. Make 
the world a better place by spending a few hours in Hershey 
Heaven. 

Until next time, happy trails. ~ 

Jeffrey Copeland (copeland@alumni . cal tech . edu) lives in 

Boulder, CO, and works at Softway Systems Inc. on UNIX interna

tionalization. He spends his spare time rearing children, raising 

cats and being a thorn in the side of his local school board. 

Jeffrey S. Haemer (j sh@usenix .org) works at OMS Inc. in 

Boulder, CO, building laser printer firmware. Before he worked for 

OMS, he operated his own consulting firm and did a lot of other 

things, like everyone else in the software industry. 

Note: The software from this and past Work columns is avail

able at http : // alumni . caltech . edu/ ~Copeland/work or 

alternately at ftp : // ftp . expert . com/pub/Work. 
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Java Class 
by Jim Frost 

Across the Great Divide 

0 riginally, computer networks 
were intended to allow people 
spread out over a wide geogra

phical area to access large computers 
stored at central locations. At the time, 
computers were extremely expensive and 
were only cost-effective if many people 
could use them at once. Over time, com
puters have shrunk to the point where it 
has become cost-effective for everyone 
to have their own computer, one that is 
dedicated to doing the particular tasks 
the individual requires. Unfortunately, 
this progression led to the isolation of 
information (information needed to be 
copied to individual computers to be 
used by more than one person) , as well 
as the requirement that each computer 
have a complete set of peripherals even 
though they may be rarely used. 

As with the large centralized servers, 
it often makes sense to share computing 
resources among multiple users to avoid 
unnecessary duplication or to achieve a 
better economy of scale. Computer net
works have now evolved to the point 
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where they are used to share resources 
such as disk drives and printers among 
several computers, thus providing an 
augmented computing environment 
more powerful than could be afforded 
by most individuals and eliminating the 
unnecessary duplication of information. 

As networks have evolved, so too has 
the software that is used to communicate 
between them. Originally, software that 
talked across networks was very simple; 
usually providing either a terminal inter
face or some simple data transfer opera
tion (email, file transfer and so on). As 
local computational power has become 
less expensive, however, it has become 
possible for more and more tasks to take 
place on the local machine rather than 
on the central machine. This has led to 
an explosion in task-specific network 
protocols, and many of them have very 
fine data transfer granularities. 

One problem with network software 
is that getting applications to talk co
herently is painstakingly difficult. Soft
ware wishing to use services running on 
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another computer must get the other 
computer's attention, ask it questions 
and interpret the responses. Similarly, 
software wishing to provide services to 
other computers must make its presence 
known to those computers, watch for 
incoming questions, interpret them, per
form a task, formulate a response and 
send it back. While not conceptually 
difficult to manage, there is so much 
housekeeping involved in chis process 
chat writing error-free network-aware 
applications has become extremely 
difficult and expensive. 

Because many of the housekeeping 
procedures are common among network
aware software, the obvious thing to do is 
build a package able to describe the data 
you want to send and the data you expect 
to receive in a convenient, readable for
mat and have a software package build 
you the code that handles all the details. 

This same problem was encountered 
years ago as compurer programs became 
more complex. Programmers spent so 
much time doing the same mundane 
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Listing 1. RMI Interfaces 
/ ** An RMI interface that provides file finder services . */ 
public interface RemoteFileFinder extends Remote 
{ 

/ ** The name of the RMI s ervice . */ 
final static St ring SERVICE_NAME = "FileFinder "; 

/ ** Opens up a file on the remote file server for read-access * / 
RemoteFileReader openForRead(String fileName) 

throws IOException , RemoteException ; 

/ ** An interface that allows a remote file to be read . * / 
public interface RemoteFileReader extends Remote 
{ 

/ ** Reads up to the specified number of bytes from the remote file . 
* Returns null if no more data . */ 

byte[] read(int size) throws IOException , RemoteException ; 

/ ** Closes the remote file . */ 
void close() throws RemoteException ; 

Listing 2. The RemoteFileFinder Implementation 
/ ** A network f ile s erver based on RMI . */ 
public class RemoteFileFinderimpl extends UnicastRemoteObject implements RemoteFileFi nder 
{ 

publ i c RemoteFileFinderimpl() throws RemoteException {} 

/ ** Opens up a file on the remote file server for read-access */ 
public RemoteFileReader openForRead(String fileName) 

throws IOException , RemoteException 
{ return new RemoteFileReaderimpl(fileName) ; } 

tasks (and making the same inevitable mistakes while doing 
it) that the obvious solution was to create a new language in 

which you could describe what you wanted to do, in conve
nient little pieces, and have a computer program translate chat 
description into native computer code. Those programs are 
today's compilers and the pieces are methods. Methods talk 
among themselves via method calls, which are standardized 
techniques for passing information back and 
forth between code segments. 

If chis technique could be applied to a single 
application, why couldn't it be used to produce 
programs chat operate across a network? And 
why couldn't it be done in such a way chat the 
application chinks that it is just making a nor
mal method call? 

Java provides chis capability via the remote 

method invocation (RMI) system. 

The Parts and the Whole 
Every RMI-based application is composed of three parts: 

the server, which exports objects to one or more clients, and a 
registry, which allows the clients to obtain references to these 
objects by looking chem up by name. 

To create an RMI server, the first thing you need to do is 

create an interface describing the services that you would like 
to provide to clients. RMI object interfaces have two special 
requirements. First, the interface must extend j ava . rmi . 
Remote , which marks any class implementing the interface as 
RMI-enabled. Second, all methods provided by the interface 
must throw java . rmi . RemoteException, in addition to 
any exceptions they might otherwise throw. Our example app

lication, which may be downloaded in its en
tirety from ftp : // ftp . expert . com/ pub / 
JavaClass / 08 . 1999/rmiserver . tar, 
provides two RMI interfaces: RemoteFileFinder 
and RemoteFileReader (see Listing 1). 

Once you have created the RMI interfaces, 
you must create a class chat implements chem. 
This class will provide the server-side imple
mentation of che object. As is the case with the 
RMI interfaces, these classes have two special 

requirements: they must extend one of the subclasses of j ava . 
rmi . server . RemoteServer and must throw j ava . rmi . 
RemoteException, in addition to any exceptions they might 
otherwise throw. Normally, RMI classes extend j ava . rmi . 
server . UnicastRemoteObj ect , the only such subclass 
provided by Java Development Kit (JDK) 1.1. Our example 
application's RMI interfaces are implemented by Remote 
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Listing 3 . The RemoteFileReader Implementation 
/** Implementation of the RMI remote file reader interface . * / 
public class RemoteFileReaderimpl extends UnicastRemoteObject implements RemoteFileReader 

/ ** File input stream used to read file data . */ 
private FileinputStream inStream; 

/ ** True if the file data has been completely read . * / 
private boolean atEof; 

/ ** Output stream used to accumulate file data*/ 
private ByteArrayOutputStream outStream = new ByteArrayOutputStream() ; 

/ ** Creates a remote-able file reader object . */ 
public RemoteFileReaderimpl(String fileName) throws IOException, RemoteException 
{ inStream = new FileinputStream(fileName); } 

/I//I//////I/I/////I//I//////////////////////// 
// RemoteFileReader interface implementation// 
I//I//////I/I//!/////////////////////////////// 

/ ** Reads an array of bytes from the remote file. Returns null if there is no more data . */ 
public byte[] read(int size) throws IOException, RemoteException 
{ 

if (atEof) 
return null ; 

outStream . reset() ; /* clear output stream*/ 
while ( size >= 0) { 

} 

int value= inStream.read() ; 
if (value < 0) { 

atEof = true ; 
break ; 

outStream .write(value); 

return outStream . toByteArray() ; 

/ ** Closes the file . * / 
public void close() throws RemoteException 
{ 

try { 
inStream.close() ; 

} 
catch (IOException e) {} 
atEof = true ; 
outStream = null ; 
inStream = null ; 

FileFinderimpl and RemoteFileReaderimpl (see List
ing 2 and Listing 3, respectively) . 

Hear Me Roar 
Once a server has created an instance of an RMI-enabled 

interface, it needs to cell the registry about it so chat a client can 
find it. The ]DK provides a registry service, rmiregistry, which 
may be used to provide a common registry for RMI objects 
across many Java Virtual Machines OVMs). In practice, how
ever, it is often confusing to the administrator to have to run 
both the registry service and the RMI application, particularly 
because the registry service must be started before the RMI 
application. For this reason, it simplifies matters to have each 
RMI application create its own registry with the j ava . rmi . 
registry . LocateRegistry.createRegistry(int) 
method, which creates an RMI registry on the indicated port. 
This is the first cask of the Server class in our sample application 
(see Listing 4). The application can then bind an RMI name to 

an RMI object with the bind ( ) or rebind ( ) methods, after 

In an RMI application, che client manipulates server 
objects via a proxy object, called a stub. You do not have co 
write these proxy objects; the rmic compiler provided with 
JDK 1.1 does it for you. Supply rmic with the names of 
the server-side class(es) , as follows: 

% rmic fileserver . RemoteFileFinderimpl 

This creates rwo new classes: fileserver . RemoteFile 
Finderimpl_ Skel and fileserver . RemoteFile 
Finderimpl_ Stub. The former performs server-side manip
ulations, while the latter is the proxy object used by the client. 
Normally, you need not concern yourself with these classes; 
they are used transparently by the RMI framework. 
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Listing 4. The Server Application 
/** Class wh i ch creates our file server and registers it with an RMI registry. */ 
public class Serve r 
{ 

/ ** Port number f o r RMI registry* / 
public static final int SERVER_ PORT = 10001; 

/ ** Starts up the RemoteFileFinder RMI service . */ 
public static void main(String[) args) 
{ 

// start an RMI registry for this server 
Registry registry; 
try { 

registry= LocateRegistry . createRegistry(SERVER_ PORT) ; 
} 
catch (RemoteException e) { 

System . err.println( "Error while creating RMI registry: " ) ; 
e.printStackTrace() ; 
return ; 

RemoteFileFinder finder ; 
try { 

finder= new RemoteFileFinderimpl() ; 
} 
catch (RemoteException e) { 

System.err . println("Error while creating remote file finder :" ) ; 
e .printStackTrace() ; 
return ; 

} 
// register the file finder object with the RMI registry 
try { 

registry . rebind(RemoteFileFinder . SERVICE_NAME , finder) ; 
} 
catch (Exception e) { 

System . err . println( "Error while binding RMI service :" ) ; 
e . printStackTrace() ; 

} 
System . out.println ( "File server started up at rmi : / /localhost :" + SERVER_PORT + " / " + 

RemoteFileFinder.SERVICE_NAME) ; 

which they may be found and used by RMI clients. 
The java . rmi . Naming . lookup ( String) method pro

vides the ability to resolve a URL for an RMI object, for exam
ple, rmi : / /host_name : registry _port/service_ name, 
into an RMI object stub. This is the first cask performed by the 
Client class in our example application (see Listing 5, Page 49). 
Once you have the object stub you may use it as if it were a nor
mal Java object. To run the example server, type (command is 
wrapped for printing) 

% java fileserver . Server 
File server started up at 

rmi : //localhost :10001/FileFinder 

To connect to the server and display a fi le's contents, type 

% java fileserver.Client 
rmi : //localhost:10001/FileFinder /etc/motd 

Welcome to Snowplow 

In just a few lines of code we've created an RMI service that 
performs much of the task of chat of a file transfer program. 

The Man Behind the Curtain 
So how does a remote method invocation actually work? 

When the client calls a method on an RMI object, reference 
control is passed to the stub class that was generated by rmic . 
This class takes the arguments to the method and uses the Java 
serialization system (see http : //www . j ava . sun . com/ 
products/jdk/1 . 1/docs/guide/serialization/ 
index . html) to pass them off to the server via an IPC mecha
nism (currently an Internet socket). The Skeleton class, also gen
erated by rmic, reconstitutes the objects and calls the appropri
ate method on the server object. If the method returns normally, 
its return value is serialized and passed back to the client stub, 
which reconstitutes it and returns the value to the application. 
If it throws an exception, the exception is serialized (with some 
loss of information), passed back and thrown on the client side. 

Because of the network layer between the client and server, 
there is an additional level of unreliability chat is not seen in a 
normal application. This is why the RMI interfaces must throw 
j ava . rmi . RemoteExcept ion; if an error (such as a network 
failure) occurs while RMI is processing the request, chis excep
tion will be thrown and the client can attempt to recover. 

There is one important case in which an argument or return 
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WEBNEWS 

Java for the Masses 
JavaServer Pages, Sun's latest Java creation, allows 
designers to create dynamic, Java-based Web pages 
without having to know any Java programming. 

SSL - 1, SET - 0, ECML - ? 
Visa, a key S'4'.)p()rter of SET, has announced It will offer 
merchants and banks an ahemative to SET, which uses a 
combination of SSL encl)1)tlon and digital certificates. 
WJC Advocates Handicap-Accessible Web Design 
The WJC outlines Its Web Content Accessibility 
Guidelines 1.0, which contains rules to ensure that sites 
use muhlple methods for accessing content. 
Rlval XML Sites Launched 
Launched within 24 hours of one another and promoting 
competing XML-based business schemas, OASIS' 
XML.org and Microsoft's BizTalk.org have analysts 
concerned about industry consensus and product 
neutrality. 
Rack'em Up 
Instead of powerful, high-performance machines, Sun, 
IBM and Compaq are serving up a new breed of 
specialized single-processor systems with an emphasis on 
functionality and price. 
Internet Explorer Is the Corporate Champ 
New research Indicates that when It comes to accessing 
the Web, more corporate users are turning to Internet 
Explorer. 

• 
Eatw __ , 

le t i 

URUNEW PRODUCTS · .. 

Enhanced Java Application Server 
Sapphire/Web Release 6.1, the latest version of 
Bluestone Software's 100% Pure Java application 
server, now S'4'.)p()rts Sun's JavaServer Pages 1.0 
specification and Java Servlet API. 
Development Package Targets E-commerce Sites 
Designed to provide a standards-based framework for 
Web development, WebXi's Data Server allows sites to 
create and manage Web applications that can handle 
millions of database requests per day. 
'Instant' ASPs for Java 
Halcyon Software introduces Instant ASP, an Active 
Server Pages-compatible servlet that lets developers 
deploy ASPs or JavaServer Pages on all leading 
Java-enabled platforms, Web servers and application 
servers. 
More New Products 

o WebSynergy Manages Web-Based Assets 
o Safe, Secure Java Development 
o Web-to-Host Connectivity for Linux 
o FTP Automation for Workstations 
o Video Conferencing on Linux 
o Tool for XML Editing and Validation 
o Improved Chat Server 
o list Server Management M:~de Simple 
o Organize Documents with a Universal Dashboard 
o Monitor End-User Experience and Interaction 
o Software Protection for Online Documents 
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Listing 5. The Client Application 
/** Test client for the RMI file server . * / 
public class Client 
{ 

public static void main(String[] args) 
{ 

// Find the file finder using the server"s RMI registry 
RemoteFileFinder finder ; 
try { 

finder= (RemoteFileFinder)Naming . lookup(args[0]); 
} 
catch (Exception e) { 

System.err . println("Exception while trying to connect :" ) ; 
e.printStackTrace(); 
return; 

// try to open the file 
RemoteFileReader reader; 
try { 

reader= finder.openForRead(args[l]) ; 
} 
catch (FileNotFoundException e) { 

System.err.println(args[l] + " : File not found " ) ; 
return ; 

} 
catch (Exception e) { 

System . err .println( "Exception while trying to open file :" ) ; 
e.printStackTrace() ; 
return ; 

// read the file contents 
for ( ;; ) { 

try { 
byte[] buffer= reader.read(l024) ; 
if (buffer== null) 

break ; 
System.out .print(new String(buffer)) ; 

} 
catch (RemoteException e) { 

System . err .println( "Exception while trying to read file data :" ) ; 
e . printStackTrace() ; 
break ; 

} 
catch (IOException e) { 

System . err .println( "I/O error while reading file data :" ) ; 
e .printStackTrace() ; 

//cleanup 
try { 

reader . close(} ; 
} 
ca tch (RemoteException e) { 

System . err .println( "Exception while cleaning up :" ) ; 
e .printStackTrace() ; 

Next Month value is not serialized when passed between the client and the 
server-char is , when the object implements the java . rmi . 
Remote interface. In chis case, an object reference is passed in 

place of the object value, celling the RMI system char chis object 
should be manipulated via a proxy stub rather than reconstitut
ed locally. This feature is very useful; ic means servers can be 
written using many fine-grained interfaces and without a lot 

So far in chis column we've looked at many of Java's builc-in 
features, which are very powerful. In some cases, however, Java 
does not provide the capabilities required by an application. 
For such cases, Java provides the Java Native Interface, or JNI, 
which will be the topic of next month's column. -

of programmer effort, allowing servers to be much more exten
sible. This feature is used by the RemoteFileFinder . open 
ForRead ( ) method in our example application. 

Jim Frost is a software engineer specializing in Java tech
nologies and strong opinions. He may be reached by email at 
jimf@frostbytes.com. 
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object and component development, 
user interface design and Windows 2000 
platform development). According to 
the show's sponsor, the most popular 
sessions were Scott Meyers' "Real World 
C++" and "New Cool Things in C++," 
Martin Fowler's session on "Analysis 
Patterns" and Terry Quatrani's "Intro
duction to Visual Modeling and UML." 

That this show would feature tracks 
on C++, Java, the Internet and Windows 
programming shouldn't come as a sur
prise; but what can the popularity of 
sessions on UML and analysis patterns 
tell us? 

UML and Patterns 
UML, which stands for Unified 

Modeling Language and was pioneered 
by Rational Software Corp., Cupertino, 
CA, is a standard for specifying, visualiz
ing, constructing and documenting the 
artifacts of software systems. UML was 
officially adopted by the Object Man-

agement Group (OMG) and is slowly 
emerging as the software modeling 

equivalent co SQL, the interopera
ble Structured Query Language 

standard used by database ven-
dors. Most of today's comput

er-aided software engineer
ing (CASE) cools support 
UML, and there are scores 
of books on the subject. 
Patterns are also a popular 
topic today and reflect the 
interest of developers in the 
reuse of components chat 
are much larger-scale than, 
say, ActiveX or JavaBeans 
components . 

"A pattern," says Fowler 
in his book Analysis Patterns (pub

lished by Addison-Wesley Publishing 
Co., 1996, ISBN 0-201-89542-0) , "is 
an idea that has been useful in one prac
tical context and will probably be useful 
in ochers." The notion of patterns was 
first popularized by the so-called "gang 
of four" (Erich Gamma, Richard Helm, 
Ralph Johnson and John Vlissides) in 
the classic Design Patterns (also pub
lished by Addison-Wesley, 1995, ISBN 
0-201-63361-2). Patterns in general 
have become an important part of 
object-oriented development. 

Analysis patterns basically represent 
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reusable object models and encapsulate 
domain knowledge in areas as diverse as 
accounting, customer service and health 
care. Savvy developers realize that by 
understanding design and analysis 
patterns, they can acquire some of 
the business savvy that most IT shops 
expect today. It's no longer enough to 
merely be a good C++ or Visual Basic 
programmer-you're expected to under
stand something about business prob
lems as well. 

Speaking of CASE, remember 
"upper" and "lower" CASE? Upper 
CASE cools referred co those high-end 
soup-to-nuts packages chat were often 
part of a methodology. (Methodologies 
were essentially detailed recipes for 
building complex systems.) Lower CASE 
tools were designed to solve a particular 
modeling problem, notably, database 
modeling. Have CASE rools and the 
methodologies of the lace '80s and early 
'90s evolved co support today's object
oriented development environment? 

Interestingly, there wasn't a single 
session on CASE (although there was 
one on the object-oriented technique 
of "use cases") and only one on method
ologies. That's not to say the basic soft
ware development issues CASE and 
methodologies cackled have disappear
ed. You might say UML is today's 
answer co CASE, and that patterns, 
knowledge management (think of the 
vast databases of "best practices" main
tained by the large consulting firms) 
and, yes, outsourcing, represent today's 
versions of methodologies. 

Outsourcing 
Although Software Development 

'99 West isn't the type of show to focus 
on outsourcing-after all, the audience 
is made up of software developers who 
presumably are interested in doing 
their own development, not farming it 
out-it seems to be gaining in popularity. 
For example, at Stamford, CT-based 
Gartner Group lnc. 's combined Spring 
Symposium/ITxpo and Dataquest 
'99 Predicts held in San Diego, CA, 
in March, Paul Pastrone, vice president 
and worldwide director of software, sys
tems, peripherals and Internet research 
at Gartner Group, observed that the 
combination of offshore outsourcing 
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and the proliferation of power-user 
products have conspired to move pro
gramming from the almost mystical sta
tus of high art to the commodity status 
it now has . Today, says Pastrone, busi
ness programmers are typically held in 
higher regard for their business knowl
edge rather than their coding skills. 

Of course, custom consulting and 
contracting are as old as programming. 
But the pace certainly seems to have 
picked up. Not only are IT shops con
tracting out more "just-in-time" devel
opment (often a subset of a larger proj
ect), some organizations are outsourcing 
the entire IT function. Savvy developers 
need to be flexible enough to realize 
they could be outsourced out of a job. 
Savvy IT shops need to realize that, just 
as it may be more cost-effective to buy 
rather than build, it may also be smarter 
to outsource rather than integrate. 

Part of this trend toward outsourcing 
can be attributed to the Internet ("The 
Internet changes everything," was the 
theme of Oracle's May iDevelop '99 
conference held in Burlingame, CA), 
part of it to shorter cycle times and part 
of it toward restructuring that sees orga
nizations shucking off all but their core 
competencies. 

Oracle Chief Executive Officer, 
Larry Ellison, may have been one of 
the first co take the outsourcing trend 
to another level when he announced his 
vision for Oracle Business Online appli
cation hosting in 1998. As the company 
explains (see http : //www . oracle . 

com / businessonl ine), "Oracle Busi
ness Online is an innovative service 
chat delivers business applications and 
technology through a wire, all hosted 
on professionally managed servers. No 
need to procure expensive equipment. 
No need to attract and train hard-to
find IT staff. Just a simple service con
tract and a phone line." Does this sound 
like modern-day timesharing? Well, you 
know what they say, "Plus c;:a change, 
plus c'est la meme chose." 

Other firms are talking about soft
ware rental, sometimes referred to as 
application service hosting. The trend 
toward outsourcing and third-party 
application hosting doesn't necessarily 
mean that today's software developers 
risk losing their jobs but, combined 



with the trend toward using more com
mercial off-the-shelf software, develop
ers may find themselves either working 
for large systems integrators and service 
providers, such as IBM Corp.'s Global 
Services and Electronic Data Systems 
Corp., or simply providing for-hire 
labor as independent just-in-rime 
contractors. 

Masood Jab bar, president of Sun 
Microsystems Inc. 's Computer Systems 
Division, Palo Alto, CA, predicts that 
by 2002, it will all be about services. 
"I will not have to do my own applica
tion development," Jabbar says. Rather 
than roll his own enterprise resource 
planning (ERP) system (or rather, head a 
large team of 500 employees dedicated 
to implementing Sun's ERP system), 
Jabbar says he'll be able to call an ERP 
application provider-for example, Baan 
Co., Oracle, PeopleSoft Inc. or SAP 
AG-and say, "I need you to provision 
me with MRP [manufacturing resource 
planning], some financials, some human 
resources package." Ironically, another 
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part of Sun is already active in the appli
cation prov1s1oning services sector, pro
viding Web hosting services. 

ASP, which refers to Active Server 
Pages in the Microsoft world, is increas
ingly being used to refer to the emerging 
space of "application service providers." 
Ir will be interesting to see how the 
marker for application hosting/software 
rental pans our-and how it affects pro
grammers in IT shops. Some will un
doubtedly be redeployed to other proj
ects, but many will likely be laid off. 

Languages, Suites, Frameworks 
Although Java and C++ were the hoc 

languages at chis year's show, they're nor 
the only ones associated with object-ori
ented development. Visual Basic, while 
admittedly nor a "pure" object-oriented 
programming language, has features 
built into it char allow millions of pro
grammers to create AcriveX controls, 
which can be used by Windows pro
grams char are Component Object 
Model (COM)-enabled. In face, rhe 

Microsoft's Interoperability Eflorts 

Microsoft Office 2000 suite extends chis 
capability to Word and Excel users (see 
"Microsoft's Interoperability Efforts"). 

Bur as far as IT shops go, the trend 
seems to be to standardize on one (or 
more) software development suite. 
Leading examples are Microsoft's Visual 
Studio and IBM's VisualAge family. 
Visual Studio comprises Visual C++, 
Visual Basic, Visual FoxPro, Visual]++, 
Visual InterDev, Visual SourceSafe, the 
new Microsoft Dara Engine (MSDE, 
essentially a stripped down version of 
Microsoft SQL Server) and various 
utilities such as Visual Component 
Manager and Microsoft Repository. 
Earlier chis summer, Microsoft began 
promoting the face char Visual Studio is 
integrated with Rarional's RarionalSuite 
produce line (TesrSrudio, AnalysrSrudio 
and DevelopmentStudio) . The latter 
includes UML-enabled Rational Rose, 
Rational Purify, Rational PureCoverage, 
Rational Quantify, Rational Requisire
Pro, Rational ClearQuesr, Rational 
SoDA and Rational Unified Process. 

At two Microsoft Corp. TechEd '99 sessions on Windows interoper
ability { you can view slides of the sessions at http : ; ; www . 

teched99 . com ), Aubrey Edwards, a member of Microsoft's 
Platform Integration Group, outlined the company's efforts to make 
Component Object Model {COM) available on non-Windows platforms. 
Today, you can obtain COM for Sun Microsystems lnc.'s Solaris operating 
system, COM interoperability products for Digital UNIX and OpenVMS 
from Compaq Computer Corp. and COM for certain other operating system 
environments from SAGA Software Inc. {formerly Software AG). Microsoft, 
however, has a richer port to Solaris under development and is also work
ing to port COM to Hewlett-Packard Co.'s HP-UX. 

Figure 1. Microsoft Distributed Transaction Architecture 

Today, Microsoft Transaction Server, or MTS, {see Figure l) can 
invoke XA-based resource managers {typically RDBMSs or print servers) 
for which there's an XA-compliant Open Database Connectivity {ODB()/ 
Object Linking and Embedding {OLE) database driver available {the 
Open Group's XA interface is the bidirectional interface between a 
transaction manager and resource managers). According to Edwards, 
MTS can also interoperate with Unisys' Open Tl and ClearPath/NX, 
BEA Systems lnc.'s BEA Tuxedo, Iona Technologies lnc.'s Orbix OTM 
and Compaq's Digital ACMS. 

Edwards' final point in both presentations was that eXtensible Markup 
Language {XML) and Microsoft's Biz Talk initiatives promise to make cross
platform interoperability easier. Perhaps that will reduce the need to port 
COM, DCOM and COM+ to non-Windows platforms-something that's 
happening today, but certainly not in a particularly timely fashion.-kw 
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Source: Principles of Transaction Processing, by Philip Bernstein and Eric Newcomer 
(published by Morgan Kaufman, 1997, ISBN 1-558-60415-4) 

Microsoft 's implementation has the same components as 
The Open Group 's X/Open transaction model, but instead 
defines proprietary interfaces. Under the X!Open model, 
the transaction manager runs two-phase commit for all 
transactions on the network and communicates with local 
resource managers and remote transaction managers. 
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IBM's Visua!Age family has even 
more members than Microsoft's Visual 
Studio, but unlike the latter, isn't avail
able as a single suite. In addition to the 
popular Visua!Age for Java and Visual
Age C++, IBM also sells Visua!Age for 
Embedded Systems, Visua!Age Inter
space, Visua!Age COBOL, VisualAge 
2000, Visua!Age Developer Domain, 
VisualAge Pacbase, Visua!Age PL/I, Vis-

ua!Age RPG and Visua!Age Smalltalk. Transaction Server (MTS). MTS is cur
rently available as part of the Windows 
NT 4.0 Option Pack, but will be built 
into Windows 2000 as part of COM+. 

Component Stew 

In addition to the language-specific 
Visua!Age products, IBM also sells aver
sion control product called Visua!Age 
TeamConnection Enterprise Server, 
which is basically IBM's equivalent to the 
combination of Microsoft's SourceSafe 
and Repository tools, and a middleware 
product called the IBM Component 
Broker, which competes with Microsoft 

It's worth noting that the most popu
lar Visua!Age tool is Visua!Age for Java. 
Like IBM, Oracle too is strongly com
mitted co Java, made clear by its recent 
release of jDeveloper suite. And all of 
these vendors are in the process of 

T his isn't a comprehensive list of components, but its length and varia
tion in granularity should give you an idea about the challenges of 
implementing systems where objects can talk to one another. 

Dynamic Link Library (DLL) - A feature of Windows and OS/2 operat
ing systems that allows executable routines to be stored as files with .dll 
extensions and loaded only when needed. 
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Forms, reports - Large granularity objects that can be stored and re
invoked. 
Component Object Model (COM) - A specification developed by 
Microsoft Corp. for building components that can be assembled into pro
grams or used to add functionality to existing programs that run under 
Windows. COM components can be written in any number of languages, 
but are typically written in C. 
COM object - COM objects refer to COM and can be small or large. They 
can be written in several programming languages, and they can perform 
any kind of processing. A program can call the object whenever it needs 
its services. Objects can be run remotely over the network in a distributed 
objects environment (DCOM). Depending on their usage, COM objects are 
also called ActiveX components, OCXs, OLE controls, or simply controls. 
COM frameworks - Megalibraries that are available to developers who 
want to create COM objects. COM frameworks include Microsoft Foundation 
Classes (MF() and the leaner Active Template Library (ATL). 
Templates - Similar to class libraries, templates are typically supplied only 
as source code and not necessarily hierarchical. Rather than deriving from a 
class, you instantiate a class from a template. As with a macro, invoking a 
template causes it to expand (with appropriate parameter substitution) to 
code you have written. 
Class factory, factory object - A class factory is a special type of 
object based on the factory pattern in which the code that actually creates 
the object is contained in its own binary file. COM servers provide class 
factories so that COM objects can be instantiated. 
MTS object - An ActiveX control that runs under Microsoft Transaction 
Server (MTS). 
Applet - A program, usually written in Java, that can be downloaded 
from the Web and run on a client system. A Java applet is a Java class 
that is loaded and run by a running application such as a Java Virtual 
Machine (JVM). 
Servlet - A Java program that runs off a server. Conceptually similar to 
(GI scripts, which control interaction between Web servers and resources 
on host computers. 
Plug-in -A program that "plugs into" another, usually larger, application 
to provide added functionality. Plug-in components are often associated with 
the Netscape Communications Corp. Web browser, and are often available 
free as "readers" for proprietary formats. 

Stored procedure - A series of Structured Query Language (SOL) 
statements that are precompiled and stored in the database server. 
Active Server Pages (ASP), JavaServer Pages (JSP) - Text 
files that contain HTML tags, text and commands written in a scripting 
language and stored on a server. ASP and JSP can contain references to 
supported components and can be used to control a client's interaction 
with a Web page. 
JavaBeans - A Java component architecture defined by Sun Microsystems 
Inc., where JavaBeans are reusable application components similar to 
Microsoft ActiveX controls. JavaBeans consist of one or more Java classes 
(which themselves can consist of one or more Java objects) and Java mes
sages (instructions). JavaBeans can interrogate each other and be interro
gated, a feature known as "introspection" or "reflection." 
Enterprise JavaBeans (EJB) - Sun's component architecture for distrib
uted applications. A specification (not a code library) that describes what 
amounts to JavaBeans for servers. 
Class library -A set of ready-made software routines (class definitions) 
that programmers use far writing object-oriented programs. These class 
definitions also include their inheritance characteristics, if applicable. 
Java Foundation Classes (JF() - A class library from Sun that provides 
an application framework and GUI routines for Java programmers. Sun, 
Netscape, IBM Corp. and others contributed to JFC, which combines Sun's 
Abstract Windowing Toolkit (AWT) and Netscape's Internet Foundation 
Classes (IF(). 
Agent, bot, intelligent agent, spider - Components (programs) that 
perform background tasks such as searching for information over the Inter
net or otherwise mediating communication between clients and servers. 
Common Object Request Broker Architecture (CORBA) - A distri
buted object mechanism by which objects written in diff erenl languages and 
executed on different platforms can all communicate. The CORBA standard 
is published by the Object Management Group, a consortium of industry 
vendors. 
Object Request Broker (ORB) - The basic "middleware" entity speci
fied by CORBA. Several commercial ORBs exist, and an increasing number 
of application vendors are building applications that can "talk" to ORBs. 

Interface Definition Language (IDL) - CORBA's language for describing 
an object (service) in CORBA. Microsoft's IDL for MTS is called MIDL. CORBA 
has various IDL compilers for different languages. 
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weaving, or welding, eXtensible Markup 
Language (XML) into their suites and/ 
or relational database management 
systems (RDBMs). 

What about fourth-generation 
languages (4GLs)? Are they dead? Do 
they have any role in an object-oriented 
world? No, 4Gls aren't dead. In fact , 
although most 4GL development targets 
existing customer bases, some 4Gls are 
attracting new customers. 

One advantage to 
object-oriented 
programming is that 
it makes ii relatively 
easy to develop and 
roll out projects 
incrementally, and 
that's turning out to 
be a lifesaver for 
many organizations. 

4GLs, you may remember, were 
introduced in the late '70s as languages 
that were supposed to increase the pro
ductivity of third-generation COBOL 
and FORTRAN programmers by a fac
tor of 10. Information Builders lnc.'s 
Focus, Progress Software Corp.'s Pro
gress 4GL and Cognos lnc.'s Power
House 4GL are all examples of 4GLs 
that continue ro have significant num
bers of loyal customers, many of whom 
are migrating to more object-oriented 
versions of the vendors' products (Web
Focus, Apptivity and Power House Web, 
respectively). Other more PC-oriented 
development suites that openly tout 
themselves as 4GLs include Omnis 
Studio from Omnis Software Ltd. 
and Clarion from TopSpeed Corp. 

And what about client/server? Is it 
dead? According to Oracle's Ellison it 
is. Client/server, largely associated with 
two-tier architectures ("fat" front-end 
clients, which Microsoft began referring 
to as "rich" clients earlier this year, and 
back-end database servers), simply 
doesn't have a place in the Internet 
economy of browser-enabled clients 
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that interact with any number of Web, 
application and database servers. But, 
despite Ellison's druthers, not everyone 
is ready to dump their inventory of 
battle-tested client/server applications, 
nor are they anxious to run their entire 
company over the Internet. No, client/ 
server isn't dead, but it will probably 
fade away-mainly because of the high 
cost of supporting Windows fat clients. 

ERP, E-Business 
Drive New Development 

Most new object development is 
being done to create and evolve e-busi
ness sites, but Personal Digital Assistants 
(PDAs), such as 3Com Corp.'s Palm
Pilot, Windows CE devices and a host 
of special-purpose embedded devices, 
are also beginning to represent signifi
cant new development. In his Software 
Development West '99 keynote address, 
1978 Nobel Prize Laureate in Physics 
Arno A. Penzias, predicted that we're 
moving beyond the keyboard and mouse 
to computers that have "eyes and ears." 
Clearly, the availability of pervasive con-

tinuous speech recognition technology 
and the vastly increased use of real-time 
video camera feeds and global position
ing satellite technology will also drive 
software development. 

One advantage to object-oriented 
programming is that it makes it relative
ly easy to develop and roll out projects 
incrementally, and that's turning out 
to be a lifesaver for many organizations. 
This means, for example, that develop
ment teams don't have to delay the 
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deployment of an e-business site 
until they've got their entire solu
tion developed and tested. Instead, 
they can rest the waters with a busi
ness-to-business exrraner before 
completing integration with their 
ERP and customer relationship 
management (CRM) systems and 
before launching a retail electronic 
commerce site. Object-oriented 
development also eases the pain of 
the periodic wholesale facelifts most 
organizations have to do to support 
new browser functionality. 

Table 1. Object Models: 1999 Report Card 
one guise or another for 
some rime (see "Component 
Stew," Page 54), bur Micro
soft's Visual Basic eXren
sions (VBX) were the first 
widely used components. 
VBX were originally limited 
to use in 16-bir Visual Basic 
programs-meaning that 

CORBA 
M ATURITY A 
AVAILABILITY A 
IDE SUPPORT D 
ISV ENTHUSIASM C 
C HAMPION (S) C 
COMPONENT LIBRARY D 
lANGUAGE(S) A 
FIVE-YEAR PLAN D 
OVERALL B-

COM/COM+ 
B 
D 
A 
A 
B 
B 
A 
B 
B 

EJB 

C 
B 
A 
A 
A 
B 
D 
B 
B+ 

you could only use them 

Source: Gartner Group Inc. 

in a Windows environment. 
In fact , VBX were really just 
16-bir Windows Dynamic 
Link Libraries (DLLs), so 
for all practical purposes, Of course, a good deal of Inter-

net development activity is being out
sourced. According to Business Week's 
"Information Technology Annual 
Report," released June 21, IBM Chief 
Executive Officer Lou Gerstner told 
Wall Street analysts in May that marker 
researchers predict 60% of the money 
spent on e-business industrywide will 
be for services. 

One benefit of the frenetic pace of 
global e-business is rhar standards are 
being created and adopted at a hereto
fore unthinkable pace. After all, objects 
and components from one sire's appli
cation need to be able to "ralk" to other 

sires' application components. Which 
brings us to AcriveX objects, Enterprise 
JavaBeans (EJB) and the stare of the 
COM/CORBA "wars. " 

COM, CORBA and EJB 
Ir's no secret rhar Java and rhe Web 

legitimized-and accelerated-the use 
of components. The idea behind com
ponents is that whether you build and 
rest your own, have someone else build 
them for you, or you simply buy them 
"off the shelf," they can be used over 
and over again. 

Components have been around in 
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you had to be a CIC++ programmer 
to create rhem. Bur any one of the 
millions of Visual Basic developers 
could use them. Today, even Office 
2000 users can create the current 
generation of Microsoft components 
called AcriveX controls. 

ActiveX controls, which are COM 
objects, know something about them
selves and can be queried in a standard, 
well-defined fashion. The problem with 
ActiveX controls and their underlying 
COM technology is that they're basically 
limited to the Microsoft Windows envi
ronment. Hence, the appeal of Enter-
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prise JavaBeans (EJB) and OMG's 
cross-platform Common Object Re
quest Broker Architecture (CORBA). 
Table 1 illustrates Gartner Group 
analyst John Enck's assessment of the 
fitness of the competing distributed 
object models for high-end enterprise 
applications (as opposed to tactical or 
mid-size applications). 

EJB, whose specification has been 
developed by a consortium of compa
nies led by Sun, is an API that extends 
the JavaBeans component model to 
cross-platform, server-side applications. 
Like COM objects, EJB, which come 
in two major flavors-session and entity 
beans-know something about them
selves and are capable of introspection. 

The problem with 
Activex controls and 
their underlying COM 
technology is that 
they're basically 
limited to the Microsoft 
Windows environment. 

CO RBA, on the other hand, is a rich 
but complex, decade-old component
based middleware architecture chat sup
ports multiple languages. In his presen
tation on Microsoft's distributed Inter
net archicecutre (DNA) at the Gartner 
Group's Windows NT conference held 
in Indian Wells, CA, in May, Enck pre
dicted that "over time, the EJB and 
COREA models will merge, as each 
model addresses the weaknesses in the 
other." EJB, says Enck, will "lose the 
Java" and evolve into EB, or Enterprise 
Beans, ultimately replacing CORBA. 
Enck says IBM is best positioned to 
champion EJB/EB enterprise usage. 

Fortunately, Microsoft's June in
vestment in Inprise Corp. (formerly 
Borland) gives the company access to 
Inprise's COREA-compliant Visigenic 
ORB (object request broker) and COM/ 
COREA bridge technology. Ocher ven
dors, including BEA Systems Inc. , Iona 
Technologies Inc. and Visual Edge Ltd., 
already offer COM/CORBA bridges. 
Assuming that Microsoft uses the 

investment to build a version of COM+ 
(the next generation of COM built 
into Windows 2000) char can talk to 
COREA object brokers and EJB, the 
COM/CORBA wars may end in peace. 

Today's Challenge: 
Fast, Good and Flexible 

The days of mulciyear systems proj
ects are all but gone. Now, more than 
ever before, IT is expected to deliver 
solutions in weeks or, at most, months. 
Modular, component-based develop
ment helps IT deliver functionality, 
often incrementally. 

Some jaundiced developers see this 
"incremental" development paradigm 
as yet another manifestation of Pareto's 
80/20 rule. (Alfred Pareto was a 19th 
century Italian scientist who created 
the distribution analysis that bears 
his name and which we often call the 
80/20 rule, or ABC classification. His 
original survey revealed that 80% of 
the wealth of his country was in hands 
of 20% of the population.) Is it ethical 
to deliver software that only offers an 
estimated 80% functionality? Or is 
"good enough," "quick and dirty" 
software development destined to 
be the norm? 

There are other challenges associ
ated with trying to deliver software 
today: testing complex assemblies that 
may consist of hundreds or even thou
sands of components-and living with 
the complex dependencies that exist 
among them. Although testing suites 
are evolving to address these challenges, 
ISVs and corporate developers alike 
may lack the discipline to perform 
the necessary testing, especially in the 
face of the competitive pressures of the 
Internet. (Note: Software Development 
'99 East will be held at the Washington 
Convention Center in Washington, 
D.C., November 8-12.) ~ 

Karen Watterson is an independent 
consultant and author based in San 
Diego, CA, who specializes in database 
and data warehouse design. She recently 
coauthored JO Projects You Can Do with 
Microsoft SQL Server 7 (published by 
John Wiley & Sons, 1999, ISBN 0-471-
32751-4). Email: karen_watterson@ 

msn . com. 
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Despite the recent hoopla, technologies necessary for wide 
SAN deployment are only just beginning to fall into place. 

his is the year storage 
area networks (SANsl will 
become the architectural 
standard for enterprise
wide network storage. The 
SAN, a high-speed, broad 

bandwidth 1/0 channel that connects 
to the back end of local area network 
(LANl servers, promises to improve 
overall corporate network perfor-

~ ma nee as it takes its place alongside 
~ an organization's LAN and WAN. 
; SAN nodes are a mixture of storage 
I devices (for example, RAID and auto-
::; 

i mated tapesl capable of communi-
1 eating directly with one another over 
! a fast, fault-tolerant storage pipeline 
i (the SANl with multiple hosts. 
! A typical SAN includes a high-
! throughput interface (Fibre Channel 

being the most commonl, inter
connects (switches, gateways and 
hubsl and a protocol (SCSI, IP or 
ESCONl. The SAN is a shared storage 
repository attached to multiple 
servers via an independent network, 
which could potentially remove all 
storage functions from the LAN 
and the WAN. 

Why SANS? 
SANS are needed because many 

businesses and organizations now 
rely on UNIX and Windows NT distri
buted platforms to run crucial enter
prise applications. This shift from the 
data center to the distributed net
work is possible because software 
and processor performance have 
both increased manyfold over the 



Mass Storage 

past decade. However, storage devices and 
storage interfaces-despite some improve
ments-have lagged far behind in terms of 
performance. This disparity in functionality 
often results in network bottlenecks at sites 
where high storage access rates or large vol
ume file transfers are the norm. 

• Increased bandwidth 
• Increased speed (throughput) 
• Improved overall performance of storage subsystem 
• Scalable storage capacity 

But today, storage functionality can be 
scaled to be on a par with processor and 
software performance by integrating a SAN 
infrastructure into an existing network. 

• Improved availability 
• Enhanced fault-tolerant storage operations 
• Elimination of distance restrictions present with SCSI connections 
• Removal of LAN traffic bottlenecks caused by storage tasks 

A SAN basically extends the any-to-any 
connectivity of LAN architectures to storage 
resources. Any data on the network, in any 
location, can be made accessible through 
multiple paths to any node, application and 
user on the network. The ubiquitous data 
access provided by this new paradigm com
pletely changes the economics of availability 
and scalability, and offers other manageabil
ity advantages that leverage the centralization 
of storage management. 

• Data sharing among multiple servers and applications 

Future Benefits - On the Horizon 

• Centralized storage administration 
• Dynamic redistribution of storage resources 
• Streamlined data management processes 
• Data-centric architectures 

Stage One SAN vs. SCSI 

BENEFIT SCSI 
Once connected using a SAN topology, 

storage devices are in effect uncoupled from 
the restrictive dedicated SCSI bus server-to
individual storage unit connection. By creat
ing multiserver-accessible and shared-network 

Higher bandwidth 
Channel distance (max.) 
Number of devices 

80 MB/s (max.) 
25 meters 
15 nodes/channel 

FIBRE CHANNEL 

100 MB/s 
10 kilometers 
126 nodes/loop, 

storage devices, all storage and file access tasks 
are freed from the operational limitations of an individual 
server and the general traffic constraints of a LAN or a WAN. 
As a result, operational improvements to a storage subsystem's 
performance and a network's overall performance can be real
ized. In addition, because a SAN externalizes storage outside 
the server, the stored data is made available to multiple hosts 
across multiple platforms without imposing extra overhead 
on the network. 

A SAN basically extends the 
any-to-any connectivity of 
LAN architectures to storage 
resources. Any data on the 
network, in any location, 
can be made accessible 

.. through multiple paths to 
any node, application and 
user on the network. 

Incorporating a SAN into the enterprise network environ
ment enhances LAN/WAN throughput and reduces traffic 
jams; the communications network is relieved of the bulky 
overhead associated with file access, file retrieval, data storage 
and data backup functions-tasks that generally hog network 
bandwidth. Users see immediate storage access and storage 
availability improvements because file read/writes, backup/ 

16 million devices/fabric 

restore, archiving/ retrieval, data migration and data/ device 
sharing are more efficiently handled by a network optimized 
for the high-throughput, large-packet data transfer demands 
of storage tasks. 

Behind the scenes, the storage subsystem's reliability is 
also improved because of the SAN's inherent fault-tolerant 
operation-with a SAN, data is accessible via alternate data 
paths (dual pons, for example). Redundant access can easily 
be built in. Administration and management of a network's 
storage components are simplified because a SAN creates 
an environment where relatively easy scaling, servicing and 
management of storage devices and their data is possible 
because of centralization. This centralization significantly 
improves backup and restore capabilities, and makes it 
easier to scale and achieve cost-effective disaster protection 
configurations. 

SAN Benefits 
Any site deploying business-critical applications over 

distributed networks must treat the associated data as a vital 
company asset and should consider a SAN implementation. 
The uninterrupted availability and reliability of this data can 
be guaranteed by integrating a SAN into an organization's 
existing computing infrastructure. Because SANs provide 
fault-tolerant storage operations, they ensure that stored 
data remains intact and available at all times-even with the 
loss of a major network component, such as a server. 

Besides data storage, file access and functional reliability 
protections, there are other reasons ro install a SAN. Scott 
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Robinson, vice president of engineering at Minneapolis, MN
based Datalink Corp., points out that even a stage one (Fibre 
Channel bus) SAN implementation can improve overall net
work operations. The resulting increased bandwidth capabili
ties greatly enhance I/O and network performance at any site 
where high-end throughput applications-such as imaging, 
video and CAD/CAM-are dragging down overall network 
responsiveness. Likewise, a SAN's Fibre Channel interface 
improves the response time of any network running high
end I/O applications like OLTP and databases. Robinson 
says additional benefits, such as zoning and high-availability 
clusters, will further improve overall network performance 
as auxiliary SAN components become available later this year. 
And, with a SAN, it's relatively painless to add extra storage 
capacity, independent of any specific server or operating sys
tem platform on the network. 

The ability to isolate storage 
functions from one another, to 
easily scale storage capacities 
and to add/remove storage 
units is now possible through 
the implementation of Fibre 
Channel switches and hubs. 

In general, SANs make high-availability storage subsystems 
more cost-effective for a wider variety of application environ
ments. And the hot-pluggable nature of SAN resources en
ables scalability, while preserving ubiquitous data access. With 
storage tasks assigned to a dedicated network, more efficient 
management of optimization, reconfiguration and backup/ 
restore data becomes possible. 

SAN Time Line 
While 1999 is shaping up to be the year corporate America 

embraces SAN technology, the full potential of SANs still can
not be fully realized. All of the pieces (hardware and software) 
necessary for a true SAN environment are not yet available, 
but they're beginning to appear. 

According to Datalink's Robinson, SANs are being rolled 
out in three stages: 

Kid3J•j/jW Stage one SAN installations exist now 
1998-1999 and are delivering some immediate and 

measurable operational benefits. Stage one 
is designed to speed up the performance of common storage 
device-to-network data transfers. By connecting RAID and 
other storage devices over Fibre Channel buses, higher band
width and increased speed I/O transfers can occur over 
longer distances than with a standard SCSI interface. The 
RAID and Fibre Channel combination improves storage 
subsystem reliability through fault-tolerant disk operations 
and pipeline (channel) connections. 

The ability to isolate storage functions from one another, 
to easily scale storage capacities (independent of server func-

tionality) and to add/remove storage units (without affecting 
network operations) is now possible through the implementa
tion of Fibre Channel switches and hubs. 

At sites where Fibre Channel-based SANs are already in 
operation, SAN-based data sharing among various applications 
is a reality. And other benefits include reduced storage admin
istration time owing to the centralized data management envi
ronment and the ease with which backup procedures can be 
implemented. Stage one SAN technology is alleviating storage
related network bottlenecks and easing management of the 
network's storage component. 

fiid1ih1•1 Stage two SAN functions are beginning to 
1999-2000 be introduced. Some components are avail-

able, while others will be out later this year 
or early next year. SAN-specific capabilities like zoning, 
Logical Unit Number (LUN) masking and high-availability 
clusters will soon be implemented on Fibre Channel fabrics. 

Zoning is the process of assigning a storage resource (for 
example, a disk) to one server, while another resource (say, a 
tape) is committed to another server. Fibre Channel switches 
permit storage devices to be connected to dedicated storage 
zones, providing the benefits of zone fault isolation-the capa
bility to dynamically add/remove devices to a server's storage 
pool while maintaining a full 100-MB/s bandwidth. 

Software will soon be made available that will take advan
tage of the dynamic rezoning of storage devices. For example, 
with zoning, a tape device can be temporarily included into 
the disk device's zone during a specific backup window for 
direct-attached backup. Then, it can be reallocated to a dif
ferent zone for remote vaulting or archiving. To accomplish 
this task, the backup software must be able to recognize the 
dynamic appearance of a shared tape resource across multiple 
servers. Software to support this concept is expected to begin 
shipping by the end of the year. 

Logical Unit Number (LUN) masking subdivides a stor
age device (such as RAID) into individual sections, creating 
a shared resource across multiple network servers. By appro
priating individual storage space within a device, file sharing 

The SAN Time Line 

1998 1999 

Early Vlrtuallzatlon 

Logical Volumes _ _._ _ __________ --a 

---2000 2001 2002 2003 
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among servers and workgroups can be supported on a select
ed basis. These assigned storage areas can also be earmarked 
for specified applications or file types and information-spe
cific access management. 

Also making their debut in 1999 are high-availability and 
high-scalability SAN clusters. As sires replace older SCSI I/0 
interfaces with Fibre Channel pipelines and SAN support 
software explodes on the scene, sturdy and robust cluster 
configurations will be installed. SCSI-based clusters aren't 
capable of being enhanced with the performance and scala
bility features of Fibre Channel-based clusters. These new, 
more powerful clusters (built on Fibre channel technology) 
will enable the dynamic reallocation of storage resources, 
furnishing faulc isolation on the SAN 
fabric. Also, Fibre Channel and SAN 
cabling options allow the physical 
separation of redundant components 
along the SAN. These new clusters 
will also permit the adding/removing 
of storage devices without affecting 
network operations. 

fid1jfrjjj Stage three is still 
2000+ several years away, 

Robinson says. "I 
see stage three SAN development as 
bringing a major shift in the way IT 
professionals chink abour information 
systems. I see network administrators 
placing information management 
needs ahead of LAN-management 
needs when configuring their IS 
operations," he says. 

Software will be the key co effect
ively integrating storage hardware 
technologies and delivering on the 
promise of SANs. SAN benefits will be achieved with the 
blending of an array of software applications for functions 
such as enterprisewide storage management, high-availability 
systems, network backup and archiving, disaster protection 
and Hierarchical Storage Management (HSM) with diver
sified srorage hardware devices like RAID, tape, optical 
disk and DVD. 

Based on real-world discussions with corporate clients, 
Robinson says the move coward information-centric organi
zations will fuel the rapid growth in information sharing 
across multiple platforms and applications. The solid inte
gration and eight coupling of numerous software functions, 
such as file systems, volume managers, HSM and archiving, 
will further improve and simplify enterprisewide storage 
administration and management, while encouraging enter
prisewide data sharing. 

Eric Burgener, group manager of SAN products at Vericas 
Software Corp., a Mountain View, CA-based vendor of het
erogeneous srorage management cools, agrees with Robinson's 
assessment. Vericas also adheres co a three-step general indus
try rollouc of SANs. Its time line looks like chis: 

1999 - Storage appliances; local SANs; homogeneous 
device sharing. 

2000 - Hardware API standards; wide area SANs; 
homogeneous data sharing. 

2001 - Operating system API standards; global SANs; 
heterogeneous data sharing. 

In the first seep, vendors are providing the hardware and 
software components necessary ro support pluggable storage 
resources, called appliances, in local SANs. In a local SAN, 
all nodes are within the same building, but not necessarily 
on the same network subnets. Homogeneous device sharing 

allows separate nodes running the 
same operating system co access dif
ferent data secs on the same physical 
storage device. 

Burgener envisions the second seep 
as che development of hardware APis, 
which will allow the proliferation of 
cost-effective, yet high-performance, 
commodity storage appliances targeted 
at specific application environments. 
Movement co the wide area through 
the use of Fibre Channel-attached 
devices and replication technologies 
will allow SANs co be harnessed for 
disaster recovery and ocher mulcisice 
configurations. Cose-effective and easy
co-implement products will support 
off-the-shelf applications with shared 
concurrent access co storage resources 
from nodes running the same operat
ing system environment. This is 
known as homogeneous data sharing. 

Third step projections call for vol
ume access protocols implemented through standard APis 
at the kernel layer of an operating system, which will support 
heterogeneous data sharing. In chis model, different nodes 
running different operating systems will have shared concur
rent access co the same underlying data sec. The increasing 
deployment of high-speed networks, combined with enhance
ments in replication technologies, will allow the implementa
tion of high-performance global SANs. 

These developments will pave the way for easier and more 
ubiquitous access co storage resources, allowing customers co 
more fully leverage their cross-platform investments against 
a highly available, scalable and centrally managed common 
data store. 

Datalink's Robinson believes char what lies ahead is a world 
of mulcinode heterogeneous SAN clusters, which will enable 
the rapid growth of shared storage application functions in a 
high-availability IT environment. -

Ron Levine is a technology writer with Coast Writing, 
an independent firm chat specializes in computer application 
articles. He can be reached at ron@coastwriting.com. 
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Product Review 

App/ixware: 
A Fine Alternative 
by IAN DARWIN 

Tired of all the bugs in your current office software? 
Then maybe the platform-independent Applixware 
office suite is just what you 're looking fo r. 

I c had been a stressful week. A big 
project was due co one client, while 
another client was complaining 

about changes co their Web sire. The 
first client had insisted I write their 
documentation in Microsoft Corp. 
Word 97 under Windows 95. They'd 
even given me a shrink-wrapped copy 
of Office 97. Bue by the time it had 
bombed out on me for the second rime 
in one day, a liccle voice in my head was 
saying, "This software is worth exaccly 
what you paid for it." 

Each rime the software died, I swore 
it'd be the lase, as I went painstakingly 

back through the file co find our if 
my changes had been saved (in Word's 
favor, most of my changes were saved; 
bur what do you get for the rime spent 
rechecking all chose changes?). le died 
again. And again. I yelled, "Strike 
three!" (In truth, I yelled something 
considerably less printable.) This rime, 
instead of restarting Word, I scarred 
my browser and went straight co Applix 
lnc. 's Web sire and ordered a copy of 
the Applixware office suite. It promises 
platform independence and the ability 
co import and export Office 97 files , 
along with many ocher formats. 

Applixware runs on 

Figure 1. Toolbar Window Comparison various flavors of UNIX 
and Windows 95/NT. The 
Windows 95 version was 
nor evaluated here because 
then I'd have co admit co 
still having a Microsoft 
operating system on one 
of my systems, which I'd n.11.-....---.4.41 (11Z1.Z1 1) n.. .. ,..._.._... ... " "IZ1-talt 

tdC.,...1M - 11f1~k ~c.,,rwir1• - 1J111.-,111c. .. ,..._... ....... _. --TMPl'Nnlyi....-s,atam The~ ...... s,si-
C 1WJ, Ptl9dfflltyTednllDf,. lnc.. CI IW. Pfc:itddyl~, lnc.. 
Mrts;il'lr-...d Alrlgtlttr.--1 

Cl 1"'7, T ...... Compan, C IIJIII. T,,,.__ Company 
Mlnght1r..-d war11Mlde Alnght1 r-vecl•onlttlm 

Cl 1!1117, Gallaffl5ofta•-.lnc Cl 1"'1, G.-....Softa•1.Inc 
M"ljltllr~ M111ghtsr_..,. 

t...ltorMllaflla~~--~ Gar.11111'~~1.b--!Jr,DJQ 
Cl 1--1911, HMdar-Saftll•a. Inc:. C 1--1!JIJ7, .....,_.Solla•-. Ille. 

rather nor do. Applixware 
is available for the follow
ing platforms: Solaris 2.5+ 
(SPARC or Intel) , Linux 
(Intel, PowerPC, DEC/ 
Compaq Alpha), HP-UX 
10.2, AIX 4.2, Digital 
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UNIX 4.0, IRIX 6.2 and Windows 95 
(Intel) or NT 4. Some of the internal 
code is written in Java, which simplifies 
the porting of code co new platforms. 

To make a long story shore, Applix
ware generally fulfilled the company's 
claims and mer (or exceeded) most of 
my expectations. And yes, I have since 
removed or excluded Word from all 
of my own systems, plus a few others 
I control. 

Installation 
I tested Applixware on two plat

forms. If you remember my review of 
OpenBSD (''A Good Web Server Plat
form at the Right Price," June 1998, 
Page8l, http : // sw . expert . com/ 
R/ WS4 . JUN . 9 8 . pdf), you'll know 
it's my chosen freeware UNIX. Indeed, 
the Linux port of Applixware runs per
feccly in Linux emulation mode on 
a Pentium under OpenBSD. I also 
tested it on an old Sun Microsystems 
Inc. SPARCstation IPX running Solaris 
2.5.1. Apart from the installation, I 
was unable co ascertain any difference. 

Figure 1 shows both versions' cool
bar windows and "about version" win
dows running side by side. If you can 
spot any differences-other than one 
has a license number blurred out for 
security reasons and the other does 
not-consult an optician. 

Installation, though, was slighcly 
different. Linux installation has a setup 
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shell script front end included in the 
CD-ROM, which decides between 
"libc5" or "libc6" versions, and runs 
the appropriate compiled executable. 
For the SPARC version, you just cd to 
se t up /applix and run the install 
executable. 

As usual, when people try to auto
mate UNIX installations, simple installs 
are simple and nonsimple cases are not. 
Both versions failed to judge free space 
adequately when installing into an 
NFS-mounted partition. Not only 
that, they responded differently. The 
Linux version gave a df -like listing 
of partitions with free space; none of 
which matched the reported free space 
(see Listing 1). The Solaris version 
simply gave up, reporting numbers 
like 24,11 7 KB available, 27,398 KB 
required, with no indication of which 
file system was in trouble. In the end, 
I gave up on NFS installation by rear
ranging the file systems so that each 
machine had enough space (1 70 MB 
minimum!) to install on a local disk. 
It seems no matter how much disk 
space you have, installing new software 
turns into an excuse to delete old, un
used software. 

Once I made the required space 
available locally, the installation went 
smoothly, even with the CD-ROM 
NFS-mounted on one of the systems. 

Listing 1. nfs-install-fail.txt 

Product Review 
Incidentally, both C D-ROMs have a 
binary in the root of the C D ; so to try 
it out, just cd into the CD and type 
. /applix&. 

T he Solaris version can be licensed 
on either a node-locked or floating
license server; the latter uses a version 
of the familiar FlexLM license manager. 
T he documentation includes a how-ro
use book called M ake It Happen. The 
Solaris version also includes a System 
Administration Guide that covers net
work installation and licensing. Both 
manuals seem adequate. (One amusing 
note: An indication that this product 
has been around for a while, Chapter 3, 
Page 20 of the administration guide 
refers to an email address uunet ! mv . 
us . adobe . com !ps_ file_ server. 
Uhmm. It's been a while since U unet 
was the center of the email UNIXverse 
and everybody had to do manual rout
ing of email via the "!" path mecha
nism.) There are also several online 
books you can install. 

Who Needs Microsoft? 
Applixware is a comprehensive office 

suite that includes a word processing 
program, spreadsheet tool, graphics 
and slide show program , HTML editor, 
mail reader/composer and extensive 
customization. In addition , it can 
import from or export to many other 

There is not enough disk space availabl e in / home / applix . 
175 MB are required , but only 14 MB are available . 

Here is a list of local filesystems and the currently 
available disk s pace : 

formats (see Table 1). As you'll see, it 
can do pretty much everything that 
Microsoft O ffi ce does, without you 
having to resort to Windows emulation 
or running two operating systems. 

Also, unlike m ost of its competitors, 
Applix native formats are ASCII-text
based, not binary. So it is somewhat 
closer to an open format, in the sense 
that you can grep through it with some 
success . I've even made tiny changes to 
documents using vi , something you 
would never think of doing to, say, a 
Word . doc file. Let's look at each of 
the major Applixware programs in 
turn, and make some comparisons 
with competitors. 

Words 
Since the Microsofr lawyers started 

grabbing up all the nouns on the planet, 
it has become increasingly difficult to 
find (nonlitigiously) a name for a new 
product. Applix chose "Words" for its 
word processing program. Applix Words 
is a word processor on a par with Word 
or Corel Corp. WordPerfect. 

Unlike Adobe Systems Inc. Frame
Maker, however, Applix Words has only 
one level of named styles, which con
tains both character and paragraph for
matting. FrameMaker, by contrast, has 
separate, named styles for character and 
paragraph properties, which leads to 

-------- ------------------ ----------------------------------------------------
I ( / dev / dsk / c0t3d0s0 ) : 39722 blocks 21363 files 
/ usr ( / dev / dsk / c0t3d0s6 ) : 15260 blocks 82591 files 
/ proc ( / proc ) : 0 blocks 436 files 
/ dev / fd (fd ) : 0 blocks 0 files 
/ var ( / dev / dsk / c0t3d0s3 ) : 101774 blocks 42660 files 
/ tmp (swap ) : 44056 blocks 5786 files 
/opt ( / dev / dsk / c0t3d0s4 ) : 189570 blocks 303270 files 
/ var / mail (darian: / var / mail ) : 21536 blocks 11121 files 
/usr / src (darian: / usr / src ) : 618432 blocks 97455 files 
/ usr / ports / distfiles(darian : /usr / ports / distfiles) : 150672 blocks 90624 files 
/ stage / applix (darian : / stage / applix) : 228768 blocks 225178 files 
/ home / ian (darian : / home / ian ) : 295040 blocks 108844 files 
/ cd0 (darian: / cd0 ) : 0 blocks 0 files 
/ home / applix (darian : / home / applix): 295040 blocks 108844 files 
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much better document structuring. If, 
for example, you have two styles named 
"code" and "literal" and you need to 
change all of code from Courier to 
LucidaSansTypewriter without also 
changing literal, you can do it with 
only a few keystrokes in FrameMaker. 
It's a manual, find-every-occurrence
and-decide operation with most other 
word processors. 

Spreadsheets 
Applix Spreadsheets, 

Figure 2. Presents Import Filter 

the spreadsheet processor, 
it-, mead OnlyJl homen an, article~ cpq/ appli Wpor1inq\t-1apup ppl &i~F I 

The Applix: Words spell check feature 
was uneventful. As with most such tools, 
its vocabulary is limited. Once you train 
it-which is as easy as clicking on "Add 
Word" in the spell check dialog box-it 
gets along fine, and does its job well. 

My one area of concern is Words' 
import filter. Documents from Word
Perfect, Word and FrameMaker can be 
imported, although FrameMaker files 
m ust be saved in an interchange format 
known as Maker Interchange Format, 
or MIF. For simple documents, these 
imports worked fine. I imported an 
invoice form from an old DOS Word
Perfect file and it came out 99% correct 
(the only fault was that a couple of rules 
in one table were converted from double 
to single lines). 

However, when I imported more 
complex documents from Word and 
FrameMaker, things didn't go so well. 
Because Applix: Words doesn't have 
named page formats, it tends to drop 
parts of FrameMaker's "master pages" 
at the start of a document. Also, some 

graphics simply disappeared, or got 
dumped into the front of a fi le, when 
imported from Word. Both problems 
were fairly harmless, resulting in extra 
pages to delete, but even then, some of 
the paragraphs didn't import correctly. 

is a powerful spreadsheet 
program, comparable to 
Microsoft Excel. Applix 
Spreadsheets can import/ 
export a variety of formats. 
I imported a simple Excel 
fi le and had no problems. 
When importing a more 
complex file (an expense 
report), I found that a graph
ics object wasn't aligned over 
the correct cells, but every
thing else came through OK. 
Applix Speadsheets has the features 
you'd expect in a spreadsheet program, 
including macros, built-in functions 
and charting capabilities, plus it has 
real-time spreadsheet capabilities that 
I didn't exercise. 

Graphics and Presents 
Graphics, Applixware's illustration/ 

paint tool, and Presents, its slide show 
tool, are lumped together into a single 
program. Based on the fi le you wish 
to open, Applixware decides whether 
you are working on a single image or 
a slide show. 

Presents is a standard slide show pro
gram. I've toyed with other slide show 
tools, including Microsoft PowerPoint, 
and this tool seems to have most of the 
same features as the others. Notably, 
its import filter worked very well for 
the slide shows I imported from Power
Point (see Figure 2). While the Spread
sheet import dialog isn't smart enough 
to select the fi le type when you click 
on a file, Presents is. 

The Rest of the Suite 
Other programs that are part of 

the Applixware office suite, which 
I did not examine, include an email 
client (and OpenMail, which is X.400-
compliant), Data (which gives access 
to relational databases), a directory 
browser, an ELF (Applixware's exten
sion scripting language) macro editor 
and an HTML editor. 

One powerful feature of Applixware 
is its general object-linking technology; 
this is certainly comparable to Micro
soft Office's use of Distributed COM 
and/or ActiveX. For example, you can 
embed a spreadsheet in a presentation, 
or charrs in a slide show. 

Words also features hyperlinks and 
cross-reference features. This is quite 
general. If you import an HTML docu
ment into Words and click on what 
was an <A> tag in HTML, you can 
usually see the resulting file. For exam
ple, a link to a . g if file is opened in 
a separate Graphics window, and a 
link to another HTML file is opened 

WORDS ASCII , DCA, FrameMaker 4/5 (MIF only), HTML, lnterleaf 4 
(ASCII only), Word (up to 95/97). OfficeWriter, RTF, 
WordPerfect 4/5/6/7. 

Applix 3, ASCI I (various). FrameMaker MIF 4/5, lnterleaf 
4/5 (ASCII), Word (generally via RTF), WordPerfect 5/6. 

SPREADSHEETS 

GRAPHICS/PRESENTS 

WKS, XLS, SYLK, DIF/XDIF, CSV, ASCII (various, including 
import wizard). 

Applix, CGM, DXF, EMF, EPSI, FAX, GEM, GIF, HPGL, ILBM, 
JPEG, MacPaint, Windows BMP, PBM/PGM/PPM, PCX, 
PICT, PNG, PPT, Raw, SGI, SunRaster, TGA, TIFF, WMF. 
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XLS 3/4/5, WK1/WK3, Appl ix 3, CSV, DIF, SYLK. 

Applix, CGM, EPSI, FAX, GIF87/89, HPGL, JPEG, 
Windows BMP, PBM/PGM/PPM, PowerPoint 97, SG I, 
SunRaster, TIFF lsb/msb, WMF, XBM (not XPM), XWD. 
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in ... you guessed it, a separate Words 
window. So it's not a regular browser, 
but it does a good job of following and 
displaying links. 

The installation program offers a 
number of optional extras. If you have 
a ton of disk space, install it all-you 
can always delete parts of it afterward. 
These include international dictionaries 
(spelling/hyphenation), hypertext help, 
online books describing the programs 
and programmability in more detail 
and clip art for Graphics and Presents. 

In addition, there are quite a few 
extra fonts provided. The Solaris CD 
includes the fonts as BDF, SNF and 
even Open Windows "FB." Reading the 
System Administration Guide, it seems 
difficult to add fonts and support addi
tional printer features owing to quite a 
bit of editing. There is a font manager, 
but I didn't install it because I have 
plenty of fonts already. 

Programming Applix 
Applixware is highly customizable. 

There is an extension scripting language 
called ELF. It is lamentable chat it has its 
own scripting language instead of using 
one of the "obvious" choices, such as 
T cl or Perl. However, Applixware has 
been under continuous development 
since at least 1990, and what is obvious 
today may not have been obvious a 
decade ago. In the spirit of today's open
source movement, the ELF language, 
called SHELF, is being released as a 
scripting language in its own right; you 
can check this out at the Applixware 
Open Source Site (http : //www . 
applixware. org). 

In addition to ELF, there is a prod
uct called Builder, which allows you to 
build a complete application using ELF. 
Builder includes a GUI builder, which 
allows you to create the entire user 

ATTENTION 
WEB S1TE 
MANAGERS 
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interface visually, make con
nections and so on. So far, it 
is similar to, say, Sun's Open 
Look-based Developer's Guide 
or CDE Builder. Bue Applix 
Builder also allows you to 
write the actual application as 
a series of ELF calls. It seems, 
in fact, to have all of the devel
opment power of a tool like 
Microsoft Visual Basic. While 
I didn't write any full applica
tions in it, Figure 3 is a snap
shot of building a GUI. 

ELF is not just an add-on, 
as you will learn when you 
start customizing menus. In 
face, all of the main programs 
are primarily built using ELF. 

-· 
Applix has made a serious commit

ment to Java. Most of the client scuff 
is available in Java thin-client versions 
under the name Applix AnyWare. For 
the purposes of chis review, I have con
centrated on Applixware, which is the 
UNIX desktop office suite. However, 
even Applixware uses Java. Some of the 
import filters, for example, are written 
in Java. This is quite sensible because 
it simplifies porting, but doesn't have 
a serious performance penalty because 
the importing is typically done less 
frequently than basic operations. The 
speed of the import operations was 
quite acceptable. 

Invocation 
While you can start Applixware with 

no arguments, you can also invoke it 
with a file type and/or file name. There 
are options like - wp, which cells the pro
gram you want to do word processing. 
These can be combined with a file name 
chat will be opened or imported into a 
new document, depending on whether 
or not it is an Applix format. Using any 

of the UNIX desktops-CDE, KDE and 
so on-it would be possible to bind these 
types for dick-co-start. Applix arguably 
should do this for you. It doesn't. For 
now, I have written a shell script (see 
Listing 2, Page 70), similar to the Win
dows 95 start command, because I 
use a variety of window managers and 
deskcops. That chis invocation works 
so well is a testament to Applix's under
standing of how UNIX programs ought 
to behave. 

Applix Improvable 
I now use Applix a lot, even though 

I'm not fully satisfied with it. The main 
shortcomings I have encountered are in 
the import filters and the GUI. First, 
there are no "cool tips" on any of the 
coolbars. Tool tips were first shown as 
Balloon Help on Apple Computer Inc. 
Macintosh systems, but in its usual style 
of steal-and-improve, Microsoft brought 
chem online as ToolTips. ToolTips don't 
pop up obtrusively the nanosecond you 
visit a toolbar icon-chis was one prob
lem of Apple's original-instead, they 
wait until you hesitate with the mouse 

WebServer OnLine Magazine provides technical personnel who maintain 
and develop corporate Web sites with essential new product information. 
To see WebServer OnUne 's monthly news and new products .. . 

Come to webserver.cpg.com 
"We put the communications in .com" 
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Listing 2. Start Shell Script 

#! / bin / ksh -f 

# simple emulation of Windows' command of the same name : 
# deduce type of file , start its application (backgrounded) . 

for f 
do 

case $ { f} in 
* . ai) illustrator ${f} & ; ; 
* . awl* . docl* . wpd) applix -wp ${f} & , , 
* .as) applix -sc ${f} & ;; 

* . class) java ${f}& , , 
* .fm) appplix - wp ${f} & ;; 
ftp : // * ) ftp ${f} & ;; 
*. gif) xv ${f} & ;; 
http :* l *. html * . html) netscape -remote "openURL (file : 'pwd ' /${f} ) " & ,, 

*. pdf) acroread ${f} & , , 
* .ps) gs ${f} & ;; 
*. txt) dtpad ${f} & ;; 
*. xls) applix ${f} & ;; 

* ) echo "Duh , I dunno how to start $ { f} ! ! " >&2 ;; 
esac 
sleep 5 # to avoid killing t h e machine 

done 

over a tool for some reasonable fraction 
of a second. Even my 15-line Swing
based Java program can have tool tips. 
Why is it so hard here? Is it a Motif 
limitation that really can't be worked 
around? Or is it merely a lack of time? 
Whatever the case, the lack of tool rips 
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Applixware 4.41 

Company 
Applix Inc. 

112 Turnpike Road 
Westboro, MA 01581 

Phone 
(508) 870-0300 

WWW 
http.//www.applix.com 

Best Feature 
Full-function office suite native to 

UNIX. ASCII save files. 

Worst Feature 
Price gap between commercial 

UNIX (Solaris) and Linux versions. 
Limited word processing "named" 

formats and a few problems 
importing some file formats. 

Price 
Applixware (Solaris version) $495 

Applixware for Linux $99 

Circle 160 

does make it harder to learn a new GUI 
tool. No matter how intuitive a designer 
chinks his "universal icons" to be, they 
aren't. A well-chosen phrase is worth a 
thousand pictures chat don't represent 
anything. 

Speaking of the GUI, there are also 
too many dialogs char don't learn the 
directory you're in from each ocher. You 
have to navigate around to some direc
tory Open and then Import something, 
for example, and the Import has no 
recollection of the directory you opened 
from; yet most of the rime, I wane to do 
things from the same directory. 

A minor glitch of the GUI code is it 
reverts to black and white if something 
about your display isn't as expected. Ir 
did chis a few rimes when I thought 
nothing had changed. Perhaps it is mere
ly susceptible to running out of colors; 
because my IPX has only a CGSIX 
display, its 256 colors can be gone in 
a flash if I'm running a Web browser. 

One more pet peeve: the default 
menu shortcuts. Under the File menu, 
"5 for save and "P for print are familiar, 
and imply Mac/Windows compatibility, 
bur then F2, F3 and so on are used for 
edit/cue/paste, undo/redo and so forth. 
Someone used to conventional shortcuts 
would have expected " C, "X, "V and 
"Z for these, given the use of "5 and "P. 
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Ir turns out to be fairly easy to custom
ize, but it's hidden beneath the Custom
ize menu bar. It was almost no work to 
add chis same functionality under the 
more traditional Edie-Preferences menu 
bar, using the Customize menu bar 
feature. Next, I wanted to change the 
menu item accelerators to "C, "X and 
so on. Unfortunately, "X was already 
defined as some delete key function. 
And it became tedious to fix several such 
duplicates because on each one, dismiss
ing the Error dialog also dismissed the 
menu bar dialog, which is inconsistent 
with any ocher GUI program. When it 
did chis, it discarded all my changes. 

I still wanted to use "X and "W, but 
these conflicted with key assignments. 
I couldn't find a "Customize Keys" fea
ture, and there was nothing in the on
line help. Eventually, I was able to edit 
chem using the ax_wp4 file in vi . 

Overall, Applixware is a good office 
suite for UNIX, and has all the tools 
you need. Ir's strong on functionality, 
with a few GUI sections needing refine
ment and a few wrinkles in the import 

filters. -

Ian Darwin is a consultant, developer 
and trainer specializing in UNIX operating 
systems and the Java language. Email: 
ian@darwinsys . com 



NEW PRODUCTS 
The product descriptions are compiled from data supplied by the vendors. 

To contact them for more detailed information, circle the appropriate reader 
service number on the card located elsewhere in this issue. 

Fibre Channel-to-SCSI 
Bridge Unveiled 

Atto Technology is now offering Atto 
FibreBridge Enterprise, a Fibre Channel
to-SCSI bridge. With FibreBridge, users 
can attach any SCSI-based device to 
Fibre Channel, the company says. The 
product comes with dual Gigabit Inter
face Converters (GBICs) and features 
Ultra 2 Low-Voltage Differential (LVD) 
and High-Voltage Differential (HVD) 
SCSI bus compatibility. In addition, 
FibreBridge supports the Storage Net
work Industry Association (SNIA) Ex
tended Copy command. FibreBridge 
uses SNIA Extended Copy, along with 
Legato Systems Inc.'s Celestra-an im
bedded system for running "serverless" 
backup, file replication and mirroring-to 

run backup without placing load on the 
server. Data is backed up directly from a 
disk array to a tape library without 
putting extra load on the server, Atto 
says. This is said to remove backup traffic 
from the local area network (LAN) and 
improve performance access to data and 
applications. Contact vendor for pricing. 

Atto Technology Inc. 
40 Hazelwood Drive, Bldg. 106 
Amherst, NY 14228 
http://www.attotech.com 
Circle 101 

Continuous Online 
UPS Protection 

Tripp Lite's new 6KVA and l0KVA 
Unison On-Line UPS systems continu
ously convert incoming AC power to fil
tered DC power, then resynthesize it to 
low-harmonic, frequency-controlled AC 
power, the company says. This constant 
online operation generates a pure sine 
wave output with zero transfer time, 
while completely isolating connected 

equipment against power problems such 
as blackouts, surges and line noise, Tripp 
Lite says. A unique feature of both sys
tems is a Line-Interactive Mode option, 
which allows users to switch the UPS 
to an energy-saving mode when online 
protection isn't needed. This feature is 
aimed at increasing the UPS system's 
overall power efficiency, resulting in 
reduced operating costs without affecting 
system output reliability under brown
out or blackout conditions. 

Each product comes with Tripp Lite's 
PowerAlert Software, allowing users to 
manage and control all UPS systems 

Entry-Level SPARC Gets 440-MHz Power 

Tatung has unveiled its fastest entry-level SPARC system 
to date, the COMPstation U10-440. Tatung says the sin
gle-processor U10-440, which is available in tower and 

rack-mount configurations, takes advantage of the recently 
released 440-MHz UltraSPARC-lli processor from Sun Micro
systems Inc. 

Equipped with 2 MB of external cache, the 64-bit 440-MHz 
processor can support up to four 32-bit PCI devices at 33-MHz 
and features a 64-bit UPA slot for vertical add-ons such as 
Creator3D and Elite3D graphics cards. While incorporating the 
PCI 1/0 bus to provide users with access to a host of peripher
als, the U10-440 also maintains full binary compatibility with 
existing software on SBus-based systems, Tatung says. 

The COMPstation U10-440 comes equipped with five 
drive bays that can be fitted with two 3.5-inch hard drives, 
one 5.25-inch CD-ROM, one 4- or 8mm tape drive and either 
one 3.5-inch floppy or another peripheral. Standard features 
include 128 MB of RAM, 9-GB hard drive , one PCI graphics 
card , one 64-bit UPA slot, two serial ports, one parallel port, 
dual-channel Ultra Wide SCSI on the motherboard, 10/100-
BaseT Ethernet interface and Solaris 7 preinstalled. 

Optional features include 1 GB of memory, 24-bit PCI 
graphics, Creator3D, Elite3D m3 or m6 graphics cards, 
Asynchronous Transfer Mode (ATM) connectivity and an 

Ultra Wide SCSI adapter. The company is also offering op
tional monitor sizes for the U10-440, including 17-, 19-, 21 · 
and 24-inch monitors. Pricing starts at $4,690 for a standard 
tower configuration and $4,780 for a standard rack-mount 
configuration. 

Tatung Science & Technology Inc. 
1840 McCarthy Blvd. 
Milpitas, CA 95035 
http://www.tsti.com 
Circle 100 
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throughout an enterprise. PowerAlert 
provides a single GUI of UPS systems 
networkwide and lets users act on alerts 
remotely without having to purchase an 
expensive network management system, 
Tripp Lite says. The Unison 6KVA and 
lOKVA UPS systems cost $5,499 and 
$9,499, respectively. 

Tripp Lite 
1111 W. 35th St. 
Chicago, IL 60609 
http://www.tripplite.com 
Circle 102 

Appliance Offers 
Flexible Data Mirroring 

Ark Research, a provider of mission
critical business solutions, has announ
ced Ark/2000. Ark Research calls Ark/ 
2000 the first flexible, cost-effective and 
highly scalable server appliance for mir
roring data to storage devices located 
anywhere throughout an enterprise and/ 
or wide area network (WAN) . 

Designed for today's heterogeneous 
environments, Ark/2000 reportedly 
offers nondisruptive remote/local data 
mirroring, continuous backup, data 
warehousing and rapid disaster recovery, 
while also providing improved perfor
mance for data access and file transfer. 
Ark Research says it is the only storage 
solution to provide real-time, platform
and operating system-independent data 
duplication and access over a WAN. 

Once implemented, updates to files, 
failover operations and backup file 
access are automated. Ark/2000 can be 
easily attached to any file server-based 
network and installed between the host 
computer and any mass storage device 
using SCSI connections. The product's 
design is said to permit the interconnec
tion of multiple units via Fast Ethernet, 
TL or T3 links. Two or more Ark/2000 
units on a network provide users with 
a robust, centralized disaster recovery 
system, the company says. 
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Ark/2000 is priced at $14,995 per 

unit and comes with an Intel Corp. 
Pentium II processor, 256 MB of cache, 
four SCSI 3 interfaces (Fast, Wide, Ultra 
and Ultra 2), two 10/100-Mb/s Ether
net ports, two serial interfaces for remote 
control and monitoring, and an internal 
hard disk. 

Ark Research Corp. 
1190 Saratoga Ave., Ste. 110 
San Jose, CA 95129 
http://www.arkres.com 
Circle 103 

Content Management 
for Solaris 

Eprise has added support for Sun 
Microsystems Inc.'s Solaris platform to 
its content management application , 
Participant Server 2.0. The company has 
also added Java support, which allows 
Participant Server to integrate with Java
based application servers. 

Participant Server is a system for 
business professionals to contribute and 
manage information via a Web site, the 
company says. With Participant Server, 
authorized users can independently edit 
content using any Java-enabled Web 
browser. The added Java support 
includes a JavaBeans interface, which 
connects to the server's eXtensible Mark
up Language (XML) integration frame
work. Also, the Java support extends the 
content management product to Java
Server Pages (JSP), Java servlets and 
other Java applications, Eprise says. 

Pricing for Participant Server 2.0 
starts at $50,000; the JavaBeans inter
face costs $5,000. It runs on Solaris or 
Windows NT. 

Eprise Corp. 
1671 Worcester Road 
Framingham, MA 01701 
http://www.eprise.com 
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Java Source Code Tool 
Upgrade 

TakeFive Software has released 
SNiFF+J 3.1, the latest version of its 
Java technology source code tool for 
multiplatform development. With 
SNiFF+J, developers working in multi
language client/server environments can 
navigate, analyze and manage a variety 
of source code. According to TakeFive, 
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SNiFF + J can handle millions of C++ 
and Java lines while also integrating 
with other development tools, including 
source code management tools, CASE 
tools, editors and debuggers. SNiFF+J 
3.1 can generate Java code specifically 
for Solaris, HP-UX, Linux, IRIX, AIX 
and Windows 95/98/NT platforms. A 
single license costs $1,750. 

TakeFive Software Inc. 
20813 Stevens Creek Blvd., Ste. 200 
Cupertino, CA 95014 
http://www.takefive.com 
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3D Graphics Workstations 
Unveiled 

Hewlett-Packard's Visualize B1000, 
C3000 and J5000 PA-8500 RISC-based 
systems are said to offer new work
station options for high-end graphics, 
engineering and technical customers. 

HP Visualize B1000 for 2D and 3D 
design is aimed at CAD designers 
and 3D modelers who design subassem
blies and components. It comes with a 
300-MHz PA-8500 processor, 1.5-MB 
on-chip cache, 128-MB to 4-GB RAM 
and six PCI slots. The Visualize C3000 
is touted as an ideal platform for mech
anical engineers performing simulations, 
virtual prototyping, complex modeling 
or high-end visualization. It comes with 
a 400-MHz PA-8500 processor, 1.5-MB 
on-chip cache, 512-MB to 4-GB RAM 
and eight PCI slots. 

Finally, the dual-processor J5000 is 
well-suited for compute-intensive IC 
verification and simulation compute 
farms in electronics and advanced 3D 
design, HP says. It handles complicated 
computational analysis and computer
and memory-intensive processing work-



loads. The J5000 comes with two 
440-MHz PA-8500 processors, 1.5-MB 
on-chip cache, 512-MB to 5-GB RAM 
and eight PCI sloes. 

Pricing star ts at $9,888 for the 
B1000, $13,763 for the C3000 and 
$22,636 for the J5000. 

Hewlett-Packard Co. 
3000 Hanover St. 
Pa lo Alto, CA 94303 
http://www.hp.com 
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App Server Supports 
Java 2 

SilverStream Software's SilverStream 
2.5 application server now includes 
support for the Java 2-complianc Java 
Virtual Machine from Sun Microsystems 
Inc., as well as enhanced support for 
the latest databases, such as the IBM 
Corp. DB2 5.2 and Microsoft Corp. 
SQL Server 7.0, and a native Java data
base connectivity (JDBC) driver for 
Informix Corp. databases. SilverScream 
2.5 also features improved wizards for 
linking applications to data so urce 
objects and Korean language translation . 

The SilverStream 2.5 applicat ion 
server runs on Solaris, HP-UX and 
Windows NT and sells for $10,000 for 
a single-CPU system. A Group Devel
oper Pack, with five programmer licens
es and a five-user test application server, 
costs $2,500. 

SilverStream Software 
1 Burlington Woods 
Burli ngton, MA 01803 
http://www.silverstream.com 
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New Library to Improve 
STEP Interoperability 

Step Tools, a developer of STEP 
(Standard for the Exchange of Product 
Model Data) integration software tools 
based on the International Organization 
for Standardization (ISO) standard, has 
released ST-Parasolid Library, a C++ 
library that is used to build customized 
STEP translators for products based on 
the Parasolid solid modeling kernel. 

The library is said to deliver state-of
the-art programming and desktop cools 
for translating Parasolid solid models 
used in CAD/CAM/CAE applications. 
Developers can reportedly use the library 

New Products 
is available for Solaris, AIX, IRIX, 
HP-UX and Windows NT platforms. 
Training, consulcing and technical sup
port programs are also available. A single 
license for ST-Parasolid Library costs 
$15,875; a full source code license is also 
available for $81 ,250. (Note: This prod
uct requires ST-Developer and Parasolid 
licenses from Unigraphics Inc.) 

Step Tools Inc. 
to create a custom bidirectional transla
tor that will map STEP geometry and 
topology directly onto Parasolid models, 
without the use of an intermediate file 
format. According to the company, 
MCAD users will now be able to export 
Parasolid models via STEP to non
Parasolid systems. The library can also 
be used to implement solid modeling 
operations on STEP data. 

1223 Peoples Ave. 
Troy, NY 12180 
http://www.steptools.com 
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New Optimization 
Module for DesignMaxx 

Opmaxx has introduced a mixed
signal optimization module for its 
DesignMaxx tool, one of a family of 
mixed-signal design and test automa
tion tools. With the new optimization 
module, analog and digital circuit 
designers can reportedly automate the 
process of establishing design parame
ters for circuits . 

ST-Parasolid Library comprises a set 
of C functions that can be used to create 
STEP files that are compliant with AP-
203 and AP-214 application protocols. 
In addition, it comes complete with 
source code and a sample translator, and 

I 

GOOD TOOLS ARE JUST THE BEGINNING ... 
• 

Sun recog nizes that you need more than a good set of tools to develop 
your products. So we created Sun Developer Essentials· Subscriptions to 
provide you with a comprehensive development solution: 

■ APls 
■ Environments 
■ Technologies 
■ Software Previews 
■ Education 

Foundation Edition $195' 

• • • • 

Latest Information on Sun Innovations 
Software Updates 
Single Payment CD Subscription 
... and Much More! 

The essential set of tools and technologies for developing products on the Java· 
platform and Solaris Operating Environment" software. 

Professional Edition $995' 

~ ~ -
JAVA 

The Professional set of cross platform tools for developing products on the Java· platform 

a od lolacis · Ope raliog Eo,irn omem s<mwa" • pl• s a II the tea, "' Ji!~ 

:::::::::•"~'' .• ,... 
The complete set of advanced cross-platform tools for creating and 
deploying client-server and web-based applications in an enterprise 
environment -plus all the components of the Professional Edition package. 
*Prices and availability subject to change without notice and do not include shipping and handling. 

Sun Developer Essentials Subscriptions 
Subscribe Today. 
www.sun.com/developers/essentials.html 
Refer to Offer Code DEoo6 when ordering 

♦Sun 
"'""'°''''·"'· ., •. 

l I 
©1999 Sun Microsystems, Inc. All rights reserved. Sun, Sun Microsystems, the Sun logo, Sun Developer Connection, the Sun Developer 
Connection logo, Sun Developer Essentials, the Sun Developer Essentials logo, Solaris, Solaris Operating Environment, the Solaris logo, lava 
and the lava Coffee Cup logo are trademarks or registered trademarks of Sun Microsystems, Inc. in the United States and other countries. 
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New Products 
The DesignMaxx optimization mod

ule makes optimization practical for 
most analog and high-speed digital cir
cuits, the company says. On the analog 
side, this includes amplifiers, filters, 
converters and timers; on the digital 
side, circuits include high-speed data 
paths and I/O buffers. 

sumption, total harmonic distortion, 
pole-zero, integral nonlinear, differential 
nonlinear and unity-gain bandwidth. 
Design restraints can then be added to 
ensure parameter optimization is com
plete, Opmaxx says. 

DesignMaxx is available for Solaris 
and HP-UX. The optimization module 
costs $40,000 and DesignMaxx costs 
$48,000. 

Fault-Tolerant App Server 
Software 

The ObjectSwitch 3 product family 
from O bjectSwitch provides software 
fault tolerance, hot-swapping of online 
applications, lower development costs for 
new adapters and interfaces and support 
for open Unified Modeling Language 
(UML)-based object modeling environ
ments, the company says. Opmaxx Inc. 

DesignMaxx can determine the gra
dient of the output specification with 
respect to every circuit parameter of 
interest, the company says. The opti
mization module can then calculate the 
specification of a mixed-signal design 
that can include timing, power con-

8700 S.W. Creekside Place 
Beaverton, OR 97008 
http://www.opmaxx.com 
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ObjectSwitch 3 is designed to offer 
improved scalabil ity and h igh-speed 
transactions to telecommunications and 
network ing companies. T he product 

74 

Upgrades, Enhancements, Additions ... 

■ Enlighten Software Solutions is extending the platform sup
port of its flagship product, EnlightenDSM, to include Linux. 
EnlightenDSM is a standards-based, multifunction system for 
managing mixed UNIX and Windows NT environments via a 
central console. The product already supports most flavors 
of UNIX, including SunOS, Solaris, AIX, HP-UX and IRIX, and 
Windows NT. This move, the company says, will extend the 
acceptance and usability of Linux by providing a cost-effec
tive, easy-to-use suite of mulitplatform systems management 
tools to facilitate Linux management. Enlighten Software 
attributes this decision to heightened customer interest in 
the open-source operating system. The Linux version of 
EnlightenDSM is slated for release by the end of third-quarter 
1999. Contact company for pricing. Enlighten Software Solu
tions Inc. , 999 Baker Way, 5th Floor, San Mateo, CA 94404, 
http://www.enlightendsm.com. Circle 110 

■ Compatible Systems' lntraPort Release 3 client software 
for virtual private networks (VPNs) now uses the industry 
standard Internet Key Exchange (!KE) protocol to establish 
and manage a VPN client session. Prior versions used a pro
prietary protocol. IKE greatly simpl ifies the authentication 
process, the company says. lntraPort client software works 
with the lntraPort family of VPN access servers and runs on 
Solaris, Linux, Mac OS and Windows 95/98/NT. Compatible 
Systems Corp., P.O. Box 17220, Boulder, CO 80308, http.II 
www.compatible.com. Circle 111 

■ XIOtech has announced extended operating system support 
for Magnitude, its Storage Area Network (SAN) in a box. Mag
nitude uses the company's Real-time Data Intelligence (REDI) 
storage processing architecture and offers up to 3.2 TB of 
centralized storage via a new Fibre Channel Arbitrated Loop 
(FC-AL) server connection. This new connection allows Mag
nitude to connect to up to 192 servers, each running one of 
a number of supported operating systems, including Solaris, 
AIX, !RIX, HP-UX, Linux, NetWare and Windows NT, the com
pany says. Previously, the storage system's point-to-point 
connection allowed for only eight servers running either Net
Ware or Windows NT to connect. With FC-AL, servers can 
connect to Magnitude in either a point-to-point or a loop 

topology, XIOtech says. The FC-AL connection can be install
ed in all models of Magnitude and requires users to install a 
XIOtech FC-AL host adapter board in one of Magnitude's eight 
PCI ports and a third-party FC-AL adapter and operating sys
tem driver in the attached server. Pricing for Magnitude costs 
between $.09 and $.30 per Mb, depending on configuration. 
XIOtech Corp., 6509 Flying Cloud Drive, Ste. 200, Eden 
Prairie, MN 55344, http://www.xiotech.com. Circle 112 

■ Chili!Soft ASP 3.0 now supports IBM Corp.'s AIX operating 
system and the open-source Apache Web server. Chili!Soft 
ASP expands the platform independence of Microsoft Corp.'s 
Active Server Pages (ASP) technology for creating dynamic 
Web sites, the company says. In addition, the product now 
ships with Chili!Beans, a Component Object Model (COM)
to-Java bridge, which allows ASP developers to access Java 
classes using ASP scripts. ASP developers can connect to 
Sun Microsystems Inc. Enterprise JavaBeans (EJB) running 
in an EJB application server, or use Java 2's Common Object 
Request Broker Architecture (CORBA) support to connect to 
legacy CORBA objects. Additional features include a choice of 
security modes, new configuration options and an improved 
engine for faster, more scalable performance, the company 
says. Chili!Soft Inc., 13920 S.E. Eastgate Way, Ste. 120, 
Bellevue, WA 98005, http://www.chilisoft.com. Circle 113 

■ Tenon lntersystems has upgraded its XTen X Window ser
ver for Apple Computer lnc.'s Power Macintosh platform to 
include a fast native file system, improved X Display Manager 
(XDM) session control , secure shell remote client launch, 
multiple password-based user desktops, hot-key xterm 
launch, integrated Common Desktop Environment (COE) 
fonts and support for shared memory extensions. XTen sup
ports the X Display Management Control Protocol (XDMCP) 
and can be configured as an XDM manager. It can also be 
configured as a font server or used as a remote font server. 
For added compatibility, XTen now uses Open Transport as 
a default, and also includes Tenon's multilink TCP protocol 
stack. XTen costs $175 per single copy. Tenon lntersystems, 
1123 Chapala St., Santa Barbara, CA 93101, http://www. 
tenon.com. Circle 114 
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family comprises ObjectSwitch Telecom 
Integration Server, ObjectSwitch Trans
action Application Server, ObjectSwitch 
Design Center IDE (integrated develop
ment environment) and Object Model 
Auditor. The ObjectSwitch 3's memory
resident and network-resident archi
tecture enables application autorecovery 
with no single point of failure, the 
company says. 

The software runs on Solaris, HP
UX and Windows NT. Pricing for the 
ObjectSwitch 3 product family is as 
follows: Telecom Integration Server 
costs $75,000; Transaction Application 
Server costs $75,000; Design Center 
IDE costs $2,500; and Object Model 
Auditor costs $1,000. 

ObjectSwitch Corp. 
900 Larkspur Landing Circle 
Ste. 270 
Larkspur, CA 94939 
http://www.objectswitch.com 
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Interoperability Product 
Line Enhanced 

Mortice Kern Sys tems (MKS) has 
enhanced three offerings from its line of 
UNIX and Windows interoperability 
products: MKS Toolkit 6.2, MKS 
Toolkit Select 6.2 and MKS NuTcracker 
Professional 4.2. 

MKS Toolkit 6.2 is said to provide 
a UNIX command-line environment 
on Windows that includes a suite of more 
than 350 UNIX and Windows NT utili
ties. Developers and systems adminis
trators can customize, control and auto
mate software administrative processes, 
the company says. The 6.2 release now 
includes MKS Cshell and KornShell. 
Users can choose which command line 
and scrip ting environment co use on 
Windows 95/98/NT. MKS Toolkit Select 
6.2 addresses the interoperability issue 
on a platform level, the company says. It 
provides access to MKS Toolkit utilities 
and interactive access to remote UNIX 
applications from Windows clients. 

MKS NuTcracker is designed to 
manage application portability by pro
viding a system for building and deploy
ing character- or GUI-based UNIX 
applications on Windows. NuTcracker 
can be used to develop single- or multi
threaded C, C++ or FORTRAN applica-

New Products 
tions, shared libraries and daemons on 
Windows 95/98/NT. MKS says these 
applications can maintain a common 
source code baseline across Windows, 
UNIX and Linux. 

MKS Toolkit 6.2 and MKS Toolkit 
Select 6.2 are available for a suggested 
retail price of $399 and $549 per single 
user, respectively. MKS NuTcracker 
Professional 4.2 costs $5,000. 

Mortice Kern Systems Inc. 
185 Columbia St. W. 
Waterloo, Ontario 
Canada N2L 5Z5 
http://www.mks.com 
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Copper-to-Fiber Media 
Converters Out 

New copper-to-fiber media converters 
for 10/ 100-Mb/s full-duplex and half
duplex Ethernet local area networks 
(LANs) and wide area networks (WANs) 
are now available from IMC Networks. 
The McBasic 10/ l 00-Mb/s Ethernet 
media converter and the McV 10/100 

Module are said to allow network man
agers to connect 10/ l 00-Mb/s copper
based hubs, switches and routers with 
fiber-based cabling infrastructures. 

The McBasic is a stand-alone product 
designed for small companies needing co 
connect remote offices and comes with a 
100/240-VAC internal power supply. 

The McV 10/100 Module installs into 
an IMC Network McV/21x Series chas
sis, which can host up to 21 from-load
ing, hot-swappable modules alongside 
redundant, modular power supplies. The 
McV 10/100 Series is designed for larger 
installations that have extensive fiber 
requirements, IMC says. 

The McBasic 10/ l 00 costs between 
$450 and $500, depending on config
uration, and the McV/2lx Chassis costs 
$650. Pricing for the McV 10/100 Mod
ule has not been determined. 

IMC Networks 
19772 Pauling 
Foothill Ranch, CA 92610 
http://www. imcnetworks. com 
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Try Out The Latest Software 
free software 

Try It NOW! 

Software Solutions For The 
Solaris'M and Java'M Environments. 

Sun Solutions NOW! 

Visit the Sun Solutions NOW! Web Site to find new and exciting solutions for the 
Solaris™ and Java'" environments by Sun's third-party software vendors. Check 
out the latest applications and stay current on new technologies as they hit the 
market-sometimes even before they're in full release. 

Over 500 Software Products 
This is the largest collection of downloadable demos and trial software written for 
Solaris and Java on the Internet. We've added the complete Sun Solutions Catalog 
with over 14,000 product listings. 

www.sun.com/downloads 
♦Sun 

m!cro1ystt!m.s 
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Server /Workstation Marketplace 
The high impact, cost-effective and powerful advertising section 

reaching over 100.000 technical product specifiers and buyers. 
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To advertise call Carol Flanagan at (508) 839-4016 Email: caflanag@aol.com 

... 

EXA-"Bitten"?? 
Extend your EXABYTE Warranty 

EXB-820x, 12 hr Repair (6 mo war):$ 250 
"Hot Swap" Repair (6 mo Warr.) : $ 300 

EXB-850x, 12 hr Repair (6 mo war) : $ 350 
"Hot Swap" Repair (6 mo Warr.): $ 400 

Why take a chance losing a 
valuable customer with used 
product? 

No worrying about Warranties! 

DLT-"Bitten"!! Nu Horizons Electronics 
Corporation, an Authorized 
Distributor, is your source for new 

DLT-2000, DLT 4000, DLT4700: Call and original product offered by Sun Microsystems, 
microelectronics group. 

SUN Microsystems W /S 
Buy, Sell, Spare Parts, Repairs 

l!3 
West Coast Computer 

Exchange, Inc. 
11167-A Trade Center Drive 
Rancho Cordova, CA 95670 

Motherboards, CPU's, Processor Modules, 
Graphics and Networking Cards, Solaris OS, JAVA 
OS, and Memory Modules ... Also Performance 
Technologies and Viking Memory. 

Call: 916-635-9340 or FAX: 916-635-9485 
AUTHORIZED 

MICROELECTRONICS 
DISTRIBUTOR 

Catalog at Web Site: www.wccx.com 
email: sales@ wccx.com 
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MICHAURA SYSTEMS CORPORATION 
... the upgrade specialists 

• Systems 

Buy . .. Sell . .. Trade 
Sun Microsystems 

and more ... 
• Spares 
• Lantronix 
• Best Power 
• Repairs/ Advance Replacements 
• Peripherals 

Michaura Systems Corporation 
2 Henshaw Street 

Contact us today! 
Tel: (781) 937-0010 
Fax: (781) 937-0808 
email: sales@michaura.com 
URL: www.michaura.com 

Woburn, MA 0 1801 All trademarks are the property of their respective owners. 
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NU HORIZONS ELECTRONICS CORP. 

Call 1-877-NUHO-SUN 
Open from 9:30AM to 8:00PM EST 

www.nuhorizons.com/sunsales 
EMAIL: sunsales@nuhorizons.com 
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lL◄ll 
CAPITAL 
FUNDING 

SUN MICROSYSTEMS 
WORKSTATIONS 

PRINTERS SERVERS MEMORY 
OPTIONS DISK TAPE 

800-883-9339 
BUY • SELL • RENT • LEASE • 

UPGRADE•EXCHANGE 

UNIVERSAL CAPITAL FUNDING 
15695 Medina Road, Plymouth, MN 55447 
VOICE (612) 551-9309 FAX (612) 551 -9311 

EMAI L: lyonts@winternet.com 
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Comtek Computer Systems 
Specializing in : 

SUN 
SUN Microsystems & Peripherals 

In-house OEM Depot Repair 
Same Day Advance Exchanges 
Spare Parts & Systems Sales 

System Lease and Upgrade Programs 
Inventory Mgt Programs 

• Same day shipp ing 
• One year warranty 
• In house technical support 
• Authorized Software Support Provider Agent 
• On hand inventory 
• Customized supply solutions to meet your needs 
• We can handle all your SUN needs 

Comtek Computer Systems 
"The first choice in SUN Support" 

Give us a call so we can put our high ly 

trained staff to work for you. 

1-800-823-4450 
WWW.Comtekcomsys.com 
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CD-R lar SUN 
The GEAR'" product line offers state-of-the-art 
CD-Recordable software and enables System 
Administrators to: 

• distribute data on cross platform media 
• archive data safely and inexpensively 
• cut patches and updates to CD 
• create custom audio and video CDs 

GEAR supports the most extensive number of 
optical file formats, including ISO 9660 with 
RockRidge extensions , GEAR products are 
compatible with the latest CD-R technology from 
all major manufacturers. We support multiple 
UNIX versions including AIX, Digital UNIX, 
HP-UX, IRIX, and Solaris. 

GEAR Software, Inc. 
1 (877) 237-4327 

www.gearcdr.com 
The leader in UNIX CD-R 

software for more than 10 years. 
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Customer Blown Away 
By Low Prices 

Work Stations • Servers • Peripherals • Parts 
Sales • Rentals • Leases • Exchanges • Repairs 

Maintenance • 12 0 Day \¼rranty 

Call today to buy, sell or trade SUN, HP and 
Silicon Graphics equipment with Security! 

~CU/y~ 
,I. 
. 

2340 Coumy Road j. • White Bear Lake, MN 55110 
651/653-5200 • 651/653-4300 • Sa\es@Secuiitycomputer.com 
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~'i.:;<· E.L.I. SYSTEMS inc. 
~ :: ~ 
✓1:J · ' 139 Hampshire St., Cambridge, MA 02139 

System Specials 
Ultra 2, 200 MHz, 20" monitor, 
TX F/B, 128 MB Ram , 4.2 GB $7,400 
Ultra 1/170, 20" monitor, TXl 
F/B, 64 MB RAM, 2.1 GB disk 2,750 
Ultra 1/170E, 20" monitor, 3D, 
64 MB RAM, 2.1 GB disk 3,075 
Spare 20, 85 MHz, 20" monitor, 
GX F/B, 64 MB RAM, 2.1 GB disk 2,150 
Spare 5 model 110, 20 " monitor, 
GX F/B, 64 MB RAM, 2.1 disk 1,650 
Spare 10, 16" monitor, GX F/B, 40 
MHz, 64 MB RAM, 2.1 GB disk 1,000 

Sun Base Systems 
E250/450 Enterprise 
Ultra 2 
Ultra 1/170E 
Ultra 1/170 
Spare 20 
Spare 5 110/1 70 

Monitors 

Call 
5,200 
1,800 
1,600 

550 
600/1,400 

CPU Modules 
X1188A 200 MHz, 1MB cache 
X1190A 250 MHz ,1 MB 
X1191A 300 MHz, 2 MB 
X1192A 360 MHz, 4 MB 
X1194A 400 MHz, 2 MB 
501-2953 SM 81 
Ross HyperSparc modules 
Spare 10/20 CPU 's 

Memory 
X70002A (2x32) 64 MB Kit 
X7003A (2x64)128 MB Kit 
7004A(2x128)256 MB Kit 
7005A (2x256)512 MB Kit 
X7022A 256 MB RAM Kit 
X7023A 1 GB RAM Ki t 

Disk Drives 
Seagate 1 GB N/WC 
Seagate 2.1 GB N/WC 
Seagate 4.2 GB N/WC 
Seagate 9.0 GB N/WC 

$150 Call for Additional Items 

700 
1,700 
2,950 
3,500 
3,800 

425 
Call 
Call 

330 
395 
750 

3,100 
1,200 
3,600 

$150/125 
280/295 
325/3 50 

550 

16" Sony color 
17" Sony color 
19" Sony color 
20 " Sony color 

375 E.L.I. also offers: motherboards, SBUS 
250 ca rds, graphics ca rds, PCI solutions, 
475 disk storage options, RSM storage 

options, network connectivity 

PHONE 1-800/447-1156 E-MAIL sunsales@eli.com 

FAX 617/354-1417 WEB http://www.eli.com 
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: Remote Trouble-~hoot & Reboot 

78 

v' Dial-up and telnet access to Remote Sites 
v' Select Multiple Console/AUX Ports 
v' Reboot power on selected devices 

When it comes to Remote Site Management, no one offers more choices to access 
multiple console/ AUX ports and/or reboot power than NetReach products from 
Western Telematic. We offer the flexibility you need to mix and match equipment 
for small or large remote management strategies. NetReach products are now 
installed in thousands of network sites world wide. Our customers know they can 
depend on our superior quality and reliability for their mission-critical operations. 

Coneole/AUX lbrt ManagenJ 
Remote access to multiple RS-232 Console/AUX Ports 
• TCP/IP (telnet) and dial-up (modem) • Continuous 
off-line buffering • Password Protected • Any-to-Any Port 
Matrix Switching • AC or -48V DC power options 
• Various models from 4 to 64 ports 

Reboot "locked-up" network equipment 
• AC and -48V DC versions • Password, Site ID, Plug 

Labels • On/Off/Reboot power switching 

Single modem for Dial-up acces to console ports 
• AC and -48V DC powered • 33.6Kbps V.34+ 

• Requires only one 19" rack space 

n n n rs □ western·· 
~ LSD telematic inc. (800) 854-7226 • www.wti.com 5 Sterling, Irvine, CA 92618·2517 

Facsimile: (949) 583-9514 
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"WE'LL TRADE ANYTHING YOU HAVE 
TOWARD ANYTHING YOU NEED!" 

USED SUN-HP-IBM-DEC-EMC-CISCO-LUCENT-ETC. 
Mainframes-Servers-Workstations-Storage-Networking 

~ 
fax: 978-531-6037 

email: sales@trinicomp.com 

TriniComn CaH 978-531-7366 
~ s Y s T E M s'Y www.trinicomp .com 

2 Centennial Drive, Peatxxly, MA 01960 All trademarks are property of their respective con:tpanies 
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QUICK RESPONSE To YOUR INFORMATION REQUESTS 
For more information on the products/services advertised in this section, please circle the appropriate reader service 
number(s) on the reader inquiry card located elsewhere in this issue. OR 
You can E-mail your requests for more information using the reader inquiry card numbers. 

Here's how: 
E-mail address: BERKCOMP@AOL.COM 

Include 
1. Magazine name and issue date 
2. Your name and address 
3. Reader inquiry numbers, separated by commas, for which you 

need more information. 
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"SCS gives value a 
new twist!" 

Customer's Head Spins Over 
Great Deals 

Call today to buy, sell or trade SUN, HP and Silicon Graphics 

equipment with Security' Unbeatable service, unbeatable 
value -- No wonder so many people are going ape. 

✓ Livingston 
2340 County Road J. • White Bear Lake, MN 55110 

651/653-5200 • 651/653-4300 • Sales@Securitycomputer.com A member of the Brammer Group 

Circle No. 428 Circle No. 401 

REMOTE YOUR DLT TAPE SYSTEM 

• 

f'"@APcoN® 
ffff 

APCON, INC. 
17938 SW Upper Boones Ferry Rd. 
Portland, OR 97224, U.S.A. 
Phone (503) 639-6700 
Fax (503) 639-6740 

e-mail: 
info7@apcon.com 

The new LAZERLINK IV 
extends DLT tape systems 

up to 550 meters, for 
centralized tape backups . 

Ultra CS/ 

Call for free application information: 1-800-624-6808 

Order on-line at: 
www.apcon.com 

Circle No. 442 
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LOOK!! SYSTEM INTEGRATORS/UPGRADERS 
SAVE $!! SAVE$ !! SAVE $!! SAVE$ !! SAVE$ 
Use our Hot Swap Carriers and $ SA VE $ on your data storage 
solution.We have much more. Please contact us ASAP. 

1. SUN Spare - 10, 112, 5/20 
2. SUN Ultra Spare - 1/2 

Enterprise Series. 
3. JBM Netfinity - 5000 

5500, 7000. 
4. SGl - Onyx, 0 2, 

Challenge, Octane. 
5. COMPA Q - Proliant. 
6. HP - Netserver. 
7. GA TEWAYIALR- Servers. 

ARROWFIELD INT'L INC. 
2812-A Walnut Ave. 

Tustin . CA 92780 
800-227-9628 (CA) 
800-322-0322 (AZ) 

WWW .arrowfieldinc.com 

Circle No. 313 

LOWEST PRICES ON MEMORY 

DEC, HP, 
IBM, SGI .. SUN, ROSS 

SIMMS, DIMMS 

Clearpoint Enterprises, Inc. 
Save time, money dealing directly with Manufacturer 

25 Birch St. 

" If My Memory Serves Me Right 
.. .It Must Be Clearpoint" 

M ilford, MA 01757 
(800) 253-2778 
(508) 473-6111 

Fax (508) 473-0112 
www.clearpoint.com 

Email: memory@clearpoint.com 

Circle No. 362 

~ 
alphanumeric pag ing 
software for UNIX & NT 

Sends text messages 
to page rs and phones 
from applications, users, 
intranets, and e-mail. 

Easy Application Integration 
Interactive User Interface 
lntraneVlnternet Paging 
E-mail Forwarding 

Starting at only $199 
•· THE HYDE COMPANY~=•'??-l':'-''"\. 
,:··p~q_n~_:F_Qi1~_5;Q_tif " · . 

www.spatch.com:: .. · 
~, s~~t~~J1I<!~~}ii212:.... • -

Circle No. 453 

80 

Inf oSystems It[, Inc. 
(800) 463-6356 

• IBM RS/6000 & SP NEW ONLY 
configured to your specifications 

• SUN Microsystems $ *HP9000 
(refurbished) 

• Our special ists can help you in 
selecting the best computing 
alternative 

• Customer Services backed by 
skillful technicians 

• Wi ll ship anywhere 

sales@www. i nfosys-i ntl .com 

Circle No. 368 
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SYSTEMS & CPU's 
Ultra 1/170E·C30·128mb·2.1GH·CD·F1 .................. $ 3,995.00 
Ultra 2/1167E·C30-128mb·2.1GH·CD·F1 ................ $ 6,995.00 
Ultra 2/2300·C3D· 128mb·2.1 GB·CD·FL ................. $12,995.00 
Ultra 60·300mhz·C3D· 128mb-4.2GB-20" .............. $ 8,495.00 
Ultra 60·360mhz-C30-128mb-4.2GB-20" ... . ......... $ 9,195.00 
Enterprise 450 Dual 300mhz ........ ..... ....... ...... $1 5,200.00 
Enterprise 250 Dual 300mhz .... ... ...... ............. $ 9,995.00 
Enterprise 4000 OBase .............................................. $15,500.00 
S5/170mhz-64mb·2.1 GB·CD·FL ............................... $ 1,995.00 
S5/85-32· 1.05GB·TX1 N ............................................ $ 850.00 
U2/200mhz.... . ......... S 1,450.00 
X1191A 300mhz Ultrasparc cpu ... . ........ S 2,850.00 

MEMORY & DISKS 
Sun 1GB SS5120 ... . ........ $ 135.00 
Sun 2GB SSV201Ultra ............................................. $ 275.00 
Sun 4GB SS5\20\Ultra ............................................ $ 565.00 
Sun 9GB Ultra\Array ................................................. $ 950.00 
Sun X7004A 256mb kit\Ultra .................................. $ 995.00 
Sun X7022A 256mb EXOOOIEX500. ... . .......... $ 895.00 
Sun X7023A 1GB memory kit EXOOOIEX500 ........... $ 3,995.00 
Sun storage arrays 1121114\RSMIA5000 ........................... Call 

GRAPHICS 
TX1/TX4 ....... . $195/$895 
Creator/Creator30 .................................................... $395/$695 

ENTERPRISE 
EXOOO X2601A system board ................................ $ 5,495.00 
EXOOO X2611 A 1/0 board ... . .......... $ 4,750.00 
EXOOO X2560A 336mhz\4mb cpu .... . ......... $ 6,995.00 
EXOOO X2550A 250mhz\4mb cpu ............................ $ 3,695.00 
EXOOO X2530A 250mhz\1mb cpu ............................ $1 ,495.00 

Upgrade your current monitors to 20" Sun Sony 
color for only $295.00! While supplies lasts! 

Large inventory of hardware including spare parts, workstations, 
peripherals, memory, and 3rd party products. 
Industry leading 18 month warranty 
Check our web page for weekly specials· www.gshiis.com 
Email: sales@gshiis.com 

techinfo@gshiis 
• Call for full product line and availability. • Trades accepted, and purchase 
options available on all excess used equipment. 

IE a 
l11ern1iml 

GSH Intelligent Integrated Systems, Inc. 
95 Fairmount Street Fitchburg, MA 01 420 
Tel: (603) 529-7880 Fax: (603) 529-7884 

Circle No. 353 

WANTED TO BUY 
SUN 

Cash Paid Now For 
All Enterprise Servers 
Ultra 1 & 2, 30 & 60 

SUN Disk & Disk Arrays 
Memory & Enterprise options 

SAVE on OFF LEASE & REFURBISHED SYSTEMS 
Systems available for sale, lease or rent 

CALL NOW FOR QUOTE 

~ E 

(800) 456-6233 
FAX (714) 632-9248 
sales@datalease.com 

Circle No. 454 
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SUN-IBM-HP 
NEWI Search our on-line catalog at 

WWW.OSEXPRESS.COM ------------
SOFTWARE UST 
WordPerfect 7.01st user 495 
Netscape SuiteSpot Pro 6995 
VSl'F AX Gold Fax Software 2395 
VSl'FAXGoldWindowsClient 10-user 590 
FrameMaktr 1-user(lloating licanse) 2500 
Adobe Acrobat 1-user 295 
lnformix On-Line Dynamic Server 1-usr(min. 10) 1500 
lnfonmix On-Lino WortcGroup Serv 1-usr (min. 5) 295 
tnfonmix 4GL Development 1-user (min 3) 900 
T enm Communications Software 695 
LP Plus Print Manager/Spooler 4-printer 695 
SoftWindows MS-Windows Emulator 549 
Spatch alphanumeric paging SW 4-user 499 
Double Vision Remote Support S/W 795 
Uniplex II• (20-user) 5500 
Disk_Pak Disk Optimizer/Defragger 1495 
Cheyenne Arcserve/Open Backup S/W 1995 
Legato Networtcer Backup S/W 2500 
Hummingbird PCX-ServerWin NT/95 545 
Hummingbird Maestro NFS Server- Win NT 195 

QUANTUM DLT TAPE LIBRARIES 
1601320GB, 36GB/hr, autoloader, barcodes 
2801560GB, 36GB/hr, autoloader, barcodes 

OTHER HARDWARE 

rJa 
rJa 

~ 
395 

6145 
1995 
520 

2295 
245 
cal 
cal 
cal 
595 
575 
475 
425 
665 

4895 
1230 
1395 
1950 
395 
169 

6995 
11495 

HP8GBExtemal 4mmDATTapeDrive 1150 925 
HP24GBExtemal 4mmDATTapeDrive 1550 1195 
HPLaserjet8000N,24ppm, 16MB, 10/100BT 3279 2895 
Mannesman Tally MT-661800Ipm Line Printer 7999 6795 
Seagate Cheetah 9.1GB Ext. Ultra Wide SCSI 1495 875 
Plextor 32X External CD-ROM Drive 395 255 
Young Minds CD-Studio (ntwk CD-writer Sys.) 8339 Call 
Digi PortServer 1116-port Terminal Server 2395 1890 

100's of other UNIX products available / 

Other Platforms: SCO, SUN X86, WIN NT, DEC, SGI, DG 

UM§,½Mhn?I EXPRESS! "'I 
Your direct •ource for UNIX, 
Win NT & networking products ==========-
45 W h ltney Road, Suite B8 , Ma hwah , NJ 07430 

Fa 
Shipping! 

1-800-445-9292 Fast 
Deliv9y! 

kall md ask fer Dir free cololqj/ 

Fax: 201 -847-8899 
E-mail: sales(@.osexpress.com 

MCNISA/AMEX/ 
DISCV/C.0 .D./Net , 

Circle No. 413 

Remanufactured 
Sun Systems 

Full Technical 
upport 

Perip 
and 
fill! 

MemoryU 

59lMl Goh~en Hilla Drive, Minneapolis, MN 55416 
~ '6t2) fil2-32()0 fax: (612)512-1072 
email: s~tatlons.col)l ' www,worl<s\ations.com 

Circle No. 333 

Customer Goes Ape Over 
Great Service 

Call today to buy, sell or trade SUN, HP and Silicon Graphics 

equipment with Security1 Unbeatable service, unbeatable 

value -- No wonder so many people are going ape. 

2340 County Road J. • White Bear Lake , MN 55110 
651/653-5200 • 651/653-4300 • Sales@Securitycomputer.com 

Circle No. 438 

ULTRAFASTPClbus AID 

l> ,-
en 
0 
en 
m s:: 
en ·-
40 MS/s DATA ACQUISITION 
The ultimate dual 12-bit A/D + D/ A board acquires 

simultaneous A/D channels at up to 40MS/s while 
simultaneously outputting D/A samples and TTL 1/0 . 

Software for Sun Ultra 5, 10, 30, 60 and other PCI 
workstations includes continuous acquire-to/from-disk, 
acquire-to/from on-board 4MB RAM, and waveform 
display routines, with all C-source, for use in the most 
demanding scientific and industrial applications. 

ULTRAVIEW/g/1/coRP. www.ultraviewcorp.com 
34 Canyon View ultrav@worldnet.att.net 
Orinda, CA 94563 Fax (925) 253-4894 
Tel: (877) 514-8280, (925) 253-2960 

Circle No. 375 
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Kingston Memory 

Platform 32MB 64MB 128MB 256MB 512MB 

• Prices are examples for the indicated platform. A particular module for a specific model may differ in price. Prices are subject to change. 

Nordisk Systems, Inc. • 7900 East Greenway Road, Suite 207 • Scottsdale, AZ 85260 
Contact: e-mail: sales@nordisk.com 
Telephone: 888-NORDISK (667-3475) or 480-922-1222 Fax: 480-922-7222 

Web Sites: $iiufoij§@me1tl or - ----- or www.nordisk.com 
Circle No. 340 

Get in Touch 
wi th Trident. 
TOUCH SCREEN TECHNOLOGY EXCELS AT 

Simplifying computer input 

Saving space 

Supporting fast, frequent computer operations 

Reducing maintenance costs and down-time 

AND NOW, YOU CAN HAVE TOUCH WITHOUT 
MODIFYING YOUR EXISTING APPLICATIONS. 
TRIDENT'S TOUCH SOLUTIONS INCLUDE 

Touch-configured monitors, X terminals and Netstations 

Touch screen integration with your monitors 

Touch screen hardware and driver software 

All major touch technologies 

Rack mounting or ruggedized NEMA enclosures 
and kiosks with touch 

Touch application software development services 

TRIDENT'S TOUCH SOLUTIONS WORK WITH 

UNIX Workstations X Terminals UNIX PC's 
DOS & Windows Netstations Macintosh 

Trident puts you in touch:M 

TRIDENT SYSTEMS INC . email : touch @tridsys .com 
TEL 703 .273 . 1012 url :http ://www.tridsys .com/ cpg 
FAX 703 .273 .3763 

Circle No. 322 

AROUND 
THE CLOCK 

and 
AROUND 

THE WORLD 

Call today: 
248.528.6565 
Fax: 248.524.1 449 

VIRTUAL 

Circle No. 331 
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Discover Solar Systems 
with hundreds of Suns. 

vtsu~lh h t eug t® 
Refurbished Sun Microsystems equipment at great 
prices. Fully-tested inventory on hand , same-day 
shipping , satisfaction guaranteed. 

Diagramming Flowcharting 

flowcharts 

• Workstations & 
Servers 

• Upgrades & Parts 

• Storage Options 

• Rental & Leasing 
Available 

• Cycle 5 Master 
Rese!!er 

Features: 
cross-platform (UNIX & Windows) 

FrameMaker MIF export 
rubberbanding connections 

adVanced ftowchartlng features 
drag-and-drop shapes 
hierarchical documents 

·smart pasting• 

100 levels of undo 

Used worldwide by: 
Lucent, Ericsson, Hewlett-Packard, 

Motorola. Siemens, NorteL.and more 

software design 

technical graphics 

network diagrams 

web imagemaps 

org charts 

• SunSoft Authorized 
Rese!!er 

To huy or sell , 

1-800-253-5764 
~ Outside U.S. call 1-425-222-7588 Fax 425-222-7388 li imaiiml 

Ext. 220 

Visual 
Solutions 
www.confluent.com 

free download I use code AE13 

1-800-780-2838 

J SDIAR 
SYSUMS http://www.solarsys.com lllil!limll O•IM~h::M•~-.....iw. .... Tlloo,gt,l.::r:-...::::.-:::.::-OI-:...~..:.."...,_..,..,._,~_.~..._ 

Circle No. 411 

JUST OFF LEASE 
ULTRA 60 

$325/mo* 
360MHz Processor 
128Mb memory • 9.0Gb Disk 
Creator 3D 
• Lease for 36 months with $1.00 

buyout or purchase for $8,950. 
Subject to supply on hand and 
credit approval. 

~ E 

(800) 456-6233 
FAX (714) 632-9248 
sales@datalease.com 

Circle No. 455 

To Advertise Or For More 
Information Concerning The 

UNIX/NT Recruitment 
Opportunities Section 
Please call Carol Flanagan at 

(508) 839-4016 

Circle No. 447 

Sun & HP 

BUY SELL TRADE 
Workstations and Servers 

Boards Monitors Disks Tapes Mass Storage Solutions 
♦ Same Day Shipping ♦ Competitive Pricing 

♦ Custom Configurations Available 

DEPOT REPAIR CENTER 
♦ 30% To 50% Cost Savings ♦ One Year Warranty 

♦ Overnight "Swap" Service 

AC 
ACC, Inc. 

AdvanTec Computer Company 
4125 Business Center Drive Fremont, CA 94538 

Phone: (510) 440-9700 Fax: (510) 440-9709 
E-mail: sales@advanteco.com 

http://www.advanteco.com 

Circle No. 439 
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RS/6000 Products 

press nt 
chnology Services 

R/S 6 000 
SAVINGS UP TO 75% 
• Whole machines 
• Parts 
• Repairs 
• Logistics management 
• Features 
• Upgrades 

800-328-7723 
Jeff Karschnik x5760 

email: jeffk@expresspoint.com 

Tim Balko x5706 
email: tbalko@expresspoint.com 

Circle No. 372 

RS/6000 
NEW • REFURBISHED 
BUY • SELL • LEASE 
SYSTEMS • PARTS 

PERIPHERALS 

Ill aEl 
Worldwide Trade Corporation 

5253 Edina Industrial Blvd. 
Edina, MN 55439 

Call (612) 831-8094 
Fax (612) 831-7018 

Circle No. 342 

Server /Workstation Marketplace 

MEMORY UPGRADE SOLUTIONS 
FOR YOUR 

SERVERS & WORKSTATIONS 

PROUANT SERVERS 
a. 

PROFESSIONAL 
WORKSTATIONS 

Del.L 

Sun 
ENTERPRISE 

3000-6000 
64MB, 256MB, 1 GB KIT 

ULTRA 
1, 30, 60 

128MB, 256MB KIT 

SiliconGraphics 
OCTANE 

64MB, 128MB, 256MB 
512MBKIT 

02 
64MB, 128MB, 256MB KIT 

--------- ----- - -- - ---- - - ------ · ---- ·-
POWER EDGE 6300 SERIES NETANITY 

INTELLISTATION 
RSl6000 

Tel : (949) 454-9888 
Fax: (949) 454-9499 

Gateway·· 
E3200 r13 HEWLETT• 

ra PACKARO 
email : corporate@kingmax.com 3000, 9000 

Klt,IGMAM .... ____,,..,.. .. .......,._......,.._....,,.........._._ 

Circle No. 379 
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The 4F 
one ONE SOURCE CORP 

and 
on ly 

source www. 
for 

all 
onesourcecorp. 

your com 
IT 

needs 

Circle No. 345 



RS/6000 Products 

SAVE OVER GOING DIRECT TO IBM 

FULL LINE SUPPLIER /ALL SYSTEMS IN STOCK 

Circle No. 343 

Circle No. 357 
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' t National Data 
EMAIL: RS6000@natdata.com 

call for free CATALOG 

~~-~~~~~s 
Comouter Systems 

BUY - SELL - RENT 

SUN MICROSYSTEMS 
IBM RS/6000 

• SYSTEMS • PERIPHERALS 

• DISK UPGRADES • PARTS 

• MEMORY UPGRADES • PROCESSOR UPGR. 

800-327-0730 
Keith DiCarlo Ext. 459 

Fax: 949-47 4-9250 
kdicarlo@ecsunix.com 

Circle No. 404 
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BUY-SELL 

SUN 
& DATA GENERAL 

PARTS - DISKS 
MEMORY- SERVERS 

WORKSTATIONS 

AMES SCIENCES, INC 
501 SOUTH STREET, EASTON, MD 21601-3846 

410-820-8100 
FAX 410-820-8179 

Circle No. 348 

"A Family Business" 
lOI First Street Utica, NY 13511 

Phone, (315) 724-2209 FAX: (315) 724-0794 
www.ccn.com 

Server /Workstation Marketplace 

RENT to OWN 
SUN® 
E450 

4 x 300MHz Processors 
512Mb memory 
PGX BBil 
8 x 4.2Gb Disk 
12x CD-ROM• Floppy 

$998/mo* 
*Lease for 36mo . then it's yours for only 

$1 .00 • or - purchase for $28,500. 
• Just off lease from a major finance co. Subject to 
supply on hand.Lease subject to credit approval. 

cE3E 
(800) 456-6233 

FAX (714) 632-9248 
sales@datalease.com 

Circle No. 352 

Sun Workstations/Servers 
IBM RSG000 Business Partner 
Sun 20" Monitor Repair 
Sun Parts & Peripherals 
SONY Authorized Dealer 
Netscape Solution Experts 

Comp.;ter Co,nectioo 

HONLS TO 
Se1·re1ilfol'bfoio11 E.r,,,,,., 
ADlER'rlSERS (H◄' 'rllE 
HHlO\ll~t~ ISSLES 
• AUGUST 1999 ISSUE 

Si;!;!l,ll)h t)t) 

Los Angeles, CA 

• OCTOBER 1999 ISSUE 
1-'all lntt•rtwt \\orld 

New York, NY 
l S[\I\ :!nd S~ 1111,osium on 
lntt•rnt't Tt•rhnolo;!it•.., and 
S~sh'III"' 

Boulder, CO 

RENT 
THIS 
SPACE 

Call Carol Flanagan 

(508) 839-4016 
Circle No. 367 
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PERIPHERAL SYSTEMS 

·supm· SPARC™ VALUES! 
MEMORY 

64MB ss20------$250 
64MB Ultra 1 $275 
128MB Ultra 2 $495 
256MB Kit Ent. Server $1.095 

STORAGE 
2.1GB SGT 'cuda lnt/SCSl--$425 
4.3GB SGT 'cuda lnt/SCSl--$650 
9.0GB SGT 'cuda Int/SCSI- $950 
9.0GB SGT Cheetah Int/SCSI $1.295 

SPECIAL! 
23GB SGT Elite lnt/SCSl--$1.895 

WORKSTATIONS 
SS Ultra 1, 2---CALL FOR QUOTE! 

NOW! VISIT OUR WEBSITE! 
WWW.ATLANTICPS.COM 

912-929-7099 FAX 912-929-7098 
E-MAIL: atlanticps@mindspring.com 

Circle No. 316 

MONITORS • MONITORS • MONITORS 

[f\J] ~2~!~£~ 
Your Complete Monitor Solution 

SERVICE • EXCHANGE • SALES 
Authorized Service Provider 

Sony Mitsubishi Wyse NEC (PGS) 
ALL MONITORS REFURBISHED TO OEM SPECIFICATIONS 

AND CARRY A 6 MONTH WARRANTY 
HUNDREDS OF MONITORS IN INVENTORY 

Monitor Technology Inc. 
978-454-6666 PHONE 978-454-8765 FAX 

SUN • HP • SGI • IBM • SONY 
Circle No. 431 
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Anatomy of a World Class KVM Switch At NT/, We Know That Your 
Reputation is Depending 
On Our Performance. 

High _R~solutlon Video . 

True Matrix Design 
NTrs True Matrix KVM Switch 
design allows up to 8 users 
independent or simultaneous Multi-Platform Support 

Our Matr1>< KVM Switch can be 
used as either a sing le or 
mult i p latform switc h and 
supports all PS/2 sty le PCs 
RS6000 HP9000 Mac Sun and 
Suns ULTRA systems 

As a network professional, you need 
to be certain you can rely on your 
switching peripherals to do what the 
manufacturer says they can. Not some 
of the time, but all the time, every time. 

At Network Technologies, we deliver 
performance, not excuses. If you need 
to streamline your server center 
operation, combine Windows NT and 
UNIX systems in an enterprise 
environment or just eliminate the 
confusion and expense of redundant 
keyboards and mice, NTl's Multi-User, 
Multi-Platform Matrix KVM Switches 
will provide you with the reliable and 
compatible switching solutions 
you need. 

At NTI we stand by our promises, 
because it's not just your reputation 
that's on the line. 

a... ■---■ Network Technologies Inc ••~n li"7 PC SIJN PJ = = 1275 Danner Dr• Aurora, OH 44202 • 330-562-7070 • 800-742-8324 uiJD . J ~ compatible compatible 

! "9 ! ! FAX: 330-562-1999• E-Mail: sales@nti1.com c~~~;~~'.~:.~.:~.~1,~~~·~~~~;";,;;~~~oM,s 

Circle No. 366 

The ultimate in 
Windows to UNIX connectivity 

FacetWin makes Windows 95/NT' to UNIX Just ask for a FREE EVALUATION copy of 
integration easy and affordable. FacetWin , or check out our web site at 
• File & Print Services www.facetcorp.com. 

No need for NFS or ftp .. . files and . 
printers on UNIX systems simply appear Connecting 
as local resources to your PC, 0 Windows to UNIX .. . 
and are ready to usei . 

• Terminal Emulation 9 the Windows Way! 
World class terminal emulation Clcy!IIB 
from the terminal experts that brought you ~ 
FacetTerm•. Set _up a _UNIX application Facet Corp 
wnh a Windows icon In one mInuteI -

• Graphical Administration 
Graphical properties administration from 
Windows with context sensitive help. 

• Plus, check out these cool features: 
• PC Backup/Restore 
• Modem Server 
• Remote Computing Support 
• Email Server 

tel: B00/235-9901 • 972/985-9901 
fax: 972/612-2035 

info@facetcorp.com 
www.facetcorp.com 

FacetH'in is a registered trademark ol FacetCorp. Other 
namesarepropertiesoftheirrespectiveholders. 

Circle No. 421 

Gulfc ast, 
Workstation Corp. 
Enterprise Server 

Sg . J5tsl 
!!iVN 11•tem• 

CALL FDR Ci 'N6 

[BDDJ 5B7-7BBi! 
2210 Tall Pines □rive • Suite 220 • Largo, R. 33771 
Phone: (727) 524-9668 * Fax: (727) 524-9138 

Circle No. 422 
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ADVERTISERS' INDEX 
The Ad Index is published as a service to our readers. 

The publisher does not assume any liability for errors or omissions. 

CAROL A. FLANAGAN 
80 Worcester Sr., Ste. 9 
North Grafton, MA 01536 
Phone: (508) 839-4016 
Fax (508) 839-4226 
Email: caflanag@aol.com 

New Yorl,/Mid-Atlantic/ 
Southeast 

JOANNA PARKER 
18 Stephanie Drive, Ste. 3 
Stirling, NJ 07980 
Phone: (908) 542-0789 
Fax: (908) 542-0782 
Email: joanna@cpg.com 

Mid-West/Southwest/ 
Central Canada 

LINDA LIEBICH 
9600 Grear Hills Trail, Ste. 150 W 
Austin, TX 78759 
Phone: (512) 502-3035 
Fax: (5 12) 502-9988 
Email: lindal@concentric.net 

Southern California/Arizona/ 
Nevada/Hawaii/Utah 

TARA DUDAS 
30 Paseo Alba 
San Clemente, CA 92672 
Phone: (949) 361-4908 
Fax: (949) 361-1564 
Email: tara@cpg.com 

Northern California/Oregon/ 
Washington/Western Canada 

VICKIE MIYAOKA 
1935 Mayfield Ave. 
San Jose, CA 95130 
Phone: (408) 374-9925 
Fax: (408) 374-9926 
Email: vmiyaoka@cpg.com 

Server/Workstation Marketplace 
Classifieds/Recruitment Ads 

CAROL FLANAGAN Mgr, Telemarketing Sales 
Phone: (508) 839-4016 
MARY ERICSON 
Phone: (508) 839-0720 
80 Worcester Sr., Sre. 9 
North Grafton, MA 01536 
Fax: (508) 839-4226 
Email: caflanag@aol.com 
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From advertising to e-commerce to enterprise connectivity, 
when it comes to putting the power of the Internet to work 
for business, only one event puts all the possibilities at your 
fingertips - Fall Internet World. 

Then there's our exhibit hall - the world's largest display 
of Internet solutions from more than 400 leading industry 
supflliers, including Microsoft, IBM, HP, AT&T, Oracle, 

Our five-day conference is the best in the industry -
covering all the Internet business applications, technologies 
and trends your company needs to increase performance. 

Ref etworks - all the big names. 

If tlte Internet is important to your business, come 

Craig R. Barrett 
President/CEO 

Intel Corporation 

Larry Ellison 
Chairman/CEO 

Oracle Corporation 

to tile event that's all Internet, all business, all week. 

OTES: 

Sanjay Kumar 
President/COO 

Computer Associates 
International, Inc. 

Joseph P. Nacchio 
Chairman/CEO 

Qwest Communications 
International Inc. 

Register online now and SAVE! $50 off exhibit hall admission or $100 off the conference 
' 

http://www.internet.com/registerfall - Discounts expire Sept 17! 

For complete event details: 

Visit: 

http://events.internet.com/fa 1199 

Call : 1-800-500-1959 

E-mail : fiwprogram@iw.com 

To exhibit: 

Call: (203) 341 -2969 

E-mail: smoriarty@iw.com 

THE SEVENTH ANNUAL 

CONFERENCE : OCT. 4- 8 
EXHIBITS : OCT. 6-8 

JACOB K. JAVITS 
CONVENTION CENTER 

NEW YORK, NY 

Produced by: 

~ Ienton 
Media Sponsors: 

internet .com 

Corporate Sponsor: 

Official Sponsor: 

internet 
WORLD 
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VII. The Spine -
The backbone of 

the P3000 s design 
is a PC! expansion 
bus supporting 
SCSI interface, 
Fibre Channel, 
tape array and 
server PC! cards 
- "fature proofing" 
your library with 
a modular 

upgrade path. 

0 f An Enterprise-Class 

I. The Brain - Much like "some" human brains, the 
P3000 has a massive capacity to store and move informa
tion. This intelligent library has a native capacity of 11. 4 
terabytes and blazing performance of 288 gigabytes per hour. 

Library 

, 

' 
fll't.~~~~~~~~~~~'.:.~~~~~:'.:'.:...~~~~4...., _,,, 
I- •' 

II. The Eyes - With local 
and remote browser GU!s, 
you'll see the industry s most 

powerful DLTtape library is 
incredibly easy to use . ............ 

Division, of the Spine 

VI. The Heart-The heart of the P3000 is the 
lntelliGrip precision cartridge handling system 
which will pick-and-place cartridges for years 
without skipping a beat. 

, , 

, , 

III. The Skeleton -The 
human body has two arms and 
two legs. The P3000 delivers 

the same high availability 
(HA) design with redundant 

AC cords, power supplies and 
fans. Plus, the power supplies, 
fans and DLTtape drives can 
be hot-swapped. 

~-------------

/.. ' - - , " 

N. The Nervous System - The complex 

nervous system of the P3000 is designed to 
support multiple concurrent network, SCSI 
and fibre channel connections, so each 
library can be shared by NAS, SAN and 
direct-connect environments. 

I 
□ i 

ATL 

V. Like a well-tuned body, The P3000s 

reliability, redundancy, ease of use and 
modular upgrades all add up to low total 
cost of ownership (TCO). I 

PRODUCTS 
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ATL Products, I nc. 101 Innovation Drive I rvine, CA 92612-3040 
Phone: (949) 856-7 800 Fax: (949) 856-7799 Email: atlpsales@atlp.com www.atlp.com 
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